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In South Africa (SA), there have been visible changes in student demographics due to political 
and educational transformation. As a result of these changes, there have been demands for 
decolonisation, and for incorporation of knowledge that is relevant to students’ backgrounds 
and experiences. Such context-specific knowledge, applied particularly to fashion education, 
bring into question the suitability of a traditional, teacher-focused approach. In opposition to a 
teacher-focused approach, a student-focused approach has the potential to support students to 
produce individualised understandings of curricular content through personal identification. As 
such, the potential personal connection to and local relevance of subject matter may perhaps 
support what scholars refer to as a humanising pedagogy. However, tertiary fashion education 
in SA typically draws on predominately Western-based theory, with a lack of African theory, 
hence the need to accommodate student diversity through a humanising pedagogy for personal-
connected learning.  
 
Given this, the research question set out for this study seeks to identify strategies for a 
humanising pedagogical approach to encourage personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion 
education. More specifically, the aim of this study was to explore and outline a humanising 
pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education. This aim 
led to the formulation of several overarching objectives that align with four research phases, in 
line with Kolb’s (1984:27) Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC) as the overarching theoretical 
framework to guide the study. The study saw the development of a conceptual framework 
comprising of preliminary pedagogical strategies namely: 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 
3) narrative humanism (storytelling) and 4) active student participation. These strategies were 
aimed at accommodating student voice and inclusion as dimensions of a humanised pedagogy 
for personal-connected learning.  
 
To address the research question, aim and objectives, the study deployed an interpretive 
paradigm because it aimed to understand the phenomenon of humanising pedagogy through 
socially constructed meaning and experience. Aligning with an interpretive paradigm, the study 
was undertaken through the lens of qualitative research, selected due to the aim of 
understanding subjective experience and the meanings that individuals hold regarding the 
humanising pedagogical approach. For this study, an action research design was selected given 
 v 
the active role of the researcher as well as the design and implementation of two teaching and 
learning interventions, known as the pilot and main studies, for tertiary fashion education.    
 
Through the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions, this study adds knowledge to 
a) scholarship on humanising pedagogy to add value and intent to tertiary fashion education 
and b) scholarship on the decolonisation discourse in SA. This study proposes a humanising 
pedagogical approach to tertiary fashion education with the intent to encourage students to 
draw on their own personal identities or experiences to support personal connection to theory-
based curricula previously Western-dominated. Similarly, this study adopts the concept of 
personal-connected learning, which relates to connections that students establish between 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
1.1   INTRODUCTION  
 
Brazilian educator and philosopher, Paulo Freire (1970:84), considers humanising pedagogy 
as the idea that people are in the “process of becoming - as unfinished, uncompleted beings in 
and with a likewise unfinished reality”. In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970:84) 
explores an alternative approach to traditional pedagogy where teachers and students are seen 
as co-learners in the teaching and learning process, and thus actively participate in exploring 
what it means to be human. Freire (1970:77) calls on teachers to consider student voice and 
experience to build personal connection to teaching and learning approaches in an attempt to 
humanise pedagogy. Notably, these statements align with changes in South African (SA) 
tertiary student demographics, which resulted in a call for educational transformation and 
decolonisation of Western-dominated curricula.  
 
In response to the aforementioned call, this study seeks to explore a humanised pedagogical 
approach that encourages personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education. The 
researcher acknowledges that fashion education falls under the broader spectrum of design 
education. In the same light, art and design education are closely related perhaps due to the 
nature of creative disciplines. For this reason, scholarship, in this study, is also drawn from the 
fields of art and design education. However, the discipline of fashion, and the education 
thereof, was selected due to the researcher’s professional interest as a fashion educator at a SA 
tertiary institution.  
 
This chapter provides background for the study which establishes the research problem. 
Following the background, the researcher maps out the theoretical constructs applied in this 
study. Thereafter, the researcher outlines the research question, including the overarching aim 
and objectives that guide this study. The chapter then moves on to discuss Kolb’s (1984) 
Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC) as a theoretical framework, with discussion subsequently 
shifting to the conceptual framework formulated to guide the study. Following this, the 
researcher scopes out assumptions and a personal rationale for conducting this study. This lends 
way to a synopsis of the research design and methods deployed in addressing the research 
question, aim and objectives. The researcher then considers trustworthiness and ethical 
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considerations pertaining to the study. Finally, this chapter provides an overview of the 
structure of the rest of this dissertation.  
 
1.2   BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY  
 
Traditionally, theory-based curricula apply a teacher-focused approach, where information is 
transmitted in a passive, top-down manner from teacher to student (Entwistle, 2000; Kember 
& Kwan, 2000; Biggs, 2003; Drew & Trigwell, 2003).  In this approach, the teacher constructs 
and delivers content while students are largely inactive, passive receivers of that content 
(Entwistle, 2000; Kember & Kwan, 2000; Biggs, 2003; Drew & Trigwell, 2003).  However, 
there has been a shift away from this approach towards one in which teachers encourage 
students to construct authentic design identities (Huerta, 2011; Salazar, 2013; Carey, 2017). 
 
In SA, scholars writing from the perspective of visual art, design and fashion education 
respectively note changes in student demographics because of political and educational 
transformation (Collet & Economou, 2017; De Villiers, 2017; De Wet, 2017). As such, there 
is a need for “knowledge that is relatable or relevant to specific regional or cultural origins” 
(De Villiers, 2017:29). Such context-sensitive knowledge, applied particularly to fashion 
education, bring into question the value of a traditional, teacher-focused approach (De Wet, 
2017:40). In opposition to teacher-focused instruction, a student-focused approach has the 
potential to create independent learners and support students to produce individualised 
understandings of curricula through personal identification (Kember & Kwan, 2000; Biggs, 
2003). The possible personal connection to and local relevance of the subject matter might 
support what scholars refer to as a “humanising pedagogy” (Salazar, 2013; Collet & 
Economou, 2017; De Villiers, 2017). 
 
Salazar (2013:123) positions a humanising pedagogy as a meeting point between “official 
knowledge” and the cultural “funds of knowledge” that students contribute. In order to 
incorporate these “funds of knowledge”, curriculum topics should reflect the diversity of the 
student body in order to encourage a personal connection to learning (Salazar, 2013:136). 
Collet and Economou (2017:72) explain humanising pedagogy as “the engagement of students 
lived experiences” in an educational setting. Collet and Economou (2017:72) argue for 
consideration of students’ rich “cultural, social and linguistic resources” by taking into account, 
for example, personal experiences in communities and families, which can potentially add 
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value to the quality of the educational setting. In this study, humanising pedagogy is defined – 
and applied – as a teaching and learning strategy with the intention of encouraging students to 
draw on their own personal identities or experiences. In the same light, this study adopts, from 
here on through the remainder of the dissertation, the concept of ‘personal-connected’ learning, 
which relates to connections that students establish between curriculum content and individual 
bodies of knowledge rooted in experiences of their environment. 
 
However, two problems are evident in fashion education. Firstly, internationally and locally, 
fashion education appears to be an under-developed research area lacking scientific 
investigation (Harvey, 2018; Harvey, Ankiewicz & Van As, 2019). Secondly, from a local lens, 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning is potentially problematic given the fact 
that the theoretical aspects of theory-based curricula are grounded in a Western ideology with 
a clear lack of African theory (Harvey & Lucking, 2017; Mastamet-Mason, Muller & Van der 
Merwe, 2017). Similarly, theoretically-based teaching of Trend Forecasting and its 
transferability to design practice have their roots in Western fashion movement theories (Carey, 
2017; Mastamet-Mason et al., 2017). Credited to sociologist Georg Simmel in 1904, fashion 
movement theories include the trickle-down, trickle-up and trickle-across theories that each 
attempt to understand the dynamics of fashion adoption through societal structures (Kaiser, 
2010; Rousso, 2012; Brannon & Divita, 2015).  
 
The trickle-down theory argues that those at the top of the social hierarchy dictate fashion 
trends and gradual imitation by the lower classes follows. Once the lower classes have adopted 
a trend, those at the top move on to new fashions (Kaiser, 2010:689).  In contrast, the trickle-
up theory positions fashion trend adoption as stemming from younger, like-minded members 
of society who create their own trending looks based on personal interest thus breaking the 
boundaries of societal expectation (Rousso, 2012; Brannon & Divita, 2015). The trickle-across 
theory assumes that fashion trends are adopted simultaneously across similar social structures 
thus reflecting a new dynamic fuelled by mass communication amongst the emerging middle 
classes (Rousso, 2012; Brannon & Divita, 2015). From such theories, scholars agree that 
hegemonic, theory-based fashion curricula rooted in such Western ideologies prevent 
beneficial local relevance of subject matter and exacerbate the limitations of a passive, teacher-
focused approach (Harvey & Lucking, 2017; Mastamet-Mason et al., 2017). 
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In light of the above, an argument made is that a humanised pedagogical approach that 
accommodates a diverse student demographic and a need for student engagement through 
knowledge transformation may foster personal-connected learning and, through its focus on 
diversity, may address the dominance of Western theory in SA tertiary fashion education. 
Entwistle (2000:1) asserts that for knowledge to be valuable, concepts used in teaching should 
be broad enough to draw from multiple experiences, preferably with “metaphorical 
associations”. However, a lack of critical research on this kind of approach suggests that it may 
be a challenge to design and implement humanising teaching and learning interventions that 
support personal-connected learning to accommodate diverse student demographics within a 
SA tertiary fashion education framework. With this in mind, the discussion now shifts to the 
relevant theoretical constructs applicable to this study. 
 
1.3  RELEVANT THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS 
 
In this section, the researcher uses literature to develop an understanding of theoretical 
constructs applicable to the scope of this study. As noted in sections 1.1 and 1.2, this study 
focusses on fashion education; however, due to the limited and under-developed nature of 
research in this area, theoretical constructs are drawn from a general higher education (HE) 
context as well as from art, design and fashion education.    
 
This section provides an introduction to the following theoretical constructs: 1) student 
diversity and social transformation in HE, 2) teacher versus student-focused approaches, 3) 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning and 4) active student participation for 
inclusion and student voice. Although this section introduces discussion around these 
theoretical constructs, Chapter 2 discusses them in greater detail. In the sub-section below, 
discussion begins by framing issues of student diversity and social transformation in HE. 
 
1.3.1 Framing student diversity and social transformation in higher education 
 
The end of apartheid brought about a drastic shift in student demographics. This resulted in a 
need for design education programmes, including fashion, to accommodate this diversified 
student body through suitable pedagogical shifts (Pretorius, 2015; De Wet, 2017). Another 
reason to transform curricula is that Western expectations in SA design programmes result in 
students feeling the need to conform, hence abandoning their multifaceted “social, cultural and 
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familial identities” (Duker, 2009:83). The 2015 student protests labelled as #FeesMustFall 
gave rise to the call for decolonisation of curricula, in general, and an end to dominant Western 
ideologies (Molefe, 2016:32). 
 
Art and design university programmes have sought to move away from alienating teaching 
practices grounded in Western ideologies to adopt an inclusive approach characterised by 
sensitivity to diverse student backgrounds (Collet & Economou, 2017; De Wet, 2017). In a 
fashion education context, De Wet (2017:43) questions the value of the traditional teacher-
focused approach to teaching within SA fashion education programmes. Duker (2009:82) 
advises on the need to reflect on different teaching approaches by undertaking theory-based 
content through the eyes of a diverse student body. Similarly, De Wet (2017:41) suggests a 
fashion teaching environment that includes the “personal and cultural context” of its students.   
Such a teaching environment questions the suitability of a teacher-focused approach.  
 
1.3.2 Outlining a teacher-versus student-focused approach  
 
According to Wright (2011:92), because of the perception that students are inherently 
incapable or lack knowledge, a teacher-focused approach establishes a forced hierarchy 
between student and teacher. In teacher-focused environments, the teacher determines and 
applies theory-based content, methods of teaching and programme outcomes without student 
input. Kasim (2014:200) explains that within a teacher-focussed approach, students see the 
teacher as the specialist on programme matters and the teacher sees students as an “empty 
vessel” that possesses no valuable knowledge. Thus, the teacher-focused approach fails to 
consider the voice of the student in terms of their own education and promotes compliance to 
a Western “non-inclusive environment” (Cammarota & Romero, 2006:19). 
 
Over the years, there has been a demand to move away from a teacher-focused approach and a 
conventional one-size-fits-all pedagogy, towards a student-focused approach rooted in 
constructivist theory (Crick & McCombs, 2006; Harris & Cullen, 2008). Social constructivism 
embodies the “cultural uniqueness and complexity” of students and encourages them to build 
their own understanding of content by including their personal identities (Demir, Bay, Bagceci, 
Vural & Avci, 2015:41). The student-focused approach supports the notion that students arrive 
at conclusions through construction of knowledge instead of accepting information as a 
“passive participant” through memorisation and re-production (Demir et al., 2015:41). 
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Through a constructivist, student-focused approach, students might engage with curriculum 
content on a deeper level by connecting the relevance of existing knowledge to the knowledge 
required for new learning (Wright & Grenier, 2009:255). Kasim (2014:203) suggests a strategy 
that consistently seeks teaching approaches that will support personal-connected learning. In 
light of the arguments presented in this sub-section, humanising pedagogy is a possible 
approach to counteract the teacher-focused approach and notions of dehumanisation to support 
personal-connected learning.  
 
1.3.3 Humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning  
 
Freire (1982:5) proclaims that “to treat humans as an object, thereby lessening their abilities to 
act to transform their world, is to dehumanise them”. Later, Zinn and Rodgers (2012:76) note 
that curricula that do not align with students’ contextual realities is a key factor in the 
manifestation of dehumanisation. As such, globally, scholars argue for moving away from a 
traditional approach to a “humane approach” such as humanising pedagogy (Freire, 1970; 
Huerta, 2011). A humane approach draws on the idea that people are in the “process of 
becoming - as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a likewise unfinished reality” 
(Freire, 1970:84). Thus, teachers should encourage students to frame knowledge around 
individual experiences in order to construct both a personal and shared understanding (Dale & 
Hyslop-Margison, 2010:74).  
 
Aligning with a shared understanding, for Salazar (2013:128), humanising pedagogy considers 
the teacher and their students as partners in constructing “locally relevant knowledge” which 
opposes traditional pedagogical strategies where teachers see students as passive receivers of 
knowledge. Burke, Adler and Linker (2008:66) emphasise that the exclusion of students’ 
personal backgrounds from learning can create the notion that their experiences are not relevant 
to their education. However, key to a humane approach is a teaching strategy that fits the 
specific context being studied (Weiler, 1991; Roberts, 2000). Fataar and Kruger (2017:1) 
outline the following as part of a humanised pedagogy for SA HE: 1) working with the diversity 
of the student body by not assuming that there is an expectation to being, 2) identifying and 
engaging with students’ creativity by accepting that students process knowledge differently 
and 3) encouraging students to expand their conceptual perspective on the world. 
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To foster a collective society, description through narrative humanism (storytelling) is a key 
strategy for integrating student identities into HE landscapes (Goodson & Gill, 2010; 
Hammack & Pilecki, 2012). Gill and Niens (2014:20) concur that a narrative strategy has a 
humanising ability through being considerate of student inequalities in a post-apartheid society. 
Through exploring diverse student viewpoints, a shared narrative curriculum may challenge 
teachers and students to a better understanding of one another (McCully, 2012:146). A 
narrative pedagogical strategy brings to light the inclination towards a socially constructed 
environment supported by people, society and the mindfulness of others. In line with a socially 
constructed environment, scholars put forward circle learning as a pedagogical strategy to 
nurture a space for respectful exploration and collaboration (West, 2004; Veloria & Boyes-
Watson, 2014). Active student participation is a possible pedagogical strategy to nurture such 
a space for respectful exploration and collaboration. 
 
1.3.4 Active student participation for inclusion and student voice  
 
Letsekha (2013:8) stresses that HE curricular content continues to rely on Western ideologies. 
However, Adésínà (2006:144) highlights the importance of creating curricula that will not 
disregard Western ideologies but instead create a space for “diverse ontological narratives”. 
The Western lens often obstructs understandings of curricular content, which necessitates the 
adoption of local ideas as contributions (Van Wyk & Higgs, 2005; Alatas, 2009). The challenge 
is to encourage students to make a connection between local identities and Western ideologies 
by envisioning a link between self and culture (Giroux, 2010; Schugurensky, 2011). Patel and 
Lynch (2013:223) introduce a strategy of glocalisation, which values different cultures through 
encouraging local and global dialogue, as a necessary response to diversifying student 
demographics.  
 
In addition to glocalisation, Freire (1970:77) calls on teachers to be mindful of student voice 
and experience to build personal-connected teaching and learning strategies. Salazar 
(2013:133) suggests that to humanise pedagogy, teachers should collaborate with students in 
structuring suitable learning strategies by entrusting students to have a shared critical position 
in educational development and planning. Emphasising the link between information, expertise 
and power, collaborating with students requires moving away from a teacher-focused approach 
(Giroux, 2010:8).  Likewise, Bovill, Morss and Bulley (2009:19) agree that removal of 
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hierarchy from the teacher-student dynamic can encourage students to be critical thinkers in 
the society they inhabit.  
 
In terms of student dynamics, Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:143) observe that theory-based 
fashion curricula in SA HE have formed a non-inclusive environment. Re-evaluation of this 
environment presents a challenge, as Western ideology dominates the HE system (Carey, 
2017:2). According to Harvey and Lucking (2017:141), including local content in fashion 
curricula would encourage students to engage in curricula traditionally grounded in Western 
ideologies to possibly establish personal-connection through identification. Collet & 
Economou (2017:77), writing from the lens of art education, argue that such a strategy should 
embody a personal approach to teaching and learning as a means of asserting students’ 
“personal identities and lived experiences”. Collet and Economou (2017:71) suggest localising 
theoretical content and moving away from a “timeline-based structure” to one of discussion, 
drawing on multiple topics to find a meeting point between the local and the global, thus linking 
to the notion of glocalisation discussed earlier in this sub-section. In light of the discussion thus 
far, the following section presents the research question, aim and objectives of this study. 
 
1.4  RESEARCH QUESTION, AIM AND OBJECTIVES  
 
Considering the background and research problem presented in section 1.2, this section 
formulates the research question, aim and objectives that guide this study. 
 
1.4.1 Research Question 
 
Against the backdrop of the research problem, the study is guided by the following research 
question. 
 
What are the strategies for a humanising pedagogical approach to encourage personal-






1.4.2 Research Aim  
 
Against the background of the research question, this study aims to explore and outline a 
humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion 
education.  
 
To achieve this aim, the research objectives are presented in the sub-section that follows. 
 
1.4.3 Objectives of the research  
 
Table 1.1 illustrates the research objectives in relation to the research phases, in order to realise 
the aim of this study. Additionally, in Table 1.1, the scope of each research phase is outlined.  
 
Table 1.1: Research phases and objectives 
SCOPE PHASE OBJECTIVE 
Input strategy 1 Explore and define preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy 
Pilot teaching and 
learning intervention 2 
Design and implement a humanising teaching and learning 
intervention for fashion students based on the findings from 
Phase 1 
Main teaching and 
learning intervention 3 
Refine and implement a humanising teaching and learning 
intervention for fashion students based on the findings from 
Phase 2 
Transferability to 
design practice 4 
Against the backdrop of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, explore the 
transferability of the humanising pedagogical approach to design 
practice 
 
In light of the aim and objectives, and the corresponding research phases presented in Table 
1.1, the following section outlines Kolb’s (1984) ELC as the theoretical framework that guides 
this study.  
 
1.5  THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 
Drawing from Table 1.1, in this study, the researcher designs and implements a pilot teaching 
and learning intervention and subsequently refines and implements a main teaching and 
learning intervention to humanise pedagogy in tertiary fashion education against the backdrop 
of Kolb’s (1984:27) ELC, as a theoretical framework. Kolb’s (1984:27) ELC understands 
learning to be a combination of experience, cognition, behaviour and “a continuous process 
grounded in experience”. This involves the internalisation of abstract ideas that can apply to 
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different situations to support knowledge construction through facilitation and experience 
(Akella, 2010:101).  Abdulwahed and Nagy (2009:290), applying Kolb’s (1984) ELC, note 
that learning occurs at the end of four cyclical stages in which transfer of knowledge occurs 
first and a movement from theoretical (mental) to practical (experience) knowledge occurs 
second.  
 
Kolb’s (1984:41) ELC structures and re-structures knowledge through transforming practice. 
Kolb’s (1984:41) ELC puts forward four aspects crucial to the educational process, namely: 1) 
concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active 
experimentation. Kolb (1984:41) explains that concrete experience relies on students being 
open to new experiences while reflective observation views these experiences from different 
perspectives to gain a new understanding. Kolb (1984:41) argues that abstract 
conceptualisation focuses on identifying new concepts through rational reflection, while active 
experimentation relies on the application of new knowledge to practical scenarios resulting in 
authentic experiences. Section 2.6 unpacks this framework in greater detail. 
 
This study aligns Kolb’s (1984) ELC as a theoretical framework for exploring a humanised 
pedagogical approach for fashion education to link theoretical curricula to students’ concrete 
experiences. The researcher uses this theoretical framework to analyse the four aspects of the 
active educational processes, namely; 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) 
abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation within a fashion education 
environment that seeks to foster a humanised pedagogy and thus create opportunities for 
students to seek personal meaning through experience and understanding. 
 
In the next section, the discussion moves on to the conceptual framework for this study in order 
to communicate probable alignment between the theoretical constructs identified and possible 
preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning.  
 
1.6  CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  
 
The conceptual framework embodies a network of theories, dimensions and presumptions that 
assist the research (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Robson, 2011).  Scholars define the conceptual 
framework as an output that “explains, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things 
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to be studied - the key factors, concepts or variables - and the presumed relationships among 
them” (Miles & Huberman, 1994:18). 
 
In this conceptual framework, relationships are proposed between the theoretical constructs 
introduced by the researcher in section 1.4, in order to guide the design of the pilot and main 
teaching and learning interventions by identifying preliminary pedagogical strategies to 
humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning. The researcher poses the questions below 
to address the research question, aim and objectives of this study.  
 
1. How would the researcher foster an inclusive environment that accommodates student 
voice?  
2. How would the researcher accommodate student voice to support personal-connection?  
 
In an attempt to address these questions, the researcher identifies the preliminary pedagogical 
strategies of circle learning, glocalisation, active student participation and narrative humanism 
(storytelling) (seen in Figure 1.1), based on literature presented in Chapter 2, that has the 
potential to accommodate student voice and inclusion as dimensions for humanising pedagogy. 
In this study, these preliminary pedagogical strategies are referred to as aspects of the 
conceptual framework while student voice and inclusion are referred to as dimensions of the 
conceptual framework. Additionally, these preliminary pedagogical strategies guide the line of 




Figure 1.1:  Conceptual framework to guide a humanised pedagogy for personal-
connected learning. Developed by author (2019) 
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Although student voice and inclusion, as dimensions of the conceptual framework in Figure 
1.1, might appear as separate entities, in this study they are integrated as an approach to 
humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning.  With this in mind, the researcher shifts 
discussion to the assumptions and personal rationale for conducting this research. 
 
1.7   RESEARCHER ASSUMPTIONS AND PERSONAL RATIONALE 
 
The researcher is a white, middle-class, Afrikaans-speaking, female educator at a tertiary urban 
fashion institution in SA. She teaches in the modules Trend Forecasting (theory-based) and 
Design Concepts (practice-based) at an undergraduate level. To maintain anonymity, the 
researcher does not note the module levels. The researcher is accustomed to the landscape of 
fashion education at SA tertiary institutions. As such, the researchers’ teaching experience 
provided insight into students’ disconnect with Western-dominated fashion theory and the 
instinctual global alignment of students’ design ideas. Given this disconnect, the researcher 
started to question fashion education and the education of students where the teacher constructs 
and delivers content while students are inactive, passive receivers of that content. To the 
researcher, fashion education should add value to students’ rich cultural, social and linguistic 
resources by including, for example, personal experiences.  
 
Besides the above, the researcher’s personal rationale for this research study is two-fold. First, 
the researcher intends to contribute to research on humanising pedagogy to add value and intent 
to fashion education in SA. Second, the outcomes of the research could add value to fashion 
education at the tertiary institution at which the researcher is employed.  In addition to the 
researcher’s personal rationale, this study adds value to the scholarship of teaching and learning 
in SA fashion education because of its sensitivity to students’ lived experiences and curricula 
content. Additionally, humanising fashion education for personal-connected learning could 
promote and add knowledge to the call for educational transformation and decolonisation of 
Western-dominated curricula, as noted in section 1.1. The next section summarises the research 





1.8  RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
In this section, the researcher summarises the research design and methodology used in this 
study. This section begins by introducing the research paradigm, approach and design. 
Aligning with the research design, the research methods are introduced, which includes the 
sampling methods, data collection methods and data analysis methods in this study.  Moreover, 
this section ends with discussion of the methods to ensure trustworthiness and ethical 
considerations as they align with the research approach. In Chapter 3, the researcher expands 
on these topics pertaining to the selection and implementation of the research design and 
methodology.  
 
1.8.1 Research paradigm, approach and design  
 
The researcher views this study through the lens of an interpretive paradigm which seeks to 
understand specific contexts through “the world of human experience”, meaning that “reality 
is socially constructed” (Mertens, 2005; Willis, 2007). Denzin and Lincoln (2011:3) postulate 
that an interpretive paradigm takes on a naturalistic approach to the world to understand 
phenomena through the significance that people provide. An interpretive paradigm is suitable 
for this study as it aims to understand the phenomenon of humanising pedagogy through 
socially constructed meaning and experience. 
 
Aligning with an interpretive paradigm, this study adopts a qualitative research approach. 
Qualitative research intends to identify and understand subjective human perceptions that 
shape individual experiences (Creswell, 2013; Flick, 2009). In line with the theoretical 
positioning of this study, a qualitative research approach is suitable to this study because it 
aims to understand human subjective experience and the meaning individuals hold regarding a 
humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion 
education.  
 
Framed by a qualitative research approach, this study adopts an action research design with the 
researcher as a participant. Action research relies on continuous iteration cycles of 
implementation and refinement of a pedagogical strategy (Norton, 2009; Mertler & Charles, 
2010). Efron and Ravid (2013:55) remark that action research is a process of self-reflection 
wherein the researcher takes on a primary position in the research phases. Action research is 
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applicable for this study given the alignment between the nature of the research design, 
grounded on continuous design, iteration cycles of implementation and refinement, and the 
researcher’s active role in designing, implementing, refining, reflecting and humanising a pilot 
and main teaching and learning intervention for tertiary fashion education. The research 
paradigm, approach and design are expanded upon in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 
The next sub-section introduces the research methodology employed in this study including 
the sampling methods, data collection, data analysis, trustworthiness and ethical 
considerations.  
 
1.8.2 Research methodology  
 
1.8.2.1 Sampling methods 
 
The sampling method for qualitative research is often purposeful, since it is ideal to select 
participants with pre-set characteristics to gain data specific to the research (Patton, 2002; 
Babbie & Mouton, 2010). Hence, the researcher selected a purposive sampling method for this 
study because it allows for predetermined selection criteria. In this study, purposive sampling 
entailed three participant sub-sets. In the first instance, in response to research Phases 1 to 3, 
the sub-set comprise of participants of demographically diverse fashion students (known as 
student participants in this study) registered for a Diploma in Fashion at a tertiary SA institution 
(simply known as the ‘institution’ in this study). These student participants had to be registered 
for the modules: 1) Trend Forecasting and 2) Design Concepts. However, to maintain 
anonymity of the student participants, the researcher does not note the module levels. 
 
In addition, the second purposively sampled sub-set includes the researcher in the dual role of 
data collection instrument for Phases 1 to 4 as well as research participant. As a participant, 
the researcher was responsible for designing, implementing and facilitating the pilot and main 
teaching and learning interventions (Phases 1 to 3) in the module Trend Forecasting.  
 
The third purposively sampled sub-set comprises of a facilitator from the same tertiary 
institution who was responsible for facilitating teaching and learning in the practice-based 
module, Design Concepts. The researcher notes that although the pilot and main teaching and 
learning interventions were not designed for implementation in the practice-based module, 
selecting this particular facilitator was important to explore the transferability of the humanised 
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pedagogical approach into design practice in response to Phase 4. In the same light, the 
researcher applies the word ‘teacher’ when discussing theoretical perspectives but opts to use 
the term ‘facilitator’ for discussion revolving around the third participant, namely the person 
responsible for teaching and learning in the practice-based module, Design Concepts. 
 
Given this predetermined set of participant groups, purposive sampling guarantees that the 
sample group characterises the population of students, the researcher and a facilitator 
applicable to a study in tertiary fashion education. Section 3.7 deliberates on these sampling 
methods in detail. The subsequent section offers an outline of the data collection methods 
employed as they align with the research phases. 
 
1.8.2.2 Data collection methods 
 
This study uses multiple methods of data collection to align with the four action research phases 
seen in Table 1.1. For Phase 1, the primary methods of data collection include a qualitative, 
face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion (see Addendum E for the line of 
inquiry) with selected student participants. As a second primary method of data collection, 
Phase 1 uses a reflective research journal as a data collection method. Flick (2009:75) explains 
that, as an input strategy, data collection can stem from informal group discussions as a 
valuable tool for gaining multiple perspectives. Corresponding with this view, the researcher 
chooses a face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion as it benefits from the scope 
and opportunities for elaboration on and clarification of initial answers. The researcher’s 
decision to make use of a reflective research journal was informed by Flick’s (2009:16) 
appraisal of journals as valuable raw data for interpretation. The face-to-face, semi-structured, 
informal group discussion serves the purpose of exploring and defining preliminary 
pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy as input to design the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention. The research journal serves the purpose of capturing raw data for interpretation 
to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention. The face-to-face, semi-structured, 
informal group discussion with student participants was digitally recorded for the purpose of 
accurate data transfer to the reflective research journal. The researcher did not transcribe the 
face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussions verbatim but listened to the digital 
recording to 1) transfer raw data extracts into the reflective research journal and 2) self-reflect 
on the process. 
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Phase 2 draws on the data from Phase 1 to design and implement the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention in the theory-based Trend Forecasting module. The first primary data collection 
method for Phase 2 includes a self-administered, hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire (see 
Addendum I). The second primary form of data collection was a reflective research journal. 
Weathington, Cunningham and Pittenger (2010:236) recommend a semi-structured 
questionnaire for qualitative research due to the richness of the data gathered from the 
participants. The hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire served the purpose of gathering 
participating students’ feedback on their experience of the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention and the manner in which the researcher could improve it to refine the main 
teaching and learning intervention. The purpose of the reflective research journal was to 
document and maintain an audit trail to record all notes and reflections on the pilot teaching 
and learning intervention for retrospective analysis. The researcher digitally recorded field 
notes from the reflective research journal for back-up purposes. Against the backdrop of data 
collected from Phase 2, the researcher refined the teaching and learning intervention for Phase 
3.  
 
Phase 3 involved the refinement and implementation of the main teaching and learning 
intervention. Data collected for Phase 3 comprise of the reflective research journal in primary 
form, serving the same purpose as in Phase 2, and artefacts in both primary and secondary 
forms. As the primary method, artefacts comprise of student participants’ written work (as an 
assessment instrument) to explore their personal-connections to the theory-based Trend 
Forecasting module and linked, personal experiences of localising the trickle-up theory. 
Aligning with Kolb’s (1984) ELC, introduced in section 1.5, this intersects with Kolb’s (1984) 
ideas of concrete experience and reflective observation as the first and second aspects of 
learning from students’ perspectives. Artefacts, as a secondary method, entailed self-created 
photographs of student-participants’ Trend Forecasting concept boards (as an assessment 
instrument). As a secondary method, the researcher did not analyse the self-created 
photographs for symbolic meaning, as they served the purpose of comprehensive evidence to 
support the primary data and narration of findings. 
 
Against the backdrop of the third and fourth aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as introduced in 
section 1.5, primary data collection for Phase 4 entailed a face-to-face, semi-structured 
interview with the Design Concepts facilitator (see Addendum N for the line of inquiry). 
Scholars propose the use of face-to-face, semi-structured interviews for their inherent 
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flexibility to allow participants to be open and expressive with their responses (Flick, 2009; 
Babbie, 2011). The researcher conducted the face-to-face, semi-structured interview to explore 
the perspective of the Design Concepts facilitator in terms of student-participants’ ability to 
transfer the humanised pedagogical approach and the personal-connections they made into 
design practice. The researcher digitally recorded the face-to-face, semi-structured interview 
and transcribed it verbatim for the purpose of analysis. Having introduced the data collection 
methods of Phases 1 - 4, section 3.8 expands on these data collection methods. The next sub-
section is a brief overview of the methods introduced to analyse the data collected for this 
study. 
 
1.8.2.3 Data analysis 
 
A content method of analysis guides the analysis of the data collected in Phases 2 to 4. The 
content method of analysis has the capacity to link the data to ideas by giving rise to repeated 
categories and identification of emerging patterns or research themes (Creswell, 2013; Saldaña, 
2013).  To employ a content method of analysis, this study follows Saldaña’s (2013:14) 
streamlined codes-to-theory model via two coding cycles. The first-level coding cycle, using 
In Vivo coding, fragments and tags the raw data. Thereafter, the second-level coding cycle, 
using selective coding, comprises of moving raw data into categories and into research themes. 
The content method of analysis is appropriate for this study because the raw data is analysed 
by the researcher to capture multiple perspectives to explore a humanised pedagogical 
approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education. Section 3.9 discusses 
the data analysis process in detail. The following sub-section discusses methods for ensuring 
trustworthiness in qualitative research. 
 
1.8.2.4 Trustworthiness  
 
Trustworthiness forms a crucial part of qualitative research as it aligns with the research design 
and methodology. To assure validity and trustworthiness, Creswell (2014:251) puts forward 
the primary methods for researchers to assess the accuracy of their findings. The below list 
includes the methods used to ensure trustworthiness methods, but these are discussed more 




• Peer investigators 
• Rich thick descriptions  
• Reporting on negative responses 
• Maintaining an audit trail  
• Cross-checking participant data  
• Clarification of biases 
 
Having listed the methods used to ensure trustworthiness, which will be discussed in greater 
detail in section 3.10, the following sub-section introduces the ethical considerations relevant 
to this study. 
 
1.8.2.5 Ethical considerations  
 
Ethical considerations consider the participants involved in this study and the tertiary 
institution where the researcher conducts the study. In this instance, the tertiary institution acts 
as the gatekeeper to gain access to participants. The researcher forwarded an invitational letter 
to the tertiary institution (refer to Addendum A). This invitational letter provides background 
to the research, as well as the intention of the research including the aim, objectives and 
procedures to collect and analyse the data obtained. In addition, the invitational letter also states 
that the name of the institution will remain anonymous to ensure confidentiality. It also ensures 
the institution of its right to withdraw from the study. The relevant tertiary institution has 
granted informed consent via a pre-drafted consent form to 1) conduct the study, 2) gain access 
to participants and 3) utilise students’ written components and concept boards as data collection 
instruments (refer to Addendum B for the institutions informed consent). For Addendum B, 
the name and signature from the tertiary institution are blocked out from the consent form to 
protect the identity of the institution. 
 
Ethical issues involve the selected student participants and the Design Concepts facilitator who 
took part in this research. The researcher notified participants of the research through an 
invitational letter. This invitational letter provides the background and intention of the research, 
including the aim and objectives of this study and the procedures to collect and analyse the 
data. In addition, the invitational letter assures their privacy and confidentiality through the use 
of pseudonym numbers, but in the case of the student participants, the invitational letter also 
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states that confidentiality cannot be guaranteed given that Phase 1 data collection comprises of 
a face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion. The invitational letter informs 
participants of their right to withdraw from the study. A pre-drafted consent form grants 
participant the opportunity to give permission to take part in this study and, with student 
participants, to use their projects as data collection instruments for analysis. The researcher 
communicated the contents of the above-mentioned participation to the participants in advance. 
The participants signed a pre-drafted consent form agreeing to take part. Addenda C and D 
respectively present the invitational letters of consent issued to the student participants and the 
Design Concepts facilitator. Section 3.11 discuss these ethical procedures in detail. The 
following section offers a summary of the proposed structure of this dissertation. 
 
1.9  STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION  
 
Table 1.2 outlines the chapters within this dissertation, along with each chapter’s purpose. For 
coherence, the chapters parallel the research phases. 
 
Table 1.2: Chapter outline 
PHASE CHAPTER OUTLINE 
 1 Chapter 1 provides an introduction and background with the purpose of 
outlining the research problem research question, overarching aim and 
objectives 
 2 Chapter 2 reviews theoretical constructs on 1) student diversity and social 
transformation in HE, 2) the teacher versus student-focused approaches, 3) 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning and 4) active 
student participation for inclusion and student voice. In addition, Chapter 2 
presents Kolb’s (1984) ELC as a theoretical framework 
 3 Chapter 3 explores the research design and methodology as it aligns with 
the research phases 
1 and 2 
4 Chapter 4 revolves around Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the research. Phase 1 
involves exploring and defining a teaching and learning strategy to 
humanise pedagogy as input. Phase 2 contextualises the design and 
implementation of a pilot teaching and learning intervention and 
summarises the findings from data collected for Phase 2. Against this 
backdrop, a retrospective analysis is framed to refine the main teaching and 
learning intervention 
3 and 4 
5 Chapter 5 pertains to Phase 3 and Phase 4 of the research. Phase 3 
contextualises the design and implementation of a main teaching and 
learning intervention. In addition, against the backdrop of Kolb’s (1984) 
ELC, Chapter 5 presents findings on students’ personal-connected learning 
of theoretical knowledge in practice and the transferability of the 
humanised pedagogical approach 
 6 Chapter 6 provides a conclusion to the study and presents recommendations 
for further study 
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Having provided an outline of the chapters that follow Chapter 1, the following section 
provides a conclusion to this chapter with regard to the purpose of the chapter. 
 
1.10 SYNTHESIS  
 
The purpose of this chapter was to introduce the research study in section 1.1 followed by 
discussion of the background to the study in section 1.2, which emphasised the shift away from 
a teacher-focused approach towards one in which teachers encourage students to construct 
personal design identities. Consequently, this section noted the research problem in that 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning is potentially problematic given that 
theory-based curricula are often grounded in a Western ideology. In section 1.3, the researcher 
introduced theoretical constructs around: 1) student diversity and social transformation in HE, 
2) teacher versus student-focused approaches, 3) a humanising pedagogy for personal-
connected learning and 4) active student participation for inclusion and student voice. This was 
done in order to explore a humanised pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in 
tertiary fashion education.  Given the research problem, section 1.4 outlined the research 
question and the overarching aim of this study - to explore and outline a humanised pedagogical 
approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education, leading to formulation 
of the overarching objectives for this inquiry as they align with the research phases.  
 
Section 1.5 introduced the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC as a theoretical framework to 
guide this study, namely: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract 
conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation. To achieve the aim of this study, in section 
1.6, the researcher introduced preliminary pedagogical strategies valuable to this study, 
namely: 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 3) active student participation and 4) narrative 
humanism (storytelling), as well as put forward a conceptual framework to guide the design of 
the pilot teaching and learning intervention.  
 
In section 1.7, to pave a way for the personal rationale of this study, the researcher declared 
their position as a fashion educator and explained their assumptions. Section 1.8 described the 
research paradigm, approach and design used in this study. Additionally, section 1.8 outlined 
the research methods selected for this study, which included discussion around sampling 
methods, data collection methods, data analysis, trustworthiness and ethical considerations. 
Section 1.9 illustrates the proposed structure of the study.  In Chapter 2, the researcher expands 
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on sections 1.3 and 1.5 to present the theoretical and conceptual framework for this research 
study.   
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
Chapter 1 provided a background to the study, framing the research problem in a South African 
(SA) fashion education context. Additionally, Chapter 1 outlined the research question as well 
as the overarching aim and objectives of this study.  
 
The purpose of Chapter 2 is to review theoretical perspectives with a two-fold purpose. The 
first purpose is to review theoretical constructs pertaining to: 1) student diversity and social 
transformation in higher education (HE), 2) teacher versus student-focused approaches, 3) a 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning and 4) active student participation for 
inclusion and student voice. The second purpose revolves around contextualising Kolb’s 
(1984) Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC) as a theoretical framework.     
 
To achieve the first purpose, discussion commences with consideration of the social 
transformation needed in general HE to accommodate student diversity. This includes 
discussion around decolonisation as a strategy for social transformation in SA HE as well as 
pedagogical strategies to transform HE to accommodate student diversity. Discussion on 
diversity and social transformation ends with consideration of these matters in an art, design 
and fashion education context. Following this, the discussion contextualises a teacher-focused 
approach, highlighting the limitations thereof given the diversity of the HE system and puts 
forward a student-focused approach to better accommodate social transformation as well as 
possible learning theories to support a student-focused approach. Discussion of the teacher-
focused and student-focused approaches starts on a global scale, filtering down to its relevance 
within art, design and fashion education.  
 
Thereafter, the discussion turns to defining dehumanisation and contextualising humanising 
pedagogy, in general, as a strategy to counteract the former. Freirean philosophy is discussed 
to ground humanisation thus identifying approaches and teacher-student relationships as a 
fundamental principle for humanisation. This filters down to possible humanising pedagogical 
approaches and strategies to support humanist learning in general. Discussion on humanising 
pedagogy is applied to art and design education contexts.  
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Subsequently, discussion turns to active student participation as a strategy for inclusion and 
student voice in the context of theory-based curricula grounded in Western ideologies. To 
support inclusion and student voice to humanise pedagogy, co-creation of curricula through 
active student participation is put forward as a strategy for social change. Additionally, the 
notion of glocalisation is put forward, as a holistic strategy, to provide a space for global and 
local content to co-exist. Discussion on active student participation as a strategy for inclusion 
and student voice is applied to art, design and fashion education contexts. This includes 
discussion of fashion movement theories as an example of theory-based curricula grounded in 
Western ideologies. 
 
To address the second purpose of Chapter 2, Kolb’s (1984) ELC is put forward as the 
theoretical framework since it pertains to the nature of the study and to the theoretical 
perspectives on an inclusive humanising approach to accommodating student voice and 
personal-connection for the social transformation of a diverse HE environment.  
 
2.2 STUDENT DIVERSITY AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
 
This section contextualises theoretical perspectives pertaining to the diversifying student body 
in general HE and the need for social transformation to encourage inclusive education. 
Discussion begins with the state of the diversifying student body in a general HE context. The 
researcher explores social transformation to accommodate issues surrounding diversity. In line 
with social transformation, the researcher explores decolonisation as a strategy for social 
transformation in SA HE. Thereafter, the discussion considers pedagogical strategies to 
transform HE for student diversity which involves an inclusive space for student engagement 
as well as student voice through reflective dialogue. This discussion is applied to an art, design 
and fashion education context. As introduced in section 1.3, it is important to note that although 
this study focusses on fashion education, due to limited scholarship in fashion education, 






2.2.1 The diversifying student body in Higher Education 
 
2.2.1.1 Social transformation needed to accommodate diversity  
 
Preparing students for an evolving society in the 21st century is challenging given the demands 
of a diversifying student demographic (Patel & Lynch, 2013:223). Scholars define 
diversification as a process by which an environment becomes more varied in its operations, 
positioning, and student body regarding ethnic and cultural diversity (Varghese & Püttmann, 
2011; Takwate, 2016). The diversification of student demographics could be due to a broader 
influx of students from disadvantaged backgrounds into HE landscapes, or a more global intake 
to align with the internationalisation of educational environments (Wingate, 2015; Tkachenko, 
Bratland & Johansen, 2016).  
 
Internationalisation is an educational process built around an international perspective on 
knowledge where cultures are unpacked as “sub-systems of a larger inclusive world” (Aderoju, 
2015:9). Similarly, standardisation or making something or someone conform to a standard, 
across a globalising HE landscape is forcing universities to question the benchmarks set for 
academic achievement considering the “cultural, social, and economic” differences students 
bring to the educational environment (Burke, Adler & Linker, 2008:65). Globalisation in a HE 
context is defined as the process by which institutions ensure the global effectiveness of 
programmes offered (Aderoju, 2015:6). Globalisation may be achieved through the process of 
diversification. Nevertheless, scholars argue that a shift is required away from a standardised 
system to one that better caters for the needs of a diversified student body (Takwate, 2016:110).  
 
Tkachenko et al. (2016:6) argue that students who come from diverse social backgrounds may 
experience learning differently in comparison to those who are exposed to the standardised 
expectations of HE. Turner (2011:82) asserts that dialect and writing reflect students' unique 
cultural upbringing, suggesting that the manner in which students approach their learning is 
possibly culturally reliant. Therefore, when students experience a cultural disconnect with their 
learning, an internal debate unfolds in respect to whether they should compromise to fit the 
standardised expectations of the HE system, or rather stick to their cultural norms at the risk of 
exclusion (Tkachenko et al., 2016:6). As such, HE should transform to accommodate the 
inclusion of student diversity in curricula.  
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From a HE perspective, Bovill (2013:1) defines curricula as an overarching classifier that refers 
to the content created for a programme that aligns with institutional learning outcomes. In 1996, 
the African National Congress1 introduced the goal of a more transformative, inclusive and 
practical approach for HE curricula to re-establish responsibility for unity (Rwodzi, 2014:17). 
On one side of the discussion, some stressed the importance of outcome-based learning to 
ground curricula reform, but others argued for adjusting curricula across multiple contexts 
(Rwodzi, 2014:17). As early as 1994, Spady (1994:6) argued that outcome-based education 
structures each aspect of the educational system around specific goals or outcomes. With 
regards to curricula across multiple contexts, Rwodzi (2014:17) argues that HE should 
structure an approach for transformation around worldly, liberal curricula2 to prioritise student 
diversity.  
 
The social responsibility of HE has been criticised regarding the expectations of liberal 
curricula, raising questions about the contribution of HE to public good (William & Cochrane, 
2010:21). William and Cochrane (2010:21) reflect on the potential of HE regarding the public 
good as their responsibility to encourage a space for transformation and to engage with progress 
across multiple disciplines. In a post-apartheid SA context, Kimmie (2012:91) argues that in 
order for teachers and students to develop knowledge, action and truth, transformation must be 
the main focus of HE. Therefore, for social transformation to be a reality, Kimmie (2012:91) 
asserts that students and teachers have to be mindful to address the need for it. One way to 
address social transformation in HE is through the call for decolonisation.  
 
2.2.1.2 Decolonisation as a strategy for social transformation in South African Higher 
Education 
 
During the apartheid era, SA integrated ideas around race, social-class and political power, 
with the segregation of whites as predominantly privileged, Indian and Coloureds less so, and 
Africans the most marginalised, both politically and economically (Leibowitz & Bozalek, 
2014:94). These racial categories remain a significant identifier of social background and, 
decades after the end of apartheid, an indicator of social privilege (Leibowitz & Bozalek, 
2014:94). Although apartheid ended, scholars view post-apartheid SA as embedded in an 
 
1 The African National Congress was and remains the governing political party of South Africa. 
2 In liberal curricula, the teacher follows humanistic traditions and theories to emphasize learning situations in which each 
student makes their own choices (Rwodzi, 2014:28) 
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enduring cycle of segregation and class struggle (Kronenberg, Kathard, Rudman & 
Ramugondo, 2015:1). These African scholars highlight a cycle of segregation in a HE context 
involving issues pertaining to curricula, which largely still embody colonial perspectives and, 
as such, are subject to calls for decolonisation. 
 
The 2015 student protests labelled #FeesMustFall gave rise to calls for decolonisation of 
curricula, an end to dominant Western ideologies, and the removal of colonial statues (Molefe, 
2016:32). In the same year, #RhodesMustFall called for the removal of a statue at the 
University of Cape Town that honours the colonial icon Cecil John Rhodes; their demands 
included 1) decolonisation of HE and 2) free higher education (Nyamnjoh, 2017:260). Shay 
(2016:1) describes the protests as a call for the inclusion of diverse African or global constructs 
in the learning environment. As such, the #FeesMustFall and #RhodesMustFall student protests 
were in response to curricula which largely embodied colonial perspectives and thus created a 
disconnect from African students’ lived realities (Ramoupi, 2014:271). 
 
Scholarship surrounding this student disconnect reflects an international call to decolonise 
curricula by recognising indigenous knowledge (Connell, 2016; Daniel, 2016). Scholars concur 
that Western ideals still dominate SA HE “epistemologies, knowledge systems, theories, 
research and publication practices” (Alatas, 2009; Chen, 2010). From a Global South 
perspective, Manathunga (2018:96) supports the decolonisation of curricula and criticises 
knowledge binaries and hierarchies of power that stem from an existing class struggle.  
 
#RhodesMustFall and #FeesMustFall are the manifestation of a class struggle that shapes the 
racial and class-based SA HE environment (Chetty & Knaus, 2016; Daniel, 2016; Van Rooyen, 
2016). These tensions grew from unequal expectations and misalignment with regards to the 
outcomes needed for educational growth (Daniel, 2016; Van Rooyen, 2016). Focusing on 
educational growth, a demand for relevant education as well as a call for curricula that are 
socially relevant was evident (Daniel, 2016:3; Van Rooyen, 2016). In line with socially 
relevant curricula, SA HE has driven the national call for transformation by debating topics 
around restructuring of curricula, internationalisation and “Africanisation” (Letsekha 2013:1).  
 
The notion of Africanisation emerged from the 2015 #FeesMustFall student protest as a result 
of dominant curricula being viewed through a Western lens which disregards diverse student 
backgrounds and cultural perspectives (Letsekha, 2013:10). Letsekha (2013:10) suggests re-
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imagination of curricula to consider diverse student identities. Aligning with Africanisation, 
scholars suggest placing Africa at the centre of teaching and learning to address the 
“fundamental question of place, perspective and orientation” (Kaya & Seleti, 2013:4; Garuba, 
2015). Kaya and Seleti (2013:33) advocate for a move away from dominant Western views of 
knowing by removing the stigma of white men and women as “all-knowing” beings. However, 
Mbembe (2016:35) argues that decolonisation is not about removing Western ideas from the 
curriculum but deciding whether Africa should be at its core.  
 
To position Africa at the core of curricula, Zeleza (2009:127) uses “deconstructionist” notions 
to define the process of demolishing Western epistemic hegemonies that control the study of 
Africa. Opposing this view, the Department of Education (2008:21) argues for the adaptation 
of curricula to a post-apartheid SA context and its relevance in both Africa and the world. 
Ballim (2018:141) points out the importance of transforming HE to give meaning to 
complexity by viewing problems from an unknown or uncomfortable place, stating that “being 
locally relevant is not necessarily incompatible with being globally excellent”. Essentially, an 
inclusive educational approach to accommodate student diversity and engagement should be 
sensitive to both the local and global relevance of its curriculum. In the next sub-section, 
discussion shifts to possible pedagogical strategies to transform HE. 
 
2.2.2 Pedagogical strategies to transform Higher Education and accommodate student 
diversity  
 
2.2.2.1 Inclusive spaces for student engagement  
 
Kasim (2014:203) argues for the need for a paradigm shift in teaching and learning strategies 
to accommodate the diverse realities of students. Kasim (2014:203) elaborates on this shift as 
a move away from an “instructional paradigm” towards a “learning paradigm”.  In earlier 
literature, Barr and Tagg (1996:16) define an instructional paradigm as teaching to transfer 
information, and a learning paradigm as teaching to produce learning through understanding. 
The outcome of a learning paradigm is that learning unfolds in an experiential and constructed 
environment through student exploration, as opposed to a focus on instruction (Kasim, 
2014:203). This coincides with the scholarship of Burke et al. (2008:65), who state that 
learning is most valuable when the curriculum is approached in a manner that encourages 
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personal connection through exploration and is reliant on teachers recognising the diverse ideas 
which students bring to the teaching and learning environment. 
 
Burke et al. (2008:66) advise teachers to see education as transformative and encourage the 
facilitation of an explorative environment inclusive of personal and culturally significant 
experiences. Similarly, Kasim (2014:203) notes that the learning paradigm accommodates 
diversity by encouraging students to collaborate and actively engage with their teachers to 
construct and transform the manner in which they learn. Supporting this vision for social 
transformation in HE, William and Cochrane (2010:22) suggest an open environment which 
fosters student engagement and critical debate through dialogue as well as students’ 
contribution to society.  
 
Lake (2010:10) asserts that SA HE should support an impartial society by accommodating a 
basic right to learning for all students previously disadvantaged by segregation and poverty.  
Dalton, Mckenzie and Kahonde (2012:1) cite Section 29 in the Bill of Rights, which notes that 
“everyone has the right to basic education, which includes basic adult education and further 
education”. With emphasis on the basic right to education, Pather (2011:1105) argues that 
accommodating student diversity remains a barrier to learning and thus recommends inclusive 
learning as an attempt to afford all students with quality education. Nonetheless, inclusive 
education is supported by the expectation that the teacher has the responsibility to foster an 
inclusive space for students (Lake, 2010; De Jager, 2013).  
 
The discourse surrounding an inclusive approach to transformation highlights the need for 
teacher involvement and selected pedagogical strategies to support a diversifying student body 
(De Jager, 2013:1106). Burke et al. (2008:66) argue that by not considering pedagogical 
strategies that are inclusive of students’ personal experience, HE supports a rigid programme 
that is historically rooted in a non-inclusive social structure. As a result, Burke et al. (2008:65) 
advise teachers to create content suited to their students’ knowledge and complex experiences. 
The implications are that local content to suit Western theories is perhaps a pedagogical 
strategy to support active student participation for a humanising pedagogy. 
 
Pather (2011:1106) argues for active student participation in inclusive learning to eradicate 
exclusion and embrace student diversity. As such, teachers should allow students to actively 
participate in their own education, and through the facilitation of engagement, teachers can 
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support the aim of an inclusive environment (Lake, 2010:4). To support active student 
participation from an SA point of view, teachers should implement pedagogical strategies with 
the potential for variety in content and the co-creation of curricula (Lake, 2010:2). Co-creation 
of curricula through active student participation is discussed in sub-section 2.5.2 as a strategy 
for inclusion of student voice to counteract theory-based curricula grounded in Western 
ideologies. The following sub-section outlines student voice through reflective dialogue as a 
possible pedagogical strategy to transform HE and accommodate student diversity. 
 
2.2.2.2 Student voice through reflective dialogue 
 
Cammarota and Romero (2006:19) argue that the teacher-focused approach (elaborated on in 
sub-section 2.3.1) promotes compliance to a Western “non-inclusive environment” by failing 
to consider student voice. To counteract this, Gill and Niens (2014:23) suggest student dialogue 
to challenge non-inclusive systems. Scholars agree that dialogue, as a strategy for student 
voice, aims to stand up against oppressive elements through the cultivation of consciousness 
(Freire, 1997; Salazar, 2013; Gill & Niens, 2014). Although the inclusion of student voice 
creates a student body with a diverse range of perspectives, and as HE landscapes increase in 
diversity, understanding the generalised student body becomes problematic and removed from 
expected reality (Bovill, 2013:265). In HE landscapes, student voice can be encouraged 
through reflective dialogue.  
 
Keet, Zinn and Porteus (2009:113) review reflective dialogue as a central goal for students and 
teachers to recognise dominant and unequal power structures from their realities to foster a 
space inclusive of non-Western ideas. Chetty (2018:35) makes a case for multiculturalism in 
HE as a teaching and learning strategy considerate of non-Western ideas. Arguing for culturally 
sensitive curricula, Chetty (2018:35) maintains that teachers should respect their students’ 
history and reflected experiences through the power of multicultural dialogue. SA scholars 
Vandeyar and Swart (2016:146) note that the teacher is responsible for fostering mutual 
respect, and ensuring students take responsibility for their own learning through processes that 
are self-reflective of their experiences. The notion of multiculturalism is linked with 
glocalisation, which is unpacked in sub-section 2.5.3.2 as a strategy to address HE curricula 
rooted in Western ideology. Shifts in student diversity and social transformation in art, design 
and fashion education are discussed in the following sub-section. 
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2.2.3 Art, design and fashion education  
 
In a culturally diverse SA society, visual art has the potential for social transformation in an 
environment previously segregated by unfair political structures (Beukes, 2016:23). To 
transform visual arts, HE should encourage students to be open to worldly perspectives by 
removing themselves from previous political powers (Beukes, 2016:25). As such, visual art 
and fashion university programmes across SA HE are seeking to move away from alienating 
teaching practices grounded in Western-centric ideologies and adopt a more inclusive approach 
characterised by sensitivity to the diverse student background (Collet & Economou 2017; De 
Wet 2017). Beukes (2016:25) maintains that visual art education should move away from 
previous ideologies revolving around segregation and oppressive structures and argues for 
inclusion of different cultures in the educational context. Beukes (2016:23) goes on to posit 
that intent for social transformation lies in nurturing and acceptance of an ethnically diverse 
student body. 
 
Duker (2009:81) concurs that there is an evident need in SA visual art education to step outside 
of disciplinary-specific knowledge and establish teaching and learning strategies to connect 
with a diverse student group and their unique cultural backgrounds. Linked to the notion of 
Africanisation and decolonisation, which sub-section 2.2.1.2 discussed, Duker (2009:83) 
contends that another reason to transform is that Western expectations in SA art and design 
programmes result in students feeling the need to conform and therefore abandon their 
multifaceted “social, cultural and familial identities”. Beukes (2016:26) puts forward a 
stratagem for transformation by calling for the restructuring of teaching and learning strategies 
in visual art to accept and value the personal and collective identities of diverse students. 
Similarly, writing from a SA fashion education context, De Wet (2017) argues the need for 
fashion education programmes to accommodate diversified student bodies through suitable 
pedagogical shifts.  
 
In line with this, Beukes (2016:24) puts forward personal transformation to support cultural 
diversity that may well foster an inclusive learning environment for students in visual art 
programmes. To support curricular decolonisation, Beukes (2016:23) advocates for education 
to encourage the exchange of intricate cultural systems to counteract passive transmission of 
cultural information.  Supporting this view, Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:144,155) admit that 
dominant worldviews in fashion curriculum remain grounded in the colonial past; hence, these 
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scholars explore the inclusion of indigenous African costume and textiles into the fashion 
curriculum as the starting point for conversations around decolonisation. In doing so, 
Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:155) attempt to support the need for theoretical perspectives 
dealing with the specific topic of the African fashion identity.    
 
The above situation is not exclusive to the African fashion identity considering that Beukes 
(2016:23) advises the integration of cultural diversity into art and design curricula in order for 
students to be more explorative and understanding of collective ideas. In line with this view, 
Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:155) note that even though the inclusion of all African costume 
and textiles is perhaps unrealistic, key examples can possibly illustrate cultural richness for 
diverse students and therefore support the drive for inclusion. Mastamet-Mason et al. 
(2017:155) conclude that fashion curricula should emphasise the integration of both Western 
and African cultures. Although contextualised within fashion education, the outcome of their 
study creates a starting point for scholars to explore multiple cultures, in any discipline, in 
order to drive SA HE towards the acceptance of inclusive content (Mastamet-Mason et al., 
2017:155).  
 
In light of the discussion presented thus far, pedagogical strategies should outline possible 
scenarios to decolonise visual art and fashion education. However, limitations do exist with 
regard to decolonising knowledge and democratising curricula. For instance, writing about a 
SA graphic design programme, purely replacing Western or Eurocentric curricula with an 
Africanised curricula in design education, reflects what Giloi (2017:88) calls a “social gaze”– 
which positions valuable knowledge in the control of students who have suffered at the hand 
of colonisation. Elaborating on this, the problem with a social or decolonised gaze is the risk 
of fostering another dimension of exclusion which prioritises a single dominant culture (Giloi, 
2017:88). As an SA scholar, Giloi (2017:89) stresses that a decolonised gaze should support 
different knowledge and an understanding that no one’s knowledge is of higher value. In the 
researcher’s opinion, the implications are that art, design and fashion education should consider 
integrating Western or Eurocentric curricula with an Africanised curriculum as opposed to 
merely replacing the former with the latter. Perhaps this is the reason why Berman and Netshia 
(2018:5), within a visual art programme in SA, put forward the notion of “democratisation” as 
opposed to decolonisation to create a more inclusive space for students.  
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Berman and Netshia (2018:9) structure their pedagogical strategy around appreciative inquiry 
and for this reason note it as experimental. These scholars contend that appreciative inquiry 
fosters a shared space in which to prompt students regarding their strengths and positive 
experiences, as opposed to their problems or shortfalls (Berman & Netshia, 2018:9). The 
outcome of Berman and Netshia’s (2018:17) study was that student voices were heard in a safe 
space, thus allowing for empathy and diverse perspectives through critical social conversation. 
Similarly, De Wet (2017:45) proposes a teaching strategy to support students with visual 
literacy to foster meaning using both individual and shared perspectives. De Wet (2017:41) 
proposes a pedagogical strategy calling for shared responsibility between student and teacher 
to foster collaborative thinking. With a similar view on collaborative thinking, Berman and 
Netshia (2018:9) explore the effects of a more peer-driven and collaborative approach and how 
it enables deeper student experience. Drawing from these arguments, collaborative thinking 
and strategies can unfold between student and teacher as well as between peers.  
 
Nevertheless, Berman and Netshia (2018:17), in their study, lay the foundation for students to 
question their own identities and express their differences through vigorous conversation. 
Supporting this view, De Wet’s (2017: 41) approach encourages students to create multiple 
conclusions to scenarios, in a shared environment, instead of accepting information as passive 
participants. Throughout the process, the teacher guides student discussions and encourages 
problem-solving through collaborative reflection (De Wet, 2017:42). De Wet (2017:3) uses a 
constructivist approach to support the diverse backgrounds of students by placing value on the 
unique ways that students seek meaning. As such, De Wet (2017:3) proposes a social 
constructivist environment because of its collaborative nature that encourages the merging of 
diverse social and cultural perspectives. Nevertheless, the need for a social constructivist 
environment brings into question the suitability of a teacher- versus student-focused approach 
when it comes to student diversity and social transformation in HE.  
 
2.3 TEACHER VERSUS STUDENT-FOCUSED APPROACHES  
 
Section 2.2 contextualised a need for student voice and inclusion to better accommodate the 
diversifying student body due to social transformation in HE. This section discusses the 
teacher-focused approach in HE and explores the limitations thereof considering the identified 
need to better accommodate for inclusion of a diverse student body. Section 2.3 suggests a 
student-focused approach as a starting point to accommodate inclusion and student voice and 
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explores learning theories to accommodate such an approach. The discussion then considers 
these approaches within an art, design and fashion education context. Given the limited 
scholarship in fashion education on this topic, the discussion includes perspectives from art 
and design programmes.  
 
2.3.1 Teacher-focused approach  
 
2.3.1.1 Contextualising the teacher-focused approach  
 
Paulo Freire3 (1997:57) initially used the banking model in his well-documented book 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed. Freire (1982:5) states that, “to treat humans as an object, thereby 
lessening their abilities to act to transform their world, is to dehumanise them”. Scholars agree 
that dehumanisation, unpacked in sub-section 2.4.1, is a side-effect of the banking model of 
education, which ingrains students with colonial mind-sets through awareness of their 
internalised failures (Freire, 1997; Cammarota & Romero, 2006; Moller & Deci, 2009).  
 
Freire (1997:57) positions a teacher-focused approach as “fundamentally narrative (in) 
character” with students’ as passive objects and the teacher an active subject. In Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed, Freire (1997:60) argues that the education system deposits knowledge, hence 
the teacher holds the epistemological power as students’ existing knowledge is overlooked. As 
such, teachers utilising the banking model of education view themselves as essential and 
consider their students “ignorance as absolute, to justify their own existence” (Freire, 1997:58). 
Cammarota and Romero (2006:17) highlight that Freire’s (1970) banking model is still 
predominant in HE due to an outdated mindset where teachers control knowledge and assume 
the responsibility to fill students’ minds with the expectations of the institution.  
 
Kasim (2014:200) states that, in a teacher-focused environment, theory-based content, methods 
of teaching and programme outcomes are pre-determined and applied without student input. 
As a reflection of the lack of student participation, there is little to no engagement between the 
teacher and students (Kasim, 2014:200). Consequently, Wright (2011:92) asserts that limited 
 
3 Paulo Freire is a Brazilian pedagogue considered to be a founding figure of critical pedagogy (Roberts, 2017:1). 
He is best known for his ideas in Pedagogy of the Oppressed where he explored humanisation though 
transformative reflection and action to develop ideals in the form of “openness, humility, tolerance, attentiveness, 
rigor and political commitment” (Roberts, 2017:1). 
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engagement forms a forced hierarchy between student and teacher because of the perception 
that students are inherently incapable of learning and lack knowledge. Essentially, Brown 
(2003:52) grounds the teacher-focused approach in conventional teaching methods where the 
teacher’s knowledge is central to the educational environment. 
 
As a result, Kasim (2014:200) claims that in a traditional teacher-focused approach, teachers 
are seen as the specialist in programme content while students are the “novice vessel”, lacking 
valuable knowledge. Schreurs and Dumbraveanu (2014:26) assert that the traditional method 
of designing curricula in a teacher-focused environment begins with the theoretical content 
assigned to the programme. As such, the teacher is solely responsible for choosing the content 
as well as the pedagogical strategies to deliver such content (Schreurs & Dumbraveanu, 
2014:26). Du Toit (2010:70) postulates that this strategy to design curricula and programme 
content are outdated and promotes rote-learning through passive transference. 
 
Zeki and Güneyli (2014:1) argue that a passive pedagogy might be more suitable to an earlier 
generation of SA students but not for the current diverse student body. For that reason, Zeki 
and Güneyli (2014:1) claim that SA HE has been unsuccessful in accommodating the changing 
needs of the student body as pedagogy remains reliant on repetition and memorisation. Perhaps 
for this reason, Lake (2010:6) argues that a limitation of the teacher-focused approach is 
standardised pedagogy and teachers’ embodied authoritarian positions. The next sub-section 
further explores the limitations of a teacher-focused approach.  
 
2.3.1.2 Limitations of a teacher-focused approach  
 
The teacher-focused approach trusts traditional teacher input and student outcomes to 
determine whether content is memorised and re-called (Schreurs & Dumbraveanu, 2014:26). 
In the same light, Wright (2011:93) states that sharing information is the responsibility of the 
teacher, while students have the single responsibility of taking down the information provided. 
However, Bray, Gooskens, Kahn, Moses and Seekings (2010:186) contend that such methods 
support rote-learning within controlled environments which ultimately impedes students’ 
critical thinking.  Hence, what makes the teacher-focused approach problematic is that the 
teacher is solely in charge of the information taught, the context they teach it in, and the time 
allocated for delivery (Kasim, 2014:2016). Consequently, students develop certain 
expectations of the teaching process and rely on teachers for learning (Wright, 2011:94).  
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Lake (2010:18) emphasises that an approach positioning the teacher at the centre of the learning 
process fosters a culture that values the information gathered more than the process used to 
attain that information. As a limitation, the teacher-focused approach creates a rigid 
environment with little to no encouragement of student imagination or investigation (Polly, 
Margerison & Piel, 2014:8).  SA HE predominantly deploys a teacher-focused approach and 
perceives learning as fixed within a rigid teaching environment (Vavrus, Thomas & Bartlett, 
2011:26). Lake (2010:19) maintains that such an environment does not encourage students to 
engage with their learning. Zeki and Güneyli (2014:1) suggest moving away from a culture of 
teaching towards one of learning, where students actively participate and collaborate in their 
learning. In doing so, the teacher no longer transfers information in a one-way manner but 
facilitates a process that encourages discussion of suitable contexts and perspectives (Zeki & 
Güneyli, 2014:1). As such, a student-focused approach aims to counteract the limitations of a 
teacher-focused approach.  
 
2.3.2 Student-focused approaches  
 
2.3.2.1 Framing a student-focused approach 
 
Global trends in HE have seen a shift from a conventional teacher-focused approach towards a 
student-focused approach (Schreurs & Dumbraveanu, 2010:36). Wright (2011:93) supports the 
need for a student-focused environment by re-evaluating the traditional role of the teacher. The 
call for a student-focused approach aligns with the discourse surrounding inclusivity in SA HE 
and differentiated instruction (Department of Basic Education, 2010:2). Differentiated 
instruction intends to guarantee that what a student learns, how they learn and their 
demonstration of what they have learned matches their readiness level and interests (Rock, 
Gregg, Ellis & Gable, 2008:32). Differentiated instruction aims to take into consideration 
student diversity and develop curricula suited to these differences (Department of Basic 
Education, 2010:2). Thus, differentiated learning is a method used to support a student’s unique 
thinking processes (Ellis et al., 2008:32). Hence, a student-focused approach is appropriate for 
differentiated instruction.  
 
The student-focused approach supports the notion that, through interaction, students arrive at 
their own conclusions when constructing knowledge (Demir et al., 2015:41). Kasim (2014:200) 
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maintains that the responsibility to derive understanding from the information provided stems 
from positioning students at the centre of the learning environment. Thus, student involvement 
is in contrast to the teacher-focused approach of merely accepting information as passive 
participants (Demir et al., 2015:41). As a result, HE should transfer responsibility for 
instruction from teacher to students to support the shift towards a student-focused approach 
(Kasim, 2014:200).   
 
A student-focused approach provides students with space to construct their own knowledge 
within an outcome-based structure (Kasim, 2014:200). The expectations of an outcome-based 
structure include consideration of the knowledge that students should attain and the manner in 
which they should go about attaining it (Schreurs & Dumbraveanu, 2010:36). Thus, an 
outcome-based structure depends on a constructivist environment for continuous student 
participation (Schreurs & Dumbraveanu, 2010:36). 
 
Through a student-focused approach in a constructivist environment, students might connect 
with curricula on a deeper level by considering the relevance of knowledge required for new 
learning (Wright & Grenier, 2009:255). In relation to a constructivist environment, scholars 
suggest a teaching strategy that consistently seeks ways to support personal, connected learning 
(Barr & Tagg, 1996; Kasim, 2014). This teaching strategy should emphasise individual student 
experience through constant re-structuring and development. Similarly, from an SA 
perspective, Du Toit (2010:70) confirms that curricula should consider students’ voices by 
incorporating their experiences to promote personal-connection. The researcher discusses the 
notion of personal-connection in section 2.4. 
 
To support a student-focused approach, Kaye and Brewer (2013:13) promote an active learning 
environment where students can take ownership of their own learning experiences. Similarly, 
Lake (2010:2) advocates active participation that involves students in the learning process. 
Mkonto (2010:59) concurs that students are active learners involved in their own self-
actualisation. Nonetheless, Kasim (2014:202) cautions that students should see teachers as co-
learners taking part in the same educational process, which adds value to the teacher-student 
relationship where active participation becomes interpersonal.  
 
Similar ideas for a student-focused approach stem from the SA HE context, where the focus is 
on encouraging students to contemplate their personal experiences when constructing 
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knowledge (Lake, 2010:20). Lake (2010:20) advises teachers to choose their teaching 
approaches by considering the personal processes by which students learn. Thus, SA scholars 
highlight the need for students to be responsible for their learning and see teachers as 
facilitators available for guidance (Polly et al., 2014:3).  Similarly, Wright (2011:94) states that 
students should take responsibility for understanding their place in the learning process, and 
teachers should foster an environment to support this. In addition, Wright (2011:93) 
recommends that teachers act as facilitators and actively guide students in exploring personal 
educational development. Based on this argument, the researcher refers to the Design Concepts 
module teacher in this study as the Design Concepts facilitator. The subsequent section unpacks 
learning theories that support a student-focused approach.  
 
2.3.2.2 Learning theories to support a student-focused approach 
 
Earlier discussion has noted a demand within HE to move away from a teacher-focused 
approach and a conventional one-size-fits-all pedagogy, towards a student-focused approach 
rooted in alternative learning theories (Brown, 2003; Crick & McCombs, 2006; Harris & 
Cullen, 2008). Scholars have developed multiple theories to understand the personal process 
by which students learn. Such learning theories include constructivism (Boyle, 1997), 
experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) and transformative learning (Mezirow, 1996).  
 
Speaking on constructivism, Boyle (1997:71) discusses criticism of traditional teaching and 
learning environments in that they are disconnected from students’ experiences outside of their 
learning environment. Constructivism takes the position that students construct their learning 
and considers students’ “social, cultural, and contextual” circumstances (Guney & Al, 
2012:2335). The constructivist learning theory positions students as complex beings and 
encourages the inclusion of their own unique cultural viewpoints to aid understanding (Demir 
et al., 2015:41). Hence, from a constructivist perspective, knowledge could be constructed 
through consideration of students’ backgrounds, values and unique personal experiences, 
hence the notion of personal-connection (Kasim, 2014; Demir et al., 2015).  
 
In reference to personal experiences and linked to this study’s theoretical framework of Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC, discussed in section 2.6, experiential learning theory embodies “experience, 
perception, cognition and behaviour” and highlights constant experience as a key component 
of the learning process (Kolb, 2015:37). The ideal environment for experiential learning 
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incorporates flexible instruction and encourages reflection on action in a transformative space 
(Guney & Al, 2012:2336). Regarding reflection on action, Kolb (1984:23) advises that the ELC 
supports the link between theory and practice (see section 2.6 for further discussion). Scholars 
concur that learning happens when students engage with new experiences, actively reflect on 
the new experiences, and combine these with their existing experiences (Guney & Al, 2012; 
Kolb, 2015). Rather, students can make meaning through reflection and experience which 
resonates with transformative learning theory.   
 
Mezirow (1996:162) puts forward the theory of transformative learning as a process wherein 
students rely on existing experiences as a starting point for gaining new knowledge through 
their own interpretations. Burns (2015:262) defines transformative learning as a pedagogy 
determined to encourage “active student engagement” in the simulation of real-life scenarios 
or experiences. Additionally, Kitchenham (2008:104) asserts that transformative learning is an 
appropriate developmental construct to support social change. Supporting these theoretical 
perspectives, Kimmie (2012:91) advocates transformative learning as a social approach to 
construct knowledge through critical reflection and understanding of one’s personal 
experiences. 
 
Kitchenham (2008:109) argues that worldly perspectives are often a reflection of a student’s 
background and environment, positioning it at the centre of their “cultural and psychological 
assumptions” or unique viewpoints. Supporting this notion, Kimmie (2012:912) notes that a 
key factor in facilitation of the transformative process is to ponder a student’s “personal, 
historical, and socio-cultural context”. Thus, teachers should see learning as an active process 
where students can engage, through action and reflection, with each other and their 
environment, for a better understanding of one another’s realities (Hoadley, 2012:89). Hoadley 
(2012:89) goes on to claim that, to support diverse SA student demographics, the focus should 
be on new knowledge constructed from existing shared student experiences. From the learning 
theories presented in this sub-section, Table 2.1 highlights the core dimensions and possible 
linkages that may well guide a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected 






Table 2.1: Key learning theories to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning 
LEARNING 
THEORY 
DIMENSIONS LINK TO HUMANISING PEDAGOGY 
Constructivist • Learning is constructed 
• Integration of new 
knowledge to existing 
experiences 
• Considers students’ social, cultural, and 
contextual circumstances 
• Considers students’ backgrounds, values and 
unique personal experiences 
• Aims to support personal-connected learning  
Experiential • Learning through 
experience 
• Reflection on experience 
• Encourages reflection on action 
• Learning happens when students engage with 
a new experience, reflects on the new 
experience, and combines it with their 
existing personal experiences 
Transformative • Active student 
engagement 
• Simulation of real-life 
scenarios or experiences 
• Constructs, through critical reflection, an 
understanding of one’s personal experiences 
• Considers a student’s personal, historical, and 
socio-cultural context 
 
The learning theories presented in Table 2.1 act as a guide for the researcher to design and 
implement the teaching and learning interventions to humanise pedagogy for personal-
connected learning in fashion education. Based on these learning theories, a humanising 
pedagogy for fashion education should accommodate personal-connection with a constructed 
environment where students can integrate new knowledge with existing experiences, reflect on 
these experiences and, through active participation, simulate real-life scenarios for new 
experiences and therefore, new understanding. Having noted this, the discussion now shifts to 
applications of teacher and student-focused approaches within art, design and fashion 
education. 
 
2.3.3 Art, design and fashion education 
 
2.3.3.1 Teacher-focused approaches  
 
Arguing for teachers to make learning more personal through inclusion, Collet and Economou 
(2017:81) highlight the limitations of a teacher-focused approach concerning the holistic 
development of a visual art programme in SA HE. In their study, drawing on student feedback, 
Collet and Economou (2017:81) identify the need for active participation between students, 
curricula and teachers. While engaging with students as whole individuals and acknowledging 
their lived experiences within a humanising pedagogy may be desirable, teachers often fall 
back to a traditional teacher-focused approach because of large student groups (Collet and 
Economou, 2017:81). Therefore, they recommend the need for teachers to facilitate students’ 
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learning in a more personal, active process for holistic growth (Collet & Economou, 2017:81). 
However, this is not exclusive to a visual art education context. 
 
In a SA design education context, Costandius (2012:46) highlights the negative aspects of a 
teacher-focused approach in that students come to be seen as a vessel within a standardised HE 
environment. In an attempt to reimagine traditional approaches to SA design education, 
Yiannakaris (2017:292) identifies complex HE issues such as secondary education experiences 
and standards, lack of confidence, language barriers, economic challenges and crowded 
classrooms as reasons for students being encouraged to take on a passive role as receivers of 
information. However, there is evidence of a move away from a teacher-focused approach in 
the fashion education context. 
 
In a SA HE fashion education context, De Wet (2017:7) challenges the traditional teacher-
focused approach when attempting to address the decolonisation discourse. De Wet argues that 
the traditional, teacher-focused approach creates a rigid environment with little to no 
encouragement of student imagination or investigation, which is problematic considering the 
shared HE goal of active student participation (De Wet, 2017:7). Turning to an international 
context, Faerm (2012:189-191) is concerned for the future of fashion students due to the under-
development of the fashion educational system and calls for drastic measures to develop a more 
advanced pedagogy that fosters the development of students’ critical awareness. Banning and 
Gam (2013:1) concur that fashion education is under-developed, stating that the use of 
historical costume to support students’ creative thinking has been clear for over a century, but 
the manner in which the teacher delivers information remains lecture based. Although the 
teacher-focused approach poses limitations in local and international fashion education 
contexts, a student-focused approach is an alternative pedagogical approach that can counteract 
the situation.  
 
2.3.3.2 Student-focused approaches  
 
As a pedagogical strategy in a visual art programme, Nompula (2012:29) suggests 
“multicultural pedagogy” for student inclusion through constructivist methods in an authentic 
student-focused environment. This includes activities that promote exploration, collaborative 
discussions about abstract ideas, and integration of students’ unique perspectives. In order for 
students to understand the unique qualities of human experience, Nompula (2012:294) puts 
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forward collective sharing of ideas through dialogue as an inclusive tool for collaboration and 
reflective practice. Nevertheless, this is not exclusive to a visual art education context. 
 
In reference to a constructivist learning environment in a SA design education context, 
Costandius (2012:37) underlines that education should be more student-focused. To enable 
such an environment in design education, students’ personal experiences and backgrounds, 
which impact their emotions and risk of resistance, should be considered (Costandius, 
2012:37). In the case of a constructivist approach within an international Masters design 
programme, Asmar and Mady (2012:537) advise implementation of an interactive, open-ended 
and student-focused environment to provide students with the space to experiment and explore 
design outside of their given fields. Learning from design education internationally, Shreeve, 
Sims and Trowler (2010:22) recommend a student-focused approach as it emphasises 
experimental learning, social interaction and the centrality of ideas in experimental, creative 
spaces. Additionally, they recommend a “kind of exchange” between teacher and student which 
encourages dialogue wherein the teacher facilitates development of students as critical and 
independent thinkers (Shreeve et al., 2010:23). This is also evident in a fashion education 
context. 
 
With growing research on suitable pedagogical strategies in international fashion education, 
Faerm (2012:189) highlights the depersonalising effect that non-inclusive teaching and 
learning spaces have on students. Banning and Gam (2013:1), in an international context, 
support the call for fashion history teachers to develop teaching and learning strategies to better 
support self-directed learning in a student-focused environment. In support of the use of self-
directed learning in fashion programmes, Marcketti (2011:548) encourages a shift of power 
away from teachers and towards students in the fashion history curriculum. For active student 
participation, Marcketti (2011:548) suggests strategies that include active discussions and the 
freedom for students to choose their project topics based on their own interests. In the fashion 
history curriculum, Banning and Gam (2013:2) concur that active teaching and learning 
strategies are beneficial for students’ educational and personal growth within creative 
environments. Taking into account the link between historical dress and design development, 
Banning and Gam (2013:3) suggest collaboration as an active learning strategy to increase 
student awareness.  
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Linked with collaboration in a fashion education context, De Wet (2017:7) agrees that 
meaningful dialogue between teacher and students encourages inclusion of multicultural 
knowledge to support a diverse environment. Reflecting on the need for a student-focused 
approach to accommodate student diversity, the inclusion of student voice to humanise 
pedagogy may well allow for incorporation of students’ social, cultural and contextual 
circumstances in order to support personal-connection.  
 
2.4 A HUMANISING PEDAGOGY FOR PERSONAL-CONNECTED LEARNING 
 
This section frames dehumanisation as a reflection of a teacher-focused approach. Thereafter, 
this section outlines humanising pedagogy as a student-focused pedagogical approach to 
support personal-connection and accommodate student diversity. This includes a discussion on 
Freirean philosophy as it lays the foundation for a humanising pedagogy. Thereafter, the 
researcher unpacks suitable approaches to humanise pedagogy, and identifies the teacher-
student relationship as essential to a humanist environment. Following this, strategies to 
support humanist learning for inclusion and student voice are outlined, including critical 
thinking, dialogue, reflection, narrative humanism, liberal humanism and circle learning to 
encourage voice through narrative. Subsequently, the discussion shifts to theoretical 
perspectives pertaining to a humanising pedagogy in art and design education. As previously 
mentioned in section 1.3, the inclusion of art and design in this discussion is due to limited 
scholarship in fashion education in terms of humanising pedagogy.  
 
2.4.1 Framing dehumanisation  
 
Haslam (2006:256) defines dehumanisation as the act of robbing an individual of traits that 
correspond to their shared humanity, such as emotional responsiveness, interpersonal warmth, 
openness, individuality and depth. Dehumanisation in a SA context refers to the enduring, self-
perpetuating history of systematic power relations that have defined certain individuals as not 
worthwhile of being human (Kronenberg et al., 2015:1). Aligning with section 2.3, Cammarota 
and Romero (2006:19) argue that a teacher-focused approach promotes compliance to a 
Western “non-inclusive environment” by failing to consider student voice.   
 
SA scholars have explored the historical and existing reality of dehumanisation in multiple 
contexts and what emerges as a key concern is the manifestation thereof in HE (Jansen, 2009; 
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Soudien, 2012). An argument made is the immersion of dehumanisation into HE curricula and 
its embodiment of “hierarchies of power, a culture of compliance, fear and the suppression and 
loss of voice” (Zinn & Rodgers, 2012:76).  Zinn and Rodgers (2012:76) note that curricula not 
aligning with students’ contextual realities is a key factor in the manifestation of 
dehumanisation. Therefore, a humanising pedagogy can be considered as a possible strategy to 
counteract such dehumanisation. 
 
2.4.2 Contextualising a humanising pedagogy  
 
2.4.2.1 Freirean philosophy   
 
Freire (1997) emphasised his educational philosophy concerning pedagogical processes in 
teacher education. Freire (1997:83) views teacher education as democratic and therefore based 
on “experience, dialogue, reflection and critique”. Freire’s (1997:160-163) evaluation of 
teacher education policy development is introduced in stages, with the purpose to re-adjust the 
curriculum from the perspective of “liberating education as a collective development”. This is 
built around certain principles, namely: 1) teachers should be their own subjects in the creation 
and re-creation of their practices, 2) the programme should provide teachers with the necessary 
tools to encourage continuous reflection, 3) the teacher should be in a constant process of 
transformation with the programme and 4) an understanding of knowledge and how it is 
processed should be developed based on context (Freire, 1997:74-75).  
 
Freire’s (1997:218) teacher education programme supports teachers in engaging with the 
processes of knowledge creation for their students. Referring to knowledge being socially 
constructed, Freire (1997:218) advises that teachers and students co-learn within the 
educational process, thus actively participating in exploring “what it means to be human”. For 
Freire (1997:218), teacher education is a human act which, through humanising practices, 
should provide teachers and students with opportunities to take part in a shared cultural life. 
 
Aligning with the researcher’s definition of a humanising pedagogy, as a teaching and learning 
strategy with the intention to encourage students to draw on their own personal identities or 
experiences (noted in section 1.2), Freire (1997:84) defines humanising pedagogy as the idea 
that people are “in the process of becoming - as unfinished, uncompleted beings in and with a 
likewise unfinished reality”. In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1997:84) explores an 
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alternative approach to traditional pedagogy thus suggesting a move away from a structure 
where teachers merely build on the existing awareness of students. Humanising pedagogy, as 
explored by Freire and Betto (1995:14), is “the path through which men and women can 
become conscious about their presence in the world”. According to scholars, this has the ability 
to support a liberal system by producing “morally just, self-reflective, knowledgeable citizens” 
(Freire & Betto, 1995:15). A liberal system aligns with the liberal curriculum noted in sub-
section 2.2.1.1.  
 
Vandeyar and Swart (2016:143) unpack Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed, stating that 
teachers have to be “transformative intellectuals” to affect social change. Positioning dialogue 
as a tool for social change, Freire (1997:69) describes dialogue as “the encounter between men, 
mediated by the world, to name the world”. In this study, dialogue becomes the crucial process 
in which students can pose problems and collaboratively find solutions as it provides students 
with an environment in which to discuss their experiences in a compassionate and beneficial 
manner.  Freire (1997:77) calls on teachers to integrate student voice and experience to build 
personal teaching and learning approaches to humanise pedagogy. 
 
2.4.2.2 Approaches to humanising pedagogy 
 
Humanising pedagogy, as an approach, embodies reflective and dialogical practice. But many 
teachers are unclear regarding how to achieve a humanising pedagogy (Huerta & Brittain, 
2010; Salazar, 2013). As such, scholars criticise Freire’s philosophy as being ambiguous, 
generalised, and of limited use for practising teachers (Dale & Hyslop-Margison, 2010; 
Schugurensky, 2011). Dale and Hyslop-Margison (2010:74) assert that a humanising pedagogy 
depends on teachers’ vision and inventiveness in the context of their local issues. Aligning with 
the contextualisation of local issues, Schugurensky (2011:67) argues for a humanistic 
orientation to learning to foster personal-connection.  
 
In line with this view, teachers should encourage students to frame knowledge around personal 
experiences to foster collective understanding (Dale & Hyslop-Margison, 2010:74). Thus, 
significant social change through personal-connection is necessary to counteract previous 
habits of segregation (Giroux, 2010: Salazar, 2013). Veloria and Boyes-Watson (2014:7) 
advise social dialogue for the identification, structuring and re-structuring of ideas supportive 
of students’ personal experiences. Scholars have emphasised the importance of self-
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actualisation as a key component of being human (Freire, 1997; Veloria & Boyes-Watson, 
2014). Salazar (2013:125) has a similar view in that the focus of humanism is for people to 
reach “personal and collective self-actualisation” by cultivating their humanity. Similarly, 
Giroux (2010:716) argues that pedagogy should add value to social change by encouraging 
students to consider the impact they have on the world by being mindful of their experiences 
and actions.  
 
Scholars regard humanising pedagogy as a collaborative teacher-student effort that emphasises 
reflection, dialogue and action to question the notion of being human (Freire, 1997; Gill & 
Niens, 2014). Zinn and Rodgers (2012:76) assert that “loss of voice” should be the centre of a 
humanising pedagogy. Zinn and Rodgers (2012:77) argue for the restoration of voice, through 
the teacher-student relationship, as a “key characteristic of what it means to be human”. 
Bartolomé (1994:173) argues that a humanist approach is reliant on non-traditional teaching 
methods, individuality, the teacher-student relationship, and the co-creation of curricula for 
cultural relevance.  
 
2.4.2.3 The teacher-student relationship as a fundamental principle of humanisation  
 
Salazar (2013:128) suggests that a humanising pedagogy views the teacher and students as 
partners in the construction of knowledge. Scholars agree that traditional teaching approaches 
that remove student experiences stand in contrast to the fundamental concern of Freire’s 
humanisation (Burke et al., 2008; Salazar, 2013). Hence, an approach that values dialogue 
opposes traditional pedagogical approaches (Salazar, 2013:128). In this context, traditional 
pedagogical approaches refer to the teacher-focused approach unpacked in sub-section 2.3.1. 
Da Matta (2009:217) agrees that dialogue can support students to value the relevance of their 
experiences by being conscious of the space they embody. Dialogue could encourage a 
personal-connection and further the aim of humanisation through collective transformation 
(Salazar, 2013:127). 
 
As a limitation to personal-connection, HE generally exposes teachers and students to 
standardised, repeated pedagogical approaches that lack a human aspect because of their 
automated nature, thus causing suppression of students’ personal voice (Burke et al., 2008; 
Salazar, 2013).  Because of this, Burke et al. (2008:66) point out that students may experience 
their personal understanding as irrelevant to their education. Based on this, Salazar (2013:127) 
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advises teachers to build on their students’ existing ideas and experiences by being mindful of 
their voices. To create an educational environment respectful of the teacher-student voice, HE 
should see learning as a problem in need of a collaborative solution (Vandeyar & Swart, 
2016:145).  
 
Concerning a collaborative solution, Salazar (2013:128) maintains that teachers who support 
students in their entirety foster personal-connection. Similarly, Schugurensky (2011:67) argues 
that students embody their full humanity when teachers value their relevance. For personal-
connection, Salazar (2013:128) suggests positioning students in an environment relevant to 
their experiences to encourage empathy through discussion. Aligning with this, scholars 
acknowledge Freire’s envisioned teaching and learning relationship which evolves when the 
teacher and student share a search for humanisation (Huerta & Brittain, 2010; Salazar, 2013).   
 
Humanising pedagogy embodies “multiple dimensions of the human experience”, making it an 
emotional domain for learning (Salazar, 2013:129). Huerta and Brittain (2010:385) concur that 
a humanising pedagogy highlights the human element of teaching by valuing the teacher-
student relationship. To build trust, Cammarota and Romero (2006:20) advise teachers and 
students to communicate their views on the world by reflecting on what it means to be human. 
As a result, a humanising pedagogy encourages teachers to connect with students on an 
emotional level.  
 
To mutually co-exist, Morgan and Guilherme (2012:2) acknowledge the importance of 
communication to accommodate a humanising pedagogy. In a humanist context, there should 
be a connection in learning by building relationships between students, teachers, and the 
combined learning experience (Vandeyar & Swart, 2016:143). Gill and Niens (2014:24) 
maintain that learning can be an instrument for social transformation by developing humane 
educational strategies that nurture the teacher-student connection. The following sub-section 







2.4.3 Strategies to support humanist learning 
 
2.4.3.1 Outlining humanistic learning  
 
To support the teacher-student relationship as a fundamental principle of humanisation, 
humanist learning takes an emotional approach to education by valuing students’ unique needs 
(Mkonto, 2010:58). Mkonto (2010:58) maintains that humanist learning supports 
transformation by relying on the student-teacher relationship to promote mutual respect 
through self-actualisation. However, in reference to self-actualisation, it is crucial for teachers 
to be open to the existing ideas students bring to the HE environment (Mkonto, 2010:58). 
Kasim (2014:209) agrees that students, with the support of their teachers, should aim to 
construct new perspectives surrounding their existing knowledge. 
 
Humanist learning considers learning to be an active process, thus grounding itself in the social 
constructivist theory (Kasim, 2014:209), introduced in sub-section 2.3.3.2. Mkonto (2010:59) 
agrees that humanist learning is crucial for a constructive environment and the encouragement 
of student individuality. A key component of a constructivist environment is to seek 
understanding through collaborative engagement (Kasim, 2014; Demir et al., 2015). Mkonto 
(2010:59) agrees that by collectively finding solutions for emerging issues, students might 
identify their unique strengths in learning. As such, in the discussion that follows, critical 
thinking, dialogue and reflection are identified as possible strategies for humanistic learning.  
 
2.4.3.2 Critical thinking, dialogue and reflection for humanistic learning  
 
Andersson, Hinge and Messina (2011:10) stress the encouragement of critical thinking to 
transform the teacher-student relationship. As a key component of critical thinking, reflective 
dialogue poses a valuable strategy to encourage student voice through conversation 
(Andersson, Hinge & Messina, 2011:10). Student participation through critical dialogue and 
reflection may encourage shared interactions to overcome cultural imbalances (Bajaj, 
2008:53). This aligns with the notion of reflective dialogue for student voice, which was 
discussed in sub-section 2.4.3.2 as part of social transformation, and the exploration of active 
student participation, as was discussed in sub-section 2.5.2.1. However, dialogue may be 
limited in its ability to achieve social justice due to the segregated circumstances of the student 
body (Dale & Hyslop-Margison, 2010; Salazar, 2013). Thus, there needs to be a re-evaluation 
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of curricula in post-conflict societies to integrate dialogue as a necessary tool for 
transformation (Gill & Niens, 2014:21). As such, in the following sub-section, discussion turns 
to narrative and liberal humanism as possible strategies for humanist learning.  
 
2.4.3.3 Narrative and liberal humanism as strategies for humanist learning  
 
Larkin (2012:956) highlights narrative humanism, otherwise known as historical humanism, 
as another strategy to support humanist learning. Scholars agree that to foster a collective 
society, storytelling (narrative) is a dialogical tool for integrating student identities into HE 
landscapes (Goodson & Gill, 2010; Hammack & Pilecki, 2012). Gill and Niens (2014:20) 
concur that narrative has the potential to support humanistic learning through consideration of 
student inequalities. Curricula that promote shared narratives, may challenge teachers and 
students to better understand one another (McCully, 2012:146). As such, narrative humanism 
has the potential to create a socially constructed environment supported by people, society and 
consideration of others.  
 
Aligning with narrative humanism, liberal humanism is another strategy that values the right 
to liberation by questioning what it means to be human and attempting to understand how 
people should exist, both individually and collectively (Rwodzi, 2014:16). Salomon (2011:47) 
maintains that HE needs a pedagogical approach that supports consideration and respect for 
the past and renewing the value of being human. Essentially, HE needs an inclusive 
pedagogical approach that is reflective and dialogic to encourage student voice and significant 
social transformation. 
 
2.4.3.4 Circle learning to encourage voice through narrative  
 
In line with dialogue and narrative humanism, Zinn and Rodgers (2012:77) argue for the re-
alignment of student voice and story to restore a sense of personal and shared being. Scholars 
put forward circle learning as a strategy to nurture student voice and narratives in which to 
respectfully explore and collaborate (West, 2004; Veloria & Boyes-Watson, 2014). Circle 
learning aims to support students’ perspectives regarding the world they embody through 
consideration of their personal backgrounds, unique experiences and existing knowledge 
(Veloria & Boyes-Watson, 2014:8). Veloria and Boyes-Watson (2014:8) assert that the aim of 
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circle learning is that each individual forms part of a collaborative and inclusive circle and no 
individual observes from the outside. 
 
Vandeyar and Swart (2016:145) highlight the need for vulnerability that stems from the 
teacher-student relationship aimed at constructing knowledge through co-participation. Keet et 
al. (2009:115) promote mutual vulnerability to understand the dependency between the teacher, 
students and educational environment. To encourage mutual vulnerability, Brantmeier 
(2013:1) stresses that teachers need to: 1) learn collectively, 2) contextualise themselves in 
societal constructs and 3) accept that not knowing everything is part of being human.   
 
To this end, Brantmeier (2013:1) advises that teachers and students mutually shift their existing 
frames of knowing. Similarly, Keet et al. (2009:114) note that pedagogy is reliant on the 
interrogation of the meaning-making frames through which students visualise themselves. Keet 
et al. (2009:115) argue for the development of mutual vulnerability to disrupt standard or 
normative frames in HE landscapes, that is, those frames that make claims as to how things 
should or are expected to be. The teacher-student dynamic should question systematic 
imbalances to support the vulnerable through the power of unity (Keet et al., 2009; Brantmeier, 
2013). The following sub-section outlines scholarship on a humanising pedagogy in art and 
design education. Fashion education is omitted from this sub-section given the lack of 
scholarship concerning humanising pedagogy in fashion education specifically.  
 
2.4.4 Art and design education  
 
Rowe (2016:94) identifies art education as having the ability to support social change by 
creating a multicultural and expressive environment in which students can counteract the 
shared trauma of systematic imbalances. In line with Freirean philosophy (introduced in sub-
section 2.4.2.1), Rowe (2016:94) puts forward the notion of threshold concepts, defined as a 
continuous process to explore alternate perspectives surrounding students’ understanding of 
the world with the purpose of providing a space for dialogue and shared information. 
 
A threshold concept opposes the idea that teachers expect students to arrive at specific 
conclusions; rather, the teacher should encourage students to experiment beyond the 
information provided (Perkins, 2008; Buck & Rowe, 2015). Buck and Rowe (2015:180) assert 
that if a threshold concept receives curricular support, it can foster space for reflection. This 
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supports the Freirean (1997:145) notion that teachers and students need “reflection and action 
upon the world to transform it”. Jennings and Da Matta (2009:218) concur that HE should 
support students to understand information from their own experiences and place less focus on 
whether a student understands or applies the information in line with expected outcomes. Rowe 
(2016:95) advises students to position themselves as being in “a continuous state of becoming”, 
by accepting their lived experiences as valuable and relevant to the curriculum being studied.  
 
In a visual art programme at a SA HE institution, Collet and Economou (2017:72) explain 
humanising pedagogy as “the engagement of students’ lived experiences” in an educational 
setting. In their study, Collet and Economou (2017:72) argue for the consideration of students’ 
rich “cultural, social and linguistic resources” by taking into account, for example, personal 
experiences stemming from their communities and families (Collet & Economou, 2017:72). 
They highlight the need to position students’ lived realities in teaching and learning processes 
(Collet and Economou, 2017:80). 
 
To encourage engagement of students’ lived experiences, Collet and Economou (2017:72) add 
local examples to the dominant Western curriculum; despite this, no drastic shifts in how 
students viewed the world occurred. Collet and Economou (2017:80) note that for 
humanisation to occur, an additive approach, inclusion of African ideas into the curriculum, is 
not successful on its own. In addition to the additive approach, Collet and Economou (2017:80) 
suggest collaboration between teacher and student to build curricula that balance the integration 
of dominant and local ideas.  
 
In their study, Collet and Economou (2017:80) recommend that teachers develop the skills 
needed for a facilitative approach, which acknowledges the unique ways in which students 
occupy cultural and personal identities. As a limitation to the research, students felt 
uncomfortable with being linked to the shared ideas or cultures used as examples in the 
curriculum (Collet & Economou, 2017:80). Considering the teachers’ lived experiences, Collet 
and Economou (2017:80) highlight the importance of teacher diversity in a humanising 
approach. These ideas are not limited to an art education context.  
 
According to Myers (2017:203), SA students are calling for the decolonisation of HE (sub-
section 2.2.1.2) and an interrogation of the design teachers’ role in the process of decolonising 
design education. Myers (2017:290) notes that students’ backgrounds and previous experiences 
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impact how they connect with design concepts. In addition to other barriers such as “large class 
sizes, varying literacy levels, limited one-on-one contact with students and limited time for 
dialogue”, teachers are not given the space to understand and integrate students’ lived 
experiences as a source of valued knowledge (Myers, 2017:290). For Myers (2017:291), design 
education should create an equal and safe space which is collaborative, human-centred and 
rooted in empathy with the aim to understand one another’s experiences and to solve problems 
from their peers’ perspectives. In another SA design education context, Costandius (2012:8) 
recommends that teachers identify complexities in the “dimensions of being human” when it 
comes to a multicultural student demographic. As such, the upside to design education is that 
it can possibly involve its students more actively in the curriculum through methods such as 
exploration, storytelling, discussion and empathy (Costandius, 2012:61). Given this (as 
discussed in sub-section 2.4.3.2), discussion is valuable in education as it creates a space for 
student voice (Costandius, 2012:55).  
 
As such, a multicultural curriculum for shared student perspectives and reflective dialogue 
could humanise pedagogy by supporting a process through which students develop 
mindfulness about their existence in the world. The following section outlines active student 
participation as a pedagogical strategy to support inclusion and student voice in theory-based 
curricula previously Western-dominated.  
 
2.5 ACTIVE STUDENT PARTICIPATION FOR INCLUSION AND STUDENT VOICE  
 
Sub-section 1.3.4 put forward the notion of active student participation for inclusion and 
student voice. This section elaborates on active student participation as a strategy for inclusion 
and student voice in response to a theory-based curriculum grounded in Western ideologies. 
To encourage student participation and social change, co-creation of curricula through active 
student participation is put forward. In addition, the researcher discusses glocalisation as a 
strategy for co-creation of curricula and as a holistic strategy to encourage student engagement. 
Thereafter, discussion turns to active student participation in art, design and fashion education 
by discussing the limitations of current fashion theory curricula that are dominated by Western 
ideologies, such as is the case regarding fashion movement theories. As mentioned in section 
1.1, it is important to note that although this study focusses on fashion education, due to the 
limited scholarship on fashion education, theoretical perspectives are also drawn from art and 
design education in general. 
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2.5.1 Contextualising theory-based curricula grounded in Western ideologies 
 
Building on the discussion in sub-section 2.2.1, Patel and Lynch (2013:223) maintain that 
preparing students with curricula suited to a fast-developing society and global economy seems 
to be a challenge given diversifying world demographics. Western ideologies still dominate 
curricula and any culture, including one’s own culture, embodies a set of standards by which 
we measure all other cultures (Patel & Lynch, 2013:223). To validate student cultures, scholars 
suggest incorporating students’ existing knowledge into mainstream curricula (Huerta, 2011; 
Salazar, 2013). As a Nigerian scholar, Aderoju (2015:2) advises that teachers balance curricula 
in terms of diverse ideas suited to students shared cultural backgrounds.  
 
Nonetheless, even with the emergence of a more culturally and ethnically diverse student body, 
literature has not placed much focus on curriculum development in the Global South and the 
intricacies surrounding the integration of different cultures (Aderoju, 2015:2). Although SA 
HE curricula are considered universal, the theories on which they are based are essentially 
Western or Eurocentric and fail to include knowledge and stories from non-dominant 
individuals (Ronoh, 2017; Ammon, 2019). Ammon (2019:9) is an SA scholar who highlights 
“Southern Theory” as an attempt to address diversity of knowledges which have previously 
been denied a voice. Multiple local scholars maintain that curricula in SA should encourage 
students to include their own cultures (Rwodzi, 2014; Mashiyi & Swart, 2020). Curriculum 
development should allow for integration of content which extracts valuable experiences from 
students’ lives (Huerta, 2011; Salazar, 2013). Teachers should constantly reflect on their 
teaching, in collaboration with students, to choose approaches suited to certain contexts 
(Huerta, 2011:53). 
 
However, from a SA HE perspective, Letsekha (2013:4) notes that HE still confines teaching 
strategies to the expectations of the “dominant Western scholarship and its methodological 
paradigms”. Letsekha (2013:4) argues that this results in teaching not being aligned to the 
realities of students for whom the curricula were created. Similarly, Adésínà (2006:4) notes 
that SA HE curricula that regard a certain ideology as superior for the construction of 
knowledge creates what they call a “schizophrenic state”. Such a schizophrenic state fosters a 
space in which students regard the non-Western ideas they bring to the educational 
environment as “non-knowledge” (Adésínà, 2006:4). Letsekha (2013:4) argues that education 
should impart liberal ideas to equip students with liberal skills, such as a heightened sense of 
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social responsibility, and the ability to transfer intellectual and practical skills to apply 
knowledge to practical scenarios. The notion of liberal skills aligns with Kolb’s (1984) ELC, 
discussed in section 2.6, as the theoretical framework for this study in that the fourth aspect of 
active experimentation is centred around the application of practical skills.  
 
Le Grange (2016:7), as an SA scholar, has two outlooks on the concept of curricula that align 
with liberal ideas. In the first view, Le Grange (2016:7) relies on a strategy put forward by 
Grumet (1981) who outlines curricula as the stories we tell our students through integrating 
their “past, present and future”. Similarly, Adésínà (2006:4) advises teachers to prompt 
students to share their personal narratives so that teachers can integrate student’s knowledge 
into existing curricular concepts and theories. Le Grange (2016:7) views curricula as something 
to be lived by the teacher-student and not merely planned by the teacher. Essentially, Le Grange 
(2016:7) suggests the implementation of curricula that acknowledge a space for exploring 
“struggle, creativity and transformation” from a local point of view. 
 
Aligning with this point of view, Le Grange (2016:9) suggests a strategy that introduces local 
information and allows it to co-exist with existing curricula content previously dominated by 
Western ideologies. To encourage humanisation, teachers should challenge students to 
envision a link between the self and the culture by finding a connection between local ideas 
and Western theories (Giroux, 2010; Schugurensky, 2011). Regarding a connection between 
local and global ideas, Adésínà (2006:4) argues that SA HE continues to dismiss the potential 
value of African cultures in the current curriculum. Adésínà (2006:4) goes on to highlight the 
importance of curricula that do not disregard Western ideologies but create a space for “diverse 
ontological narratives”. It is perhaps for this reason that Aderoju (2015:2) encourages the 
sharing of ideas through a collaborative effort that includes students in the learning process. 
These scholars highlight the possibility for student participation by exploring a strategy where 
students become active co-creators of their own learning (Bovill et al., 2009; Aderoju, 2015). 
 
2.5.2 Co-creation of curricula through active student participation 
 
2.5.2.1 Active student participation for social change 
 
Salazar (2013:133) states that to humanise pedagogy, teachers should collaborate in structuring 
suitable learning approaches by entrusting their students to have a shared critical position in 
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educational development and planning. Emphasising the existing link between information, 
expertise and power, collaborating with students requires moving the focus away from the 
teacher (Giroux, 2010:8).  Bovill et al. (2009:19) assert that the removal of hierarchy from the 
teacher-student dynamic can encourage students to be critical thinkers in the society they 
inhabit. Reconsidering hierarchy and power overcome the limitations of a student-focused 
approach, which were discussed in sub-section 2.3.2. Student participation is necessary for the 
humanised, student-focused environment considerate of inclusion and student voice required 
for social transformation. 
 
Scholars agree that students should share responsibility for co-creation of social transformation 
(Rogers & Freiberg, 1969; Pinar, 1981; Shor, 1992; Aronowitz, 1994).  Bovill et al. (2009:19) 
support “active, responsible citizenship” through participatory approaches in support of 
improving student engagement. Active participation creates an opportunity to involve both 
teachers and students in acquiring the desired knowledge and expected outcomes of the 
learning process (Bovill et al., 2009:21).  
 
In a SA context, Du Toit (2010:62) views knowledge as not necessarily “God-given” but 
constructed in a social environment; they encourage students to be “lifelong learners”. The 
vision for education is that it values social learning for the construction of knowledge, pushing 
students to participate in the investigation of meaningful content relevant to their lived 
experiences (Du Toit, 2010:70). However, Vandeyar and Swart (2016:143) stress that to move 
past existing inequalities and social struggles, teachers have to view themselves alongside the 
shared struggles of their students. The notion of teacher-student equality aligns with the notion 
of mutual vulnerability discussed in sub-section 2.4.3.4. 
 
Bovill et al. (2009:20) maintain that teachers and students should be co-learners who mutually 
construct learning experiences through collective inquiry and dialogue. Fostering a space for 
mutual learning, Abdullah, Bakar and Mahbob (2012:61) agree that education can be at its 
optimal when students collaborate and engage in the learning process. Thus, teachers should 
hold students accountable for their own education, seeing it as an opportunity to participate in 
their own learning (Van Wyk & Higgs, 2005:180). Maziha (2010:92) states that active 
participation is crucial for students’ personal growth as critical thinkers and, as such, 
encourages an environment for intellectual development. Nonetheless, active student 
participation does present some limitations.  
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2.5.2.2 Limitations of active student participation 
 
Regarding limitations to active student participation, Bovill et al. (2009:19) highlights the fact 
that scholars do not fully agree on what participation means. Abdullah et al. (2012:61) define 
participation as involvement of any non-traditional students in discussion surrounding lecture-
based topics. Students accustomed to a teacher-dominated environment could experience their 
peers’ views as uncritical or of less value (Bovill et al., 2009:20).  Bovill et al. (2009:21) 
highlight the demands that accompany the sharing of power, advising teachers to be self-
conscious and sympathetic towards students’ diverse learning needs and cultural experiences. 
With this in mind, teachers should negotiate a space where students’ lived experiences can be 
creatively integrated within curriculum design (Bovill & Bulley, 2011; Bovill et al., 2009). 
Glocalisation is put forward as a pedagogical strategy to encourage student participation and 
incorporate their lived experiences. 
 
2.5.3 Glocalisation as a holistic strategy to encourage student participation   
 
2.5.3.1 Contextualising glocalisation 
 
Scholars highlight the need to prepare students for their roles in an evolving, interconnected 
and complex world, thus aiming for better understanding regarding the manner in which the 
world operates (Botha, 2010; Patel & Lynch, 2013). Glocalisation is one such strategy, which 
Welikala (2011:15) proposes as an alternative to the teacher-focused approach discussed in 
section 2.3. In the same light, Patel and Lynch (2013:223) introduced glocalisation in response 
to the needs of a diversifying student body in HE, as was discussed in sub-section 2.2.1. 
 
Patel and Lynch (2013:223) note that glocalisation values different cultures through 
encouragement of local and global dialogue. In essence, glocalised teaching and learning can 
transform curricula to connect local and global ideas (Patel & Lynch, 2013:223). Speaking on 
glocalisation from an SA perspective, Botha (2010:162) contends that, through participation, a 
glocal space should comprise of cross-cultural interactions to include “comparisons, 
exchanges, co-operations and confrontations”. Similarly, Mampane, Omidire and Aluko 
(2018:2) are SA scholars who note that the world is a ‘global village’ of which Africa is part, 
and a glocal perspective embodies bringing together both local and global viewpoints.To 
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correct and overcome the damage done by segregation and exclusion in SA, Botha (2010:161) 
advises glocalisation, as it aims to create an inclusive society for all South Africans.  
 
Botha (2010:165) emphasises that for learning to be lifelong in a complex world, it should be 
reinterpreted to be “re-understood”, suggesting teachers learn alongside students whose shared 
experiences can guide the curriculum (Botha, 2010:165). However, teachers should not apply 
glocalisation as an “add-on” approach, but an “infusion” approach supported by the acceptance 
and appreciation of different ideas (Botha, 2010:164). In a multicultural environment, through 
interpretive discussion and reflective thinking, students’ natural interactions with one another 
have the ability to foster connections between their stories (Botha, 2010:164). To accommodate 
glocalisation, teachers can consider storytelling (which aligns with dialogue, discussed in sub-
section 2.4.3.2) as an approach to encourage a cultural space for glocal dialogue and 
engagement.   
 
2.5.3.2 Glocal dialogue and third-culture spaces as a pedagogical strategy 
 
Third culture is a foundational construct of glocalisation, where culturally diverse societies rely 
on their unique personal qualities to create a considerate and engaging space (Patel, Li & 
Sooknanan, 2011:66). Patel and Lynch (2013:224) assert that the third culture negotiates the 
respectful integration of “acceptable cultural norms and values” to foster a connection amongst 
diverse students. Lee (2003:6) agrees that a third culture space relies on students to be open to 
new knowledge through participation, engagement and genuine dialogue. Supporting 
glocalisation, a third cultural space removes elements from the curricula which are instinctively 
Western-dominated by locating teachers and students in an unbiased, respectful and inclusive 
learning space (Welikala, 2011:17). 
 
A key element of glocalised teaching and learning is critical reflection on and consideration of 
the significant connections between local and global worldviews (Patel & Lynch, 2013:225). 
Therefore, glocal dialogue, as a tool for student participation, creates an opportunity to embed 
storytelling into curricula and pedagogy (Patel & Lynch, 2013:226). Hence, the key to glocal 
dialogue for a more humanist pedagogy is a teaching strategy that changes to fit specific 
contexts (Weiler, 1991; Roberts, 2000). 
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Patel and Lynch (2013:227) encourage teachers and students to unpack context-driven 
solutions through exploration and discovery as opposed to relying on the traditional philosophy 
of best practice pedagogy. Integrating a glocal curriculum allows students to explore, identify 
and learn from their personal and shared experiences (Aneja, 2015:188). The challenge, then, 
is to sustain inclusivity by allowing students to share their individual and collective narratives 
through pedagogy (Patel & Lynch, 2013:223). The following sub-section deliberates on theory-
based curricula grounded in Western ideology within art, design and fashion education. 
 
2.5.4 Art, design and fashion education  
 
In the context of a SA HE visual art programme, Collet and Economou (2017:81) argue that 
interactive engagement between students, the curriculum and teachers are crucial for inclusive 
learning and, as a result, recommend a collaborative effort in which teachers construct local 
curricula by considering the intricate manner in which students embody their personal selves. 
Similarly, in response to the imposition within curricula in SA HE of a Western-lens, scholars 
suggest adoption of local ideas as contributions to Western-dominated curricula (Van Wyk & 
Higgs, 2005; Alatas, 2009). The addition of local curricula for inclusive learning is not limited 
to a visual art education context. 
 
In a SA design education context, Myers (2017:294) notes that decolonising HE can assist in 
removing barriers by creating deeper connections between teachers and students in a manner 
that allows the teacher to value students’ backgrounds and cultures as opposed to the imposition 
of someone else’s. Similarly, Costandius (2012:54) notes that teachers and students should be 
open to negotiate and compromise an educational environment where they do not have to “obey 
or conform” but in which they can all benefit. Costandius (2012:54) promotes discussion in 
small groups to encourage active student participation.  
 
As a holistic approach to decolonise interior design in SA HE, Di Monte-Milner (2017:15) 
attempts to create a theoretical basis with the intention to integrate local social factors into the 
design curriculum. The intention of this integration was that culture-driven content can provide 
students with new ways of thinking about design problems and possibly design with empathy 
though the fostering of emotional connotations to rich narrative and the use of local ideas in 
the design and development of new products (Di Monte-Milner, 2017:17). In a SA design 
education context, Yiannakaris (2017:55) highlights the lack of African content in the 
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curriculum and proposes the introduction of “place and story” as a tool for teaching the 
communication design module. Essentially, SA teachers should encourage students to become 
co-creators of their own knowledge and support further interest in African methods and studies 
(Yiannakaris, 2017; Kessi, Marks & Ramugondo, 2020). 
 
Theory-based fashion curricula in SA HE has come to constitute a non-inclusive environment 
(Mastamet-Mason et al., 2017:143). Similarly, Harvey and Lucking (2017:134) found gaps in 
fashion education given that theory-based curricula lacked emphasis on African fashion trends. 
In light of this, these scholars integrated performance art into the fashion theory-based 
curriculum by including African fashion history and the 1969 SA play written by Athol Fugard, 
Boesman and Lena (Harvey & Lucking, 2017:134). The motivation to include the play 
stemmed from its alignment with the existing SA social and political climate (Harvey & 
Lucking, 2017:134). The outcome of the research was a collaborative teaching and learning 
strategy within the University of Johannesburg’s Arts and Culture Centre, and between first 
and third-year students, as the production of the play ended up being staged (Harvey & 
Lucking, 2017:134). For Harvey and Lucking (2017:134), aligning with decolonisation 
(discussed in sub-section 2.2.1.2) and incorporating performance art allowed students to 
identify fashion education in a relevant and localised context.  
 
Harvey and Lucking (2017:141) agree that including local and relevant content into SA fashion 
curriculum would encourage students to engage in programmes traditionally grounded in 
Western curricula. To support inclusion of local content in SA HE, Collet and Economou 
(2017:71) suggest a move away from a “timeline-based structure” to one of discussion, drawing 
on multiple narratives intending to find a meeting point between the local and the global. To 
support localising theory in fashion education, Harvey and Lucking (2017:140) encourage 
curricula and environments in which students can identify and establish a personal-connection. 
However, encouraging personal-connection becomes problematic given that current theory-
based fashion curricula are predominantly rooted in Western ideologies such as is the case with 
fashion movement theories.  
 
2.5.4.1 Fashion movement theories 
 
This sub-section considers the limitations in theory-based trend forecasting curricula in fashion 
education, given these are grounded in Western-dominated ideologies, including theories of 
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fashion movement. Referred to as the Veblen-Simmel model, theories of fashion movement 
remain partially defined, but the most common element of this theoretical perspective is trickle-
down theory (Svendsen, 2010; Rousso, 2012).  
 
According to Kaiser (2010:689), trickle-down theory suggests that those at the top of the social 
hierarchy dictate fashion trends and gradual imitation from the lower class follows. Once the 
lower class adopt the trend, those in the upper classes move on to new fashions (Kaiser, 
2010:689).  In contrast, trickle-up theory positions fashion trend adoption as stemming from 
younger, like-minded members of society who create their own trends and looks based on 
personal interest, thus breaking the boundaries of societal expectation (Rousso, 2012; Brannon 
& Divita, 2015). The trickle-across theory assumes that individuals adopt fashion trends 
simultaneously across similar social structures and considers a new dynamic fuelled by mass 
communication amongst the emerging middle classes (Rousso, 2012; Brannon & Divita, 
2015).  
 
At the core of fashion movement lies the notion of “showing-off and identity construction”, 
where fashion adoption moves from the top to the bottom of social hierarchies (Ma, Shi, Chen 
& Luo, 2012:87). Ma et al. (2012:87) stress that fashion is not confined to higher or middle 
classes, nor does it outnumber fashions created by radical or counter-cultural communities. 
Highlighting logical movement and global response as the foundation for cultural systems, 
Baudrillard (2008:256) argues that consumption or movement in consumer society occurs in 
everyday life. However, regardless of whether certain societies or countries move their fashion 
on a global scale, there remains a dominant movement originating from the West (Reddy, 
2009:3). 
 
A research study on fashion as an expression of cultural identity in a global world highlighted 
the possibility of homogenisation concerning the dominant flow originating from the West 
(Reddy, 2009:3). Seeing as the West predominantly holds more power in terms of cultural 
movement, Reddy (2009:3) positions homogenisation as parallel to Westernisation. Reddy 
(2009:4) compares the spread of dominant Western cultures to a form of cultural colonisation, 
where dominating cultures have the power to threaten and overtake more diverse indigenous 
cultures. Furthermore, Reddy (2009:5) mentions that criticism of the cultural homogenisation 
theory is that it does not always consider the fact that individuals adapt the text to align with 
their thinking. Scholars can avoid the Westernisation of ideas by acting to manipulate the 
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narrative such that it accommodates diverse local contexts, promoting the notion that 
individuals can use the global movement of fashion or texts to support student development 
(Rantanen, 2005:94).  
 
Regarding manipulating the narrative to accommodate diverse ideas, the trickle-up theory can 
be seen from a global perspective, as Coco Chanel4 noted that high-end fashion designers 
adopted fashion ideas that originated from the streets (DeLong, 2019: trickle up, para. 2). As a 
Western example, post-World War II American youth discovered navy pea coats from thrift 
stores that they adapted to fit their own styles and were adopted by designers such as Yves 
Saint Laurent with their own interpretation of the classic pea coat (DeLong, 2019: trickle up, 
para. 2). However, as local examples of the trickle-up theory, one SA fashion designer Laduma 
Ngxokolo explores the origins of traditional Xhosa beadwork which stems from his Xhosa 
heritage and adapts it into modern interpretations of knitwear for Xhosa initiates (Rossier, 
2019: Introduction, para. 4). Ngxokolo’s ideas surrounding Xhosa knitwear have moved 
beyond their personal, native roots to a global market. Another SA fashion designer, Thebe 
Magugu, reimagined Basotho-inspired blankets in his Spring/Summer 2020 collection, 
Prosopography, inspired by the Black sash which was a group of women who fought for Black 
people’s rights during Apartheid (Kumalo-Valentine, 2019: Introduction, para. 12). Magugu 
explains that his collection does not have a tribal reference but should be viewed as a sanctuary 
for strong woman to find African clothes with modern SA elements (Kumalo-Valentine, 2019: 
introduction, para. 14). 
 
In SA fashion education, humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning is problematic 
given the theoretical aspects of theory-based curricula are grounded in a Western ideology 
devoid of African theory (Harvey & Lucking, 2017; Mastamet-Mason et al., 2017). Similarly, 
the Western fashion movement theories are centred on the theoretically-based teaching of trend 
forecasting in SA fashion programmes. From such theories, scholars agree that hegemonic, 
theory-based fashion curricula rooted in such Western ideologies work against the potentially 
beneficial local relevance of subject matter and exacerbate the limitations of a passive, teacher-
 
4 Coco Chanel (1883- 1971) is a French fashion designer who transformed the fashion industry by rejecting social 
norms in her choice of design and dress, specifically the idea of womenswear as uncomfortable or impractical 
(Marcangeli, 2015:26-27).  
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focused approach given that the teacher is solely in charge of the information taught (Harvey 
& Lucking, 2017; Mastamet-Mason et al., 2017). 
 
Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:144) emphasise that most fashion curricula in SA position 
Europe as the only starting point for costume, fashion and textile development. Mastamet-
Mason et al. (2017:144) maintain that fashion curricula remain grounded in Western fashion 
movement theories. Mastamet-Mason et al. (2017:144) propose including the valuable impact 
of African costume and textiles as part of curriculum transformation (as advised in sub-section 
2.2.3).  Harvey and Lucking’s (2017:140) study brought to light the potential in including SA 
literature, history and performance art into the fashion curriculum. Their study emphasises the 
potential in adjusting curriculum to integrate content which students can relate to, not only to 
create an in-depth understanding of the content but because of the opportunity it creates for 
teachers to actively engage with students (Harvey & Lucking, 2017:140). The argument made 
is that a humanised pedagogical approach, such as glocalisation, through storytelling, 
accommodates a diverse student demographic. Additionally, the need for active student 
participation through knowledge transformation may foster personal-connection and, through 
its focus on diversity, may address the dominance of Western-based theory in SA fashion 
education. The following section outlines the theoretical framework in more detail than was 
included when it was introduced in section 1.5. 
 
2.6 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 
Section 1.5 introduced the theoretical framework of Kolb’s (1984) ELC to explore the 
transferability of knowledge within a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-
connected learning. This section unpacks the four aspects of the ELC, namely: 1) concrete 
experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active 
experimentation. For the purpose of this study, the researcher employs Kolb’s (1984) ELC as 
a theoretical framework to support the following outcome: an immediate (concrete) experience 
forms the basis for students to better understand theory through observation and, thereafter, 
reflect on their understandings of what they have observed (reflective observation). Following 
this, students can draw on their reflections to conceptualise abstract ideas (abstract 
conceptualisation) and gain new understandings of the theory, eventually actively applying 
their new understandings (active experimentation) to serve as a guideline for creating new 
experiences. Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as a theoretical framework, adds value to this study as it 
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aligns with the researcher’s intention, noted in section 1.7, to find a pedagogical strategy to 
humanise pedagogy in that Kolb’s (1984) ELC is a humanist concept wherein individuals have 
an existing inclination to learn. 
 
2.6.1 Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Cycle  
 
2.6.1.1 Contextualising Kolb’s (1984) ELC 
 
Kolb’s (1984:15) ELC is an educational theory that considers learning to be a “lifelong 
process”. The ELC suggests that individuals create knowledge when understanding is fostered 
from experience thus emphasising reflection on practice (Kolb, 1984:42). As seen in Figure 
2.1, Kolb’s (1999:3) ELC includes the four aspects of: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective 
observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation. Scholars argue that 
learners have to touch on each of these aspects for learning to occur. Concrete experience 
requires of students to have a new experience or situation or have different interpretations of 
experiences (Kolb, 1999:3). The second aspect, reflective observation, asserts that students 
have to observe or reflect on the new experience and close any gaps between the actual 
experience and their understanding of that experience. The third aspect, abstract 
conceptualisation, implies that students gain understanding of an abstract concept or a re-
interpretation of an idea by reflecting on and learning from that experience (Kolb, 1999:3). The 
final aspect of active experimentation requires students to apply their newly gained 
understanding or experience to a real-life scenario (Kolb, 1999:3). 
 
 










Essentially, Kolb (1999:4) sees learning as an amalgamated process wherein each aspect 
supports the others. Kolb (1999:4) maintains that a student can enter any aspect of the cycle 
and follow the cycle in any given order. Kolb (1999:4) emphasises that learning only happens 
when students are able to move through each aspect of the cycle and that each aspect on its 
own does not support learning. Kolb and Kolb (2017:14) stress that scholars only utilise 
components of the learning cycle and abandon the “holistic, dialectic nature of learning from 
experience”. Therefore, Kolb’s (1984) ELC should apply to multiple learning contexts, and 
success of the model is reliant on integrating all four aspects (Kolb & Kolb, 2017:14). 
 
Kolb and Kolb (2017:15) assert that a crucial aspect of the learning cycle shown in Figure 2.3 
is that it views the learning process as a recursive circle or spiral instead of as a linear model. 
A linear model suggests a hierarchical educational environment that does not encourage 
students to investigate, explore or conduct in-depth inquiry as part of their own learning process 
(Kolb & Kolb, 2017:16). Essentially, the success of Kolb’s (1984) ELC relies on the teacher-
student relationship (as discussed in sub-section 2.4.2.3) and their unique perceptions 
surrounding the content covered (Kolb & Kolb, 2017:16). The implication of this is that Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC draws attention to the teacher-student relationship, which is a fundamental 
principle for humanising pedagogy. As such, discussion now shifts to the four aspects of the 
ELC. 
 
2.6.1.2 Concrete experience 
 
According to Kolb (1999:3), concrete experience forms the basis for students to have a new 
experience that they can eventually learn from and reflect on. For Kolb (1999:3), concrete 
experience relies on an experience where students can grasp new ideas by undergoing the 
“concrete, tangible and felt qualities of the world”. Thus, concrete experience could support 
students if they immerse themselves in a tangible reality (Kolb, 1999:4). Writing about Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC, several scholars explain concrete experience as a process that locates students in 
an exploratory space, or in an activity that encourages exploration (Edziwa & Chiveya, 2013; 
Dandira, Maphosa & Nsubuga, 2017). Dandira et al. (2017:6) assert that concrete experience 
is the foundational construct needed for new knowledge. Similarly, Brookshire (2008:114) 
mentions that concrete experience gives students the space to reflect on and observe new or 
alternate processes. 
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2.6.1.3 Reflective observation 
 
Kolb (1999:3) defines reflective observation as a process in which a student considers their 
concrete experience from multiple perspectives. Additionally, in reflective observation, Kolb 
(1999:4) maintains that students process experiences by watching their peers’ involvement in 
the same process and reflecting on the groups’ experience. Writing about Kolb’s (1984) ELC, 
several scholars explain reflective observation as a process wherein students go about 
transforming newly gained experiences and reflecting on their outcomes (Edziwa & Chiveya, 
2013; Dandira, et al, 2017). Kolb and Kolb (2005:197) assert that reflective observation 
happens when students are given the space to step outside of an experience and evaluate the 
experience through reflection. With reflective observation, Dandira, et al. (2017:6) emphasise 
students’ “feelings, reactions and emotions” and the relevance of these for learning.  
 
2.6.1.4 Abstract conceptualisation 
 
Kolb (1999:3) asserts that some students process their understanding of new experiences better 
through symbolic representation or abstract conceptualisation. Kolb (1999:6) maintains that, 
with abstract conceptualisation, students explore practical uses or applications for initial ideas 
and theories. Citing Kolb’s (1984) ELC, Brookshire (2008:115) explains abstract 
conceptualisation as students using the knowledge they have gained, through observation, for 
physical application. Fry, Ketteridge and Marshall (2009:15) maintain that by reinforcing 
student experiences with application, abstract conceptualisation has the potential to strengthen 
understanding of the content covered. The final learning aspect, active experimentation, is the 
chance to practice, in a new environment, the constructs acquired from experience (Edziwa & 
Chiveya, 2013; Dandira, et al., 2017). Discussion now moves to active experimentation as the 
fourth and final aspect of Kolb’s ELC.  
 
2.6.1.5 Active experimentation 
 
Kolb (1999:3) outlines active experimentation as the active testing of newly conceptualised, 
understandings that fosters new experiences. For Kolb (1999:3), active experimentation works 
best with new ideas, simulations and practical applications. Writing about Kolb’s (1984) ELC, 
Jarmon, Traphagan, Mayrath and Trivedi (2009:172) summarise active experimentation as the 
process through which new experiences lead to a new learning cycle as students move towards 
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long-term change. Kolb and Kolb (2017:16) maintain that the teacher-student simultaneously 
receives and constructs knowledge during this process and advise that questions arising from 
their different ideas and perspectives be utilised as fuel for new concepts and insights.  
 
2.7 SYNTHESIS  
 
To achieve the first purpose, section 2.2 introduced theoretical constructs pertaining to the 
diversifying student body in HE and the need for transformation to encourage a more inclusive 
educational space. The researcher explored social transformation to accommodate issues of 
diversity. In line with social transformation, the researcher considered the decolonisation 
discourse in SA in respect of issues surrounding diversity, and pedagogical strategies to 
accommodate decolonisation. Thereafter, the researcher explored pedagogical strategies to 
transform HE to accommodate student diversity, which included creating an inclusive space 
for student engagement and fostering student voice through reflective dialogue. The discussion 
in Section 2.2 filtered down to applying these constructs to art, design and fashion education. 
 
Section 2.3 then contextualised the teacher-focused and student-focused approach in HE. 
Discussion began by addressing the teacher-focused approach and the limitations thereof. The 
discussion then moved on to consider the student-focused approach as a starting point to 
accommodate inclusion and student voice, and explored learning theories, including 
constructivist, experiential and transformative approaches, to accommodate a humanising 
approach. This section concluded with a discussion of these issues in art, design and fashion 
education. 
 
Section 2.4 then discussed humanising pedagogy as a student-focused approach, to support 
personal-connection and accommodate student diversity. As such, Freirean philosophy was put 
forward as a foundation for humanising pedagogy. Thereafter, the researcher unpacked 
dialogue and reflection as approaches to humanist pedagogy and outlined the teacher-student 
relationship as essential to a humanist environment. Following this, strategies to support 
humanist learning were explored, including critical thinking, dialogue, reflection, narrative 
humanism and circle learning. Subsequently, discussion shifted to a humanising pedagogy for 
personal-connection in art and design education. 
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Section 2.5 promoted active student participation as a strategy for inclusion and student voice 
in response to theory-based curricula that are grounded in Western ideologies. To encourage 
co-creation of curricula through active student participation, glocalisation as a strategy was 
discussed as a holistic strategy to encourage student engagement. Thereafter, the discussion 
turned to active student participation in art, design and fashion education thus overcoming the 
limitations of fashion theory curricula that are dominated by Western ideologies, such as is the 
case regarding theories of fashion movement. 
 
Turning discussion to the second purpose of this chapter, section 2.6 outlined Kolb’s (1984) 
ELC, which has the intention to establish the transferability of a humanising pedagogy for 
personal-connection. As such, the four aspects of the ELC, namely: 1) concrete experience, 2) 
reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation, were 
unpacked. In Chapter 3, the researcher expands on section 1.8, which introduced the research 




CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
The preceding chapter discussed theoretical perspectives on the present research, framing the 
main constructs explored, namely: 1) student diversity and social transformation in higher 
education (HE), 2) teacher-versus student-focused approaches, 3) humanising pedagogy for 
personal-connected learning, and 4) active student participation for inclusion and student voice. 
In addition, Chapter 2 further discussed Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC) as 
a theoretical framework for this study.  
 
In this chapter, the research design and methodology used in this study are described with 
reference to the what, why and how of the research. This chapter begins with discussion 
surrounding the research paradigm, the research approach and research design that guided the 
research. Following this, the chapter discusses the unit of analysis and outlines the setting of 
the inquiry. The discussion then shifts to the research methodology implemented within the 
study including discussion of the sampling methods employed in this study, why the researcher 
chose them and who participated in the study. In addition, the specific deliberation given to the 
data collection methods used is discussed, including the reason for their selection and how they 
were applied throughout Phases 1 to 4 of the study. An overview of the data analysis method 
is provided, with discussion surrounding its implementation throughout the specific phases. 
Subsequently, the researcher outlines methods to ensure trustworthiness in research and the 
ethical considerations pertaining to this study. The chapter concludes with reflection on the 
manner in which the researcher achieved the purpose of the chapter.  
 
3.2 RESEARCH PARADIGM 
 
3.2.1 Defining a research paradigm 
 
A research paradigm is best described as the entire structure surrounding a human thought 
process (Neuman, 2011:94). Creswell (2013:6) views a paradigm as a “worldview”. Also 
referring to a paradigm as a worldview, Nieuwenhuis (2010:47) defines a paradigm as 
assumptions or beliefs within key aspects of reality. For other scholars, a paradigm embodies 
the theories, traditions, approaches, models and methodologies that align with a set of 
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principles to guide action (Rubin & Babbie, 2010; Babbie, 2011).  As such, in research, a 
paradigm refers to the beliefs, practices, assumptions and values mutually shared by a group 
of people (Braun & Clarke, 2013:4). For Yin (2009:219), the more the researcher interacts with 
different people, the more likely they are to create an insightful interpretivist paradigm for their 
study. The following sub-section describes the characteristics of an interpretivist paradigm.  
 
3.2.2 Characteristics of an interpretivist paradigm  
 
Scholars view the interpretivist paradigm as an approach that aims to discover reality through 
a better understanding of people’s views, backgrounds and experiences (Babbie & Mouton, 
2010; Creswell, 2014). The interpretivist paradigm aims to recognise and understand everyday 
occurrences, practices and social systems, which include the worth individuals place on these 
phenomena (Rubin & Babbie, 2010; Nieuwenhuis, 2010).  This study was undertaken through 
the lens of an interpretivist paradigm which, according to Mertens (2005:12), seeks to 
understand specific contexts through “the world of human experience”, meaning that “reality 
is socially-constructed”. Denzin and Lincoln (2011:3) claim that an interpretivist paradigm 
takes on a naturalistic approach to the world to understand phenomena through the significance 
that people imbue it with. Similarly, Babbie and Mouton (2010:28) claim that the interpretivist 
paradigm is an approach that intends to understand people.  
 
Based on the theoretical perspectives provided, an interpretivist paradigm was deemed 
appropriate for this study as it took on a naturalistic approach to understanding people through 
the significance and perspectives that they provide in experiencing a humanising pedagogy for 
personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education. The following section discusses the 
research approach as it aligns with an interpretivist paradigm.  
 
3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 
 
3.3.1 Defining qualitative research 
 
Aligning with an interpretivist paradigm, this study adopted a qualitative research approach. 
Qualitative research intends to identify and understand subjective human perceptions that 
shape individual experiences (Flick, 2009; Creswell, 2013). Creswell (2014:322) places 
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emphasis in qualitative research on understanding the ‘why’ of human behaviour. Certain 
characteristics underpin qualitative research; these are discussed in the sub-section that follows. 
 
3.3.2 Characteristics of qualitative research  
 
Willis (2007:40) is of the opinion that qualitative research best captures voice through 
experiences, perspectives and meaning, and is therefore suited for words and not numbers. 
According to Nieuwenhuis (2010:51), qualitative research is mostly concerned with real-world 
experiences through interaction with or observation of participants in their natural 
environments. Creswell (2013:45) agrees that, in qualitative research, the researcher should 
collect data in the environment where the phenomenon is experienced by participants. Creswell 
(2013:45,47) suggests the use of multiple forms of data collection to ensure that diverse 
perspectives and diverse views of the phenomenon arise. Flick (2011:14) notes reflexivity of 
the researcher as a necessary feature in qualitative research.   
 
The researcher becomes the main instrument in qualitative research given that the researcher 
examines documents and conducts observations and interviews (Willis, 2007; Merriam, 2009; 
Creswell, 2013). However, qualitative research seeks to explore multiple meanings of reality 
and perspectives of participants as well as of the researcher (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009). 
As such, a qualitative research approach is naturally inductive as researchers attempt to 
investigate and understand the significance of human behaviour within certain contexts (Corbin 
& Strauss, 2008; Levitt, Bamberg, Creswell, Frost, Josselson & Suárez-Orozco, 2018). 
Through this inductive process, researchers can work across the research themes that emerge 
from the data (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 2009). 
 
Given the theoretical perspectives discussed, a qualitative research approach is suitable for this 
study as it allows for:  1) the researcher to act as the main instrument in this study thereby 
allowing for reflexivity, 2) multiple forms of data  collection throughout the research phases to 
analyse the significance of real-world experiences in a tertiary fashion education environment, 
and 3) understanding of human subjective experience and clusters of shared meaning that 
participants hold regarding a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected 
learning. With this in mind, the following section explores the research design employed in 
this study.  
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3.4 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Framed by a qualitative research approach within an interpretivist paradigm, this study adopts 
an action research design. According to Nieuwenhuis (2010:71), action research, at its core, is 
aimed at improvement and change. Merriam (2009:4) argues that action research aims to 
address a specific problem within a specific scenario, such as a classroom, a work environment 
or an organisation. McNiff and Whitehead (2010:104) propose that “action research is about 
learning to improve, learning to inform new thinking and new practice”. Aligned with this 
view, Basit (2010:24) argues that action research aims to support teachers in developing an 
understanding of social issues pertaining to a teaching environment and the students who 
inhabit that environment. Bruce and Pine (2010:12) postulate that action research has been 
useful in addressing specific educational problems such as engagement and effective pedagogy. 
The action research process attempts to improve practice, and Craig (2009:4) argues that action 
research should aim to implement the change needed to improve a particular situation.  
 
In order to improve practice, scholars argue that action research should be a cyclical process 
involving implementation, self-reflection and refinement (Norton, 2009; Mertler & Charles, 
2010; Bruce & Pine, 2010). Efron and Ravid (2013:55) contend that action research is a process 
of self-reflection whereby the researcher takes on a primary position in the research. Yin 
(2011:15) notes that action research embodies learning in and through action and reflection. 
 
Action research may be seen as a space created for collaboration, inclusion, learning and 
transformation, fostering an environment for students to be open about their views (Sales, 
Traver & Garcia, 2011:2). Similarly, Lodico, Spaulding and Voegtle (2010:317) are of the 
opinion that action research supports discussion between teachers and students to decentralise 
knowledge. According to Yin (2011:214), by design, action research intertwines the researcher 
and participants in a “collaborative mode” from beginning to end. Considering that participants 
embody knowledge surrounding the topic being studied, scholars agree that action research is 
“participatory” in that the individuals involved form a valuable part of the process (Craig, 2009; 
Pine, 2009). 
 
Borrowing from the above discussion, an action research design was selected for this study due 
to the opportunity it provides to design, implement and refine continuous teaching and learning 
iteration cycles within the context of tertiary fashion education. Action research additionally 
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allows for the researcher’s active role in designing, implementing, refining and self-reflecting 
on the teaching and learning iteration cycle, in order to humanise pedagogical strategies for 
improving tertiary fashion education. More importantly, given the nature of the study, action 
research was chosen for its intention to decentralise knowledge between teachers and students. 
Having justified the rationale for action research as the research design for this study, the 
following section discusses the unit of analysis. 
 
3.5 UNIT OF ANALYSIS  
 
Traditionally, the unit of analysis in social research may be social beings, such as a specific 
person, a social group or interaction, and their behaviour, which involves the act of observing 
and explaining certain characteristics (Babbie, 2011:125, 529). Within this study and as 
elaborated on in Chapters 4 and 5, the primary unit of analysis included two teaching and 
learning interventions, namely the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions, 
implemented within a Diploma of Fashion at an urban tertiary fashion institution. The unit of 
analysis for this study was identified from the beginning and was therefore considered in the 
design of the study which included sampling, data collection and data analysis methods. 
Having explained the primary unit of analysis, the following section discusses the context for 
the research.  
 
3.6 RESEARCH SETTING  
 
Qualitative researchers are said to study people or objects in their natural surroundings with 
the intention to understand, or to deduce, certain occurrences and the meanings people attach 
to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011:3). The researcher thereby conducts the present inquiry 
within participants’ natural setting at an urban tertiary fashion institution. The fashion 
institution is located within central Johannesburg, offering a Diploma in Fashion. The 
researcher designed the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions for implementation 
in this programme, wherein the four research phases of this study were implemented. Phase 1 
was conducted within participants’ natural setting, namely a practical lecture space at the 
tertiary fashion institution. This practical lecture space was equipped with a large table for 
participants to face each other, thereby providing an environment for natural discussion. 
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Phases 2 and 3 consisted of the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions wherein two 
classrooms were utilised. The first classroom for Phase 2 was a traditional theory lecture space 
with front facing desks and a projector screen in the front. The second classroom for Phase 2, 
the Concept Room, was equipped with a circular seating arrangement thus providing an 
environment for natural discussion. These settings remained the same for Phase 3 of the study. 
Phase 4 of the research was conducted within an office space at the tertiary fashion institution. 
The following section elaborates on the sampling method and participants selected for this 
study.  
 
3.7 SAMPLING METHOD AND PARTICIPANTS  
 
3.7.1 Framing sampling methods  
 
Sampling is the process of selecting a specific population who possess the characteristics of a 
larger population about whom the researcher wants to draw a conclusion (Babbie, 2011, 
Monette, Sullivan & DeJong, 2011; Neuman, 2011; Yin, 2011). Qualitative research requires 
the selection of participants who have the background or knowledge to understand the problem 
or research question (Yin, 2011; Creswell, 2014). Creswell (2014:204) puts forth a multistage 
clustering procedure wherein the researcher first identifies an interest group and then gathers 
the names of individuals who form part of that group. The researcher took these views into 
consideration in order to purposively select a sampling method. 
 
3.7.2 Purposive sampling method 
 
Aligning with qualitative research, this study adopts a purposive sampling method. Qualitative 
research is often purposeful, since it is necessary to select participants with pre-set 
characteristics (Patton, 2002; Babbie & Mouton, 2010). According to Babbie (2011:207), 
purposive sampling is a type of non-probability sampling wherein the unit selected is based on 
the researcher’s judgement concerning suitability. Purposive sampling involves selecting 
participants based on the characteristics that they possess (Maree & Pietersen, 2010:178). Flick 
(2009:122) terms purposive sampling as the “criterion of convenience”, which refers to 
choosing participants suited to the nature of the research study. Considerations for purposive 
sampling are: 1) the participant’s readiness to take part, 2) their awareness surrounding a topic, 
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3) their potential to communicate their thinking and 4) their capability to add value to the 
understandings and findings of the research (Flick, 2009; Efron & Ravid, 2013).  
 
The researcher, therefore, selected a purposive sampling method for this study as it 
accommodates pre-determined criteria. Participants at the tertiary fashion institution were 
ready to partake, had awareness surrounding the topic of the study and, as such, suited the 
nature of the study. The following sub-section discusses the selection criteria for participants.   
 
3.7.3 Outlining the participants and selection criteria 
 
In this study, purposive sampling entailed three participant sub-sets. Pre-determined sampling 
criteria were established prior to the researcher selecting participants. Table 3.1 below outlines 
these criteria.  
 
The first sub-set comprises of demographically diverse fashion students (known as student 
participants in this study) registered for a Diploma in Fashion at a tertiary fashion institution 
(known as the ‘institution’ in this study) in SA. These student participants had to be registered 
for the modules: 1) Trend Forecasting and 2) Design Concepts. To maintain the anonymity of 
student participants, module levels are not noted. In Phase 1 of the research study, 11 fashion 
students participated. In Phase 2, which was the pilot teaching and learning intervention, the 
same 11 fashion students participated. In Phase 3, the main teaching and learning intervention, 
only 10 out of the 11 fashion students participated. 
 
As introduced in sub-section 1.8.2.1, the second purposively sampled sub-set includes the 
researcher in the dual role as a data collection instrument for Phases 1 to 4 and research 
participant. As noted in section 1.7, the researcher is a white, middle-class, Afrikaans-Speaking 
female. As a participant, the researcher was responsible for designing, implementing and 
facilitating the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions in the theory-based module, 
Trend Forecasting. However, to maintain consistency, the term ‘researcher’ is used as opposed 
to facilitator.  
 
The third purposively sampled sub-set comprises of a facilitator from the same tertiary 
institution responsible for facilitating teaching and learning in the practice-based module, 
Design Concepts. The researcher notes that although the pilot and main teaching and learning 
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interventions were not designed for implementation in this module, selection of the particular 
facilitator was important in order to explore the transferability of the humanising pedagogical 
approach into design practice in response to Phase 4 (as student participants needed to transfer 
the personal-connections they made in the theory-based Trend Forecasting module to the 
practice-based Design Concepts module). The researcher applies the word teacher when 
narrating theoretical perspectives but opts to use the word facilitator for discussion revolving 
around the third participant sub-set, namely the person responsible for teaching and learning in 
the practice-based module, Design Concepts. 
 
Table 3.1: Sampling criteria for student participants and Design Concepts facilitator 
STUDENT PARTICIPANTS 
CRITERIA JUSTIFICATION 
Part of the student population at 
the tertiary fashion institution 
Research setting (see section 3.6) 
Student participants registered 
for a Diploma in Fashion 
The researcher designed both interventions for implementation 
in this programme  
Registered for the theory-based 
module, Trend Forecasting, in 
the first semester 
The researcher designed the pilot and main teaching and 
learning intervention for implementation in this module which 
forms part of the first-semester curriculum  
Registered for the practice-
based module, Design Concepts, 
in the second semester 
This module forms part of the second-semester curriculum at the 
institution. Student participants needed to transfer the personal-
connections they made in the theory-based Trend Forecasting 
module to the practice-based Design Concepts module  
DESIGN CONCEPTS FACILITATOR 
CRITERIA JUSTIFICATION 
A facilitator at the tertiary 
fashion institution 
Research setting (see section 3.6) 
Facilitates the practice-based 
Design Concepts module in 
second semester 
Student participants needed to transfer the personal-connections 
they made in the theory-based Trend Forecasting module to the 
practice-based Design Concepts module  
 
Due to the pre-determined participant group, purposive sampling guaranteed that the sample 
group represented the population of fashion students and a Design Concepts facilitator at a 
tertiary fashion institute, in order to collect data appropriate to a study on fashion education. 











Within this section, the data collection methods used to realise the aim and objectives of this 
study are discussed. To collect data in qualitative action research, the researcher employs a 
wide variety of data collection methods throughout Phases 1 to 4. In the following sub-sections, 
the researcher deliberates on the data collection methods employed, why these methods were 
selected and how the methods are applied in this study.  
 
3.8.2 Data collection methods for Phase 1  
 
For Phase 1, the first primary method of data collection included a qualitative, face-to-face, 
semi-structured, informal group discussion with selected student participants. As a second 
primary method of data collection, a reflective research journal was used. Each of these are 
discussed in the sub-sections that follow.   
 
3.8.2.1 Semi-structured, informal group discussion  
 
For the purpose of Phase 1, the researcher selected a semi-structured, informal group discussion 
as a data collection method. A semi-structured, informal group discussion is a qualitative 
research approach wherein the researcher gathers a small group, who have similar experiences, 
and prompts for information on a topic in order to lead the discussion in a non-directive manner 
with the objective of understanding the perspectives of the individuals involved (Wilkinson, 
2011:169; Yin, 2011:309). Hennink (2014:73) states that informal group discussions serve the 
purpose of stimulating an environment in which participants’ can share their views, ideas, 
understandings and experiences via peer interaction. Flick (2009:75; 198) claims that data can 
stem from an informal group discussion which is valuable in gaining multiple perspectives. 
Babbie (2011:344) emphasises that group dynamics bring forward certain elements to a 
research topic which the researcher could not have anticipated.  
 
Successful facilitation of an in-depth informal discussion involves the “active task of listening 
and processing” to guide the conversation and support the research topic (Hennink, 2014:73). 
Furthermore, semi-structured, informal group discussions are beneficial regarding scope and 
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opportunity to elaborate and clarify answers given (Flick, 2009; Babbie, 2011). Babbie 
(2011:344) emphasises the following strategies for controlling the group dynamic: 1) the 
researcher should resist bringing their own views into the discussion, and 2) one person should 
not be allowed to dominate the discussion and risk group conformity. It is further encouraged 
that the semi-structured, informal group discussion remains small, with typically five to 15 
people gathered in a natural environment to participate in guided discussion (Babbie, 
2011:343). To ensure safety, Creswell (2014:363) notes that the researcher should audio record 
all data collection in the case of technical issues and to ensure all responses are clear.  
 
In relation to this study, the researcher selected a semi-structured, informal group discussion 
to accommodate a small group of participants and, in a non-directive manner, to stimulate an 
in-depth informal discussion where participants could share their perspectives, understandings 
and experiences via peer interaction. In addition, a semi-structured, informal group discussion 
was selected to prompt participants for their views, while the researcher remained objective. 
As such, the semi-structured, informal group discussion served the purpose of exploring and 
defining preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy as input to design the pilot 
teaching and learning intervention.   
 
The informal group discussion was conducted face-to-face, with student participants seated 
around a table, in a classroom at the tertiary fashion institution (refer to section 3.6 which 
explains the research setting). To support the nature of a semi-structured, informal group 
discussion, the researcher selected an informal setting to encourage a comfortable environment 
for student participants to speak freely.  The semi-structured, informal group discussion was 
conducted with 11 student participants from the tertiary fashion institution. The researcher 
assigned each of the 11 student participants with stickers which were numbered from one to 
11. These numbers were used to protect the identity of student participants.  
 
A line of inquiry was developed to guide the semi-structured, informal group discussion. The 
researcher framed the line of inquiry, as per Addendum E, to align with student voice and 
inclusion as dimensions for humanising pedagogy as well as preliminary pedagogical strategies 
(outlined in Figure 1.1, as part of the conceptual framework), namely: 1) circle learning, 2) 
glocalisation, 3) active student participation and 4) narrative humanism (storytelling). The 
informal group discussion unfolded with the researcher explaining the process to student 
participants, after which, each question in the line of inquiry was posed. The researcher 
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attempted to guide the discussion in a non-directive manner, allowing for the discussion to flow 
and the sharing of participants’ ideas in a conversational manner. The duration of the discussion 
was one hour and 15 minutes at which point data saturation was reached. The researcher 
digitally recorded the semi-structured, informal group discussion using two devices, a digital 
recorder and a mobile device recorder.  
 
3.8.2.2 Reflective research journal  
 
A reflective research journal was selected as a data collection method for Phase 1. Scholars 
note that a research journal serves the purpose of providing valuable raw data for additional 
context for the participants’ responses and interpretations (Flick, 2009; Creswell, 2014). 
Research journals provide the researcher with additional knowledge and the opportunity for 
self-reflection (Flick, 2009; Yin, 2011). Scholars suggest that field notes can become data in 
their own way and the researcher can reflect on their own actions and observations throughout 
the study, which includes their “impressions, feelings and irritations” (Flick, 2009:16; Yin, 
2011). Given that the researcher is the main instrument in the study, Yin (2011:175) poses the 
use of a research journal in that field notes may provide the researcher with insight into their 
own approaches and thinking which may later reveal biases.  
 
The researcher chose the reflective research journal, informed by Flick’s (2009:16) appraisal 
of journals as valuable raw data for interpretation. The reflective research journal provided the 
researcher with insight into her own approaches and thinking to avoid possible biases when 
capturing raw data for interpretation to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention. The 
face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion with student participants was digitally 
recorded for the purpose of accurate data transference to the reflective research journal. The 
face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion was not transcribed verbatim but 
listened to via the digital recording to 1) transfer raw data extracts into the reflective research 
journal and 2) self-reflect on the process. In the same light, notes were recorded in the reflective 
research journal during the course of the group discussion. The rationale for note taking was to 
capture student participants’ perspectives surrounding the line of inquiry put forward in 
Addendum E. Utilising the preliminary pedagogical strategies explored in Phase 1, the pilot 




3.8.3 Data collection methods for Phase 2 
 
Phase 2 drew on the data from Phase 1 to design and implement the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention in the theory-based module, Trend Forecasting. The first primary data collection 
method for Phase 2 included a self-administered, hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire. 
The second primary form of data collection included a reflective research journal. Each of these 
instruments is discussed in the sub-sections that follow.  
 
3.8.3.1 Hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire  
 
For the purpose of Phase 2, the researcher selected a hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire 
as a data collection method. Babbie (2011:271) defines a questionnaire as a document with 
suitable questions designed to gather certain information for analysis. A questionnaire can be 
semi-structured by having open-ended questions allowing for participants to provide their 
answers (Babbie, 2011:272).  
 
Scholars recommend the use of semi-structured questionnaires to gather rich data through 
direct responses without the involvement of an interviewee guiding the questions (Weathington 
et al., 2010; Monette et al., 2011). In addition, Silverman (2010:123) recommends semi-
structured questionnaires for qualitative research based on their potential anonymity and their 
practicality in acquiring data when considering time, effort and cost. The hard-copy, semi-
structured questionnaire served the purpose of gaining student participants’ direct feedback on 
the pilot teaching and learning intervention without an interviewee guiding the questions. In 
addition, the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire was used to refine the main teaching 
and learning intervention.  
 
Open-ended questions were selected to allow student participants the opportunity to elaborate 
on their answers. The questions seen in Addendum I correspond with the theoretical framework 
and pertain to the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, namely: 1) concrete experience, 2) 
reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation. Similarly, 
the questions considered the preliminary pedagogical strategies, which are: 1) circle learning, 
2) glocalisation, 3) active student participation and 4) narrative humanism (storytelling) as 
these align with the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. Therefore, as seen in Addendum I, the 
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hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire comprised of a total of 15 questions as well as a 
comment section for students to further express their views. 
 
The hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire was conducted at the end of the pilot teaching 
and learning intervention. Eleven hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaires were handed-out 
to the student participants who took part in the pilot teaching and learning intervention. Student 
participants had 40-minutes to complete the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire, at which 
point the questionnaires were collected. 
 
3.8.3.2 Reflective research journal  
 
The reflective research journal was selected for the same reasons as in Phase 1 (see sub-section 
3.8.2.2). The researcher recorded field notes in the reflective research journal during the course 
of the pilot teaching and learning intervention. The rationale for self-generated field notes was 
to capture student participants’ perspectives surrounding the preliminary pedagogical strategies 
implemented in the pilot teaching and learning intervention and for possible refinement of the 
main teaching and learning intervention based on the analysis. The researcher read out and 
digitally recorded field notes from the reflective research journal for backup purposes. Against 
the backdrop of the data collected in Phase 2, the pilot teaching and learning intervention was 
refined to be implemented as the main teaching and learning intervention in Phase 3. 
 
3.8.4 Data collection methods for Phase 3  
 
The data collected for Phase 3 comprised of the reflective research journal as primary data, and 
artefacts in both primary and secondary forms. As a primary method, artefacts comprised of 
student participants’ Trend Forecasting written work. Artefacts, as a secondary method, 
referred to the researcher’s self-created photographs of student participants’ Trend Forecasting 
concept boards5, which included the working sketch6.  
 
 
5 A concept board, also referred to as a mood, inspiration, theme or story board, is a collation of a fashion 
designer’s research and design concepts to present a certain theme through pictures or objects (Burke, 2011:103). 
6 The working sketch, a component of design development, refers to the process of roughly illustrating a design 
using research gathered, design elements and principles, supported with theme, fabric and style (Burke, 2011:163). 
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3.8.4.1 Artefacts  
 
Artefacts, in primary and secondary form, were selected as a data collection method in this 
study. Scholars define artefacts as physical objects and everyday instruments acquired within 
the setting of research such as documents in the form of notes, drafts, reports or diaries in either 
textual or electronic form (Flick, 2009; Merriam, 2009). In the context of educational research, 
Yin (2011:148) mentions that documents as artefacts may be in the form of student work which 
can assist the researcher in understanding the educational environment. Merriam (2009:151) 
emphasises that researchers in qualitative research should determine whether artefacts in 
question are primary or secondary data sources. Primary sources are those in which the creator 
of the document outlines first-hand experiences as they relate to the topic being studied. 
According to scholars, artefacts provide rich sources of data used to: 1) communicate, 2) 
support or challenge other data sources, 3) create and confirm theories and 4) create thick 
descriptions through valuable storytelling (Given, 2008; Flick, 2009). 
 
The researcher’s rationale for selecting artefacts was to provide rich sources of data to support 
existing data collection methods and gain insight into student participants’ experiences of the 
main teaching and learning intervention. As a primary method, artefacts comprised of student 
participants’ written components that formed part of the main teaching and learning 
intervention designed and implemented in the theory-based module, Trend Forecasting (refer 
to sub-section 5.2.3.2 for further discussion). The purpose of the written component was to 
explore the personal-connections student participants made between the theoretical content and 
the linked, personal experiences evoked from localising the trickle-up theory. The researcher 
received 10 written components from the initial 11 student participants. The reason for the one 
nil submission remained unclear. Artefacts, as a secondary method, entailed the researcher’s 
self-created photographs of student participants’ concept boards (including the working sketch) 
as an additional assessment instrument, forming part of the same main teaching and learning 
intervention designed and implemented within the same module (refer to sub-section 5.2.3.2 
for further discussion). The researcher did not analyse the self-created photographs for 
symbolic meaning as they only served the purpose of comprehensive evidence to support 




3.8.4.2 Reflective research journal  
 
The reflective research journal for Phase 3 was chosen for the same purposes explained in 
Phase 1 (see sub-section 3.8.2.2). The purpose of the reflective research journal in Phase 3 was 
to reflect on the pedagogical strategies implemented in the main teaching and learning 
intervention. The researcher maintained a methodological audit trail through self-generated 
field notes in the reflective research journal during the course of the main teaching and learning 
intervention. The rationale for self-generated field notes was to capture student participants’ 
perspectives surrounding the pedagogical strategies deployed in the main teaching and learning 
intervention. The researcher read out and digitally recorded field notes from the reflective 
research journal for backup purposes. Utilising the data collected in Phase 3, the researcher 
moved onto Phase 4 of data collection. 
 
3.8.5 Data collection methods for Phase 4 
 
Against the backdrop of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as introduced in section 1.5, primary data 
collection for Phase 4 entailed a face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the Design 
Concepts facilitator. Greeff (2011:342) states that an interview is a social interaction planned 
to create space for the researcher to gather valuable information from a participant. An 
interview continues for a long enough time to provide the participant with the opportunity to 
consider and re-structure their experiences and ideas in their own words (Yin, 2011:132). This 
aligns with the views of other scholars, in that an interview for qualitative research is beneficial 
for its adaptable and flexible nature to gather rich information, create an opportunity to 
elaborate on statements and guide in-depth exploration of research ideas (Babbie, 2011; 
Creswell, 2014; Greeff, 2011).  
 
It is suggested that the discussion between the researcher and participant should not be scripted, 
as the researcher should have a mental structure of potential questions that can differ depending 
on the context or setting (Yin, 2011:134). Babbie (2011:340) agrees that a qualitative interview 
should be structured around discussion topics as opposed to set questions and that the 
researcher should be completely familiar with the potential topics. Having the researcher be 
familiar with the topics allows for the conversation to run smoothly and naturally, encouraging 
the participant to do most of the talking (Babbie, 2011:340). According to Yin (2011:132), 
interviews are most beneficial when assuming a conversational approach. Braun and Clarke 
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(2013:88) agree that it is important to shift the power relationship to the interviewee through 
the use of an informal conversational approach and certain non-verbal actions to encourage in-
depth interaction.  
 
As such, scholars propose the use of semi-structured interviews for their inherent flexibility to 
allow participants to be open and expressive with their responses (Flick, 2009; Merriam, 2009; 
Babbie, 2011). Silverman (2010:225; 272) and Nieuwenhuis (2010:87) argue that semi-
structured interviews are valuable for probing, clarification and paraphrasing and, as such, are 
structured in a manner that prompts participants regarding their internal realities such as their 
feelings, knowledge, understanding, behaviours and lived experiences. Nieuwenhuis (2010:87) 
suggests that the semi-structured interview remains brief and that the interview schedule 
defines a line of inquiry while the researcher remains aware of the possibility of emerging lines 
of inquiry more aligned with the research topic being studied.   
 
A face-to-face, semi-structured interview was selected for the researcher to gather valuable 
information from the Design Concepts facilitator regarding the transferability of student 
participants’ knowledge into design practice. Due to its adaptable and flexible nature, a face-
to-face, semi-structured interview provided the Design Concepts facilitator with the 
opportunity to elaborate on statements and be expressive with their responses. In addition, this 
form of interview allowed for the emergence of additional information from the Design 
Concepts facilitator through probing, allowing the researcher an opportunity for in-depth 
exploration of research ideas. The researcher, therefore, conducted the face-to-face, semi-
structured interview to explore the perspective of the Design Concepts facilitator, in terms of 
student participants’ ability to transfer the humanising pedagogical approach and the personal-
connections made, into the practice-based module, Design Concepts.  
 
The face-to-face, semi-structured interview was conducted with the Design Concepts facilitator 
within the participant’s natural setting. Following Babbie’s (2011:340) suggestion, the face-to-
face, semi-structured interview was structured around discussion topics which allowed for the 
conversation to flow naturally, encouraging the Design Concepts facilitator to do a majority of 
the talking. These discussion topics, as per the line of inquiry in Addendum N, were structured 
so as to align with the study’s theoretical framework, Kolb’s (1984) ELC, and focused on the 
transferability of local or personal-connections made to design practice.  However, as the face-
to-face, semi-structured interview progressed, further questions arose requiring the researcher 
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to probe further. The face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the Design Concepts 
facilitator took approximately 60 minutes before reaching a point of data saturation. Using a 
digital recorder and a mobile device recorder, the researcher recorded the face-to-face, semi-
structured interview and transcribed it verbatim. The following sub-section discusses the data 
recording, transfer and security methods implemented in this study. 
 
3.8.6 Data recording, transfer and security methods 
 
Data security is about ensuring that qualitative data are stored safely during and after the 
research process, using digital and non-digital security methods (Corti, 2008; Yin, 2011; 
Creswell, 2014). Corti (2008:194) prescribes that digital data be stored on secured computers 
or external storage devices with sufficient storage capacity and non-digital data in suitable 
archival systems. In addition, primary copies of data should be stored in long-term digital 
formats with adequate backup to counteract the risk of loss or damage (Corti, 2008:194). Table 
3.2 illustrates the different methods for recording, transferring and securing the raw data 
collected in this study.  
 





METHOD TRANSFER AND SECURITY METHOD 
Semi-structured, 
informal group 
discussion for Phase 
1 
The researcher captured 
the discussion with two 
devices: 1) a digital 
recorder and 2) a mobile 
device recorder 
The researcher downloaded the digital 
recording to an external hard drive (EHD) and 
iCloud, both password protected (PP). The 
researcher deleted the audio from the recording 
devices once transferred and saved. For Phase 
1, the researcher transcribed key ideas from the 
discussion in a Microsoft Word (MS) 





This includes a hard-copy 
questionnaire completed 
by student participants 
The researcher optically scanned the hard-
copy, semi-structured questionnaires and saved 
them on iCloud and an EHD in PDF format, 
both PP. The researcher stored the hard copies 
under lock and key 
Artefacts as a 
primary method for 
Phase 3 (students 
written component) 
This includes student 
participants’ written 
component submitted in 
MS Word electronic 
format 
The student participants submitted their written 
component electronically in MS Word format. 
The researcher saved the electronic documents 
on the EHD and iCloud, both PP 







METHOD TRANSFER AND SECURITY METHOD 
Artefacts as a 
secondary method 
for Phase 3) 
(researchers self-
created photographs 
of students’ concept 
boards including the 
working sketch) 
The researcher took all 
photographs with a high 
mega-pixel mobile device 
camera 
The researcher transferred all photographs 
from the mobile device to the EHD and iCloud, 
both PP. This includes photographs of student 
participants’ concept boards, including the 
working sketch, from the theory-based Trend 
Forecasting module for the purpose of 
narrating the findings and not for analysis 
Face-to-face, semi-
structured interview 
The researcher captured 
the face-to-face, semi-
structured interview with a 
digital recorder and a 
mobile device recorder 
The researcher downloaded the digital 
recording to an EHD and iCloud, both PP. The 
researcher deleted the audio from the recording 
devices once transferred and saved. For Phase 
4, the researcher transcribed the face-to-face, 
semi-structured interview verbatim in an MS 
Word document saved to the same EHD 
Reflective research 
journal 
The researcher made field 
notes in the reflective 
research journal 
throughout Phases 1 to 3 
of the research. In 
addition, the researcher 
read out and digitally 
recorded field notes from 
the reflective research 
journal for backup 
purposes 
The researcher maintained a methodological 
audit trail in the reflective research journal 
through self-generated field notes. The 
researcher typed out the hand-written field 
notes using MS Word. The researcher digitally 
recorded field notes from the reflective 
research journal for backup purposes. The 
researcher saved electronic documents on the 
EHD and iCloud, both PP. The researcher 
stored hard copies under lock and key 
 
3.9 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Within this section, the methods used to analyse the data in the respective phases is discussed, 
along with the rationale for the selection of these methods.   
 
3.9.1 Framing data analysis  
 
Babbie (2011:419) defines qualitative data analysis as “methods for examining social research 
data without converting them to a numerical format” as it is important to interpret the data for 
understanding and not measurement (Nieuwenhuis, 2010:99). Qualitative data analysis is an 
iterative process that embodies “multiple stages of analysis” to collect, examine, combine and 
categorise the data collected for analysis and interpretation (Nieuwenhuis, 2010; Creswell, 
2014:246). Merriam (2009:16) argues for the use of qualitative data analysis as it supports the 
collection of rich data from multiple sources that can bring valuable findings to the surface. 
Saldaña (2013:26) states that there is richness in interpreting data on paper and taking down 
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codes in pencil, as the experience provides the researcher with control and ownership of the 
research process. Given this, manual data analysis was selected for this study, given: 1) the 
small size of the sample to be analysed, and 2) to provide the researcher with control and 
ownership of the research process.  
 
3.9.2 Content method of analysis  
 
This study employs a content method of analysis. Within a qualitative research approach, 
Creswell (2013:182) puts forward a content method of analysis as a process to better 
understand participants’ views and opinions on related research themes, categories and 
similarities. Nieuwenhuis (2010:101) further defines a content method of analysis as a 
systematic approach that identifies and interprets “message content” as an iterative process 
suitable in instances such as 1) working with narrative such as journals and 2) analysing open-
ended responses in qualitative interviews or focus groups.  
 
Scott and Usher (2011:89) highlight the following steps as an overview of a content method of 
analysis: 1) coding or categorising field notes or interview transcripts for further development 
of research themes, 2) examining categories for patterns to identify relationships between 
research themes, and 3) attempting to understand these patterns to further support a theoretical 
construct. As a result, a content method of analysis has the potential to link the data to ideas by 
giving rise to repeated categories and identification of emerging patterns or research themes 
(Creswell, 2013; Saldaña, 2013).  
 
The content method of analysis was therefore chosen as: 1) it is an iterative process which 
aligns with an action research design, 2) it aligns with the researcher’s choice of data collection 
methods, and 3) it allowed for the coding or categorising of data collected, throughout Phases 
2 to 4, by searching for patterns and developing categories and research themes. Patterns, 
categories and research themes created opportunity for the researcher to explore a humanising 
pedagogical approach to tertiary fashion education. 
 
This study followed Saldaña’s (2013:14) “streamlined codes-to-theory model” to guide 
execution of the data analysis. To codify is to sort information into a systematic order or to 
include information in a system through classification or categorising of similar data which 
embody similar characteristics (Saldaña, 2013:9). A code is an illustrative construct chosen by 
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the researcher to classify the key essence of the data (Saldaña, 2013:9). Within the coding 
process, patterns that emerge lead to identification of categories and possible linking of raw 
data to definite ideas (Saldaña, 2013:8). Saldaña (2013:5) notes that the repetitive appearance 
of codes within the data shows a pattern emerging, and supports adding cycles to the coding 
process to encourage “richer meanings, categories, research themes and concepts” to emerge 
from the data. Saldaña (2013:8) further notes that the character and interest of the researcher 
will influence which codes the researcher assigns to the data through classification or 
categorising. As the researcher codes, codes or categories are expected to develop and be 
refined; in so doing, they become more conceptual or abstract (Saldaña, 2013:11). Eventually, 
the researcher’s ability to establish how certain research themes and concepts interlink into a 
system supports further refinement of the theory (Saldaña, 2013:11).   
 
 
Figure 3.1:  Saldaña’s (2013:14) “streamlined codes-to-theory model” for qualitative 
inquiry. Adapted by the author (2019) 
 
The streamlined codes-to-theory model was suitable for this study as it allowed the researcher 
to organise and group similar data into categories and research themes where it embodied 
similar characteristics. A first and second-level coding cycle was followed for data analysis, as 
suggested by Saldaña (2013:68). For the first-level coding cycle, as per Figure 3.1, the raw data 
was fragmented and tagged. The following sub-section elaborates on the first-level coding 
cycle.  
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3.9.2.1 First coding cycle  
 
To begin the analysis process, the researcher aligned with Saldaña’s (2013:14) streamlined 
codes-to-theory model and therefore ensured that all raw data from Phases 1 to 4 were 
collected. The researcher ensured that digitally recorded data from Phase 4 were transcribed 
verbatim while segments of raw data were transcribed into the reflective research journal for 
Phase 1. The raw data collected was organised and prepared for data analysis. It should be 
noted that data collected in Phase 1 was considered informal and, as such, the researcher did 
not follow a systematic analysis process, as was done in Phases 2 to 4. The researcher did not 
transcribe or analyse the face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion verbatim, but 
transcribed segments of raw data extracts from the digital recording into the reflective research 
journal (see Addendum F). 
 
Saldaña (2013:64,91) promotes In Vivo coding for all types of qualitative research, but 
especially for beginner qualitative researchers performing action and practitioner research. As 
such, for Phases 2 to 4, the researcher used In Vivo coding for first-level coding. Saldaña 
(2013:91) argues that In Vivo coding is valuable for educational ethnographies, as researchers 
should avoid marginalising adolescents’ voices and should make use of their direct words to 
support the researcher’s understanding of their backgrounds and experiences. In Vivo coding 
essentially sees codes as the specific words or phrases that the participants use (Saldaña, 
2013:91).  In Vivo coding was selected for this study as it is suitable to educational 
ethnographies and makes use of participants’ direct words to support the researcher’s 
understanding of their backgrounds and experiences. Moreover, In Vivo coding was chosen 
for this study given its suitability for action research.  
 
As per Saldaña’s (2013:14) streamlined codes-to-theory model, the researcher conducted the 
first-level coding cycle manually. This involved the researcher reading the raw data line by line 
and flagging segments of raw data as units of meaning. This flagging was done by underlining, 
using different colours, the text on the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaires and 
highlighting, again in different colours, the text in MS Word for the primary artefacts (written 
components) and face-to-face, semi-structured interview transcript (examples of first-level 
coding for Phases 2 to 4 are provided in Addenda G, K and O). 
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In addition to colour coding, the raw data segments were tagged with alphanumeric codes. For 
Phase 2, the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire with student participants used, for 
example, a code such as SP3:Q1. SP3 stands for student participant 3 and the unit of meaning 
comes from question 1 (Q1). In the same light, the reflective research journal used, for example, 
RJ2:2, which stands for research journal notes from Phase 2 (RJ2) and the unit of meaning 
comes from page 2 in the reflective research journal. For Phase 3, student participants’ written 
components used, for example, SPW:1, which stands for student participant written (SPW) and 
the unit of meaning comes from page 1 of the student participants’ written component. 
Similarly, the reflective research journal used RJ3:2, for example, which stands for research 
journal notes from Phase 3 (RJ3), and the unit of meaning comes from page 2 in the reflective 
research journal. For the face-to-face, semi-structured interview, the researcher used DCF:1, 
which stands for Design Concepts facilitator (DCF) and the unit of meaning comes from page 
1 of the face-to-face, semi-structured interview transcript.  
 
Following the initial coding, the researcher ensured that that the raw data was underlined, 
highlighted and tagged accurately, and re-coloured certain codes where it was deemed 
necessary. Given that the semi-structured questionnaires were in hard-copy format, the 
researcher made colour copies to maintain the annotations (as per the example in Addendum 
G), rather than flagging and tagging the original hard-copies. The artefacts (written 
components) and face-to-face, semi-structured interview transcripts were flagged and tagged 
in MS Word to preserve them electronically. For the second-level coding cycle (see Figure 
3.1), the researcher grouped the raw data into categories with similar attributes and then 
combined the categories into research themes. The following sub-section elaborates on this 
second-level coding cycle.  
 
3.9.2.2 Second-level coding cycle  
 
For Phases 2 to 4, the researcher used selective coding for second-level coding. Selective 
coding attempts to find connections and combine categories to systematically group data into 
research themes (Saldaña, 2013:224). Although selective coding was not used to re-code data 
from the first-level coding cycle, it was an attempt to put the data back together to form 
categories and eventual research themes. Following Saldaña’s (2013:13) streamlined codes-to-
theory model, and in line with selective coding, the researcher sorted raw data with similar 
characteristics through classification and categorisation. The researcher chose codes that 
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classified the key essence of the data and the possible linking to broader ideas. As per Figure 
3.1, the raw codes were combined into categories and renamed where necessary; the researcher 
used arrows to illustrate how categories interlink. Addendum J is an example of second-level 
coding for Phase 2 and Addendum M is an example of second-level coding for Phases 3 and 
4. 
 
Categories were sorted into existing research themes that aligned with the study’s theoretical 
framework, that is, the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. Figure 4.3 illustrates the final 
categories obtained for Phase 2, under the respective research themes, which considers all 
changes implemented during the second-level coding cycle. Figure 5.3 illustrates the final 
categories within the respective research themes, for Phases 3 and 4, considering all changes 
implemented during the second-level coding cycle. Following the final step in Saldaña’s 
(2013:13) streamlined codes-to-theory model, the researcher interpreted research themes to 
extract meaning from the data. In addition to the raw data quotations, the researcher draws on 
theoretical perspectives to narrate the findings.  
 
3.10 ENSURING TRUSTWORTHINESS IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
 
In qualitative research, validity and reliability refers to trustworthy and credible research 
(Nieuwenhuis, 2010:80). Merriam (2009:221) views trustworthiness as the ethical position of 
the researcher on whether the data collected is consistent with the research findings. 
Considerations for trustworthiness include: 1) diligence in implementing the data collection 
and analysis and 2) understanding the research findings (Merriam, 2009:210-223). Considering 
that qualitative research examines real-life phenomena that are holistic and constantly 
changing, credibility considers whether the research findings resemble reality, while 
transferability considers whether another researcher can imitate and apply the findings of the 
study to a different scenario (Merriam, 2009:213, 224).  
 
Creswell (2014:251) states that research themes that are established by combining multiple 
data sources or participant perspectives add to the validity of a study. As such, triangulation of 
various data sources as evidence to structure and justify research themes is important (Creswell, 
2014:251). Similarly, Nieuwenhuis (2010:80) urges that multiple methods of data collection, 
such as “observation, interviews and document analysis”, contribute to trustworthiness. To 
validate findings and enrich analyses, scholars suggest that researchers share their coding with 
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their peers through, for example, peer-checks with a peer investigator in order to confirm the 
accuracy of the findings (Saldaña, 2013; Creswell, 2014). Where participants are involved, 
Merriam (2009:220) recommends sending findings to research participants to check the 
accuracy of interpretations.  
 
Scholars encourage the use of “rich, thick descriptions” to support transferability when 
presenting research findings. This includes describing the data collection environment and 
participants and presenting findings in the form of direct quotations (Merriam, 2009; Creswell, 
2014). Creswell (2014:251) advocates presenting both positive and negative information that 
has emerged from the findings. To ensure trustworthiness, Merriam (2009:222) mentions the 
use of an audit trail to ensure reliability of the process that generated the findings. Cross-
checking data means double-checking transcribed documents to confirm that the researcher did 
not make any errors during the transcription process (Creswell, 2014:251). In addition, 
checking that there is no “drift” in defining the codes during the analysis process, which the 
researcher can accomplish by constantly checking the data against the codes, is important 
(Creswell, 2014:251). Regarding possible biases which the researcher may hold and their 
influence on the research, Creswell (2014:251) proposes that the researcher clarifies their 
assumptions and personal rationale at the beginning of a study through an honest narrative of 
self-reflection. Having considered scholarship to ensure trustworthiness in the study, Table 3.3 
illustrates the methods used and how the researcher applied them.  
 
Table 3.3: Methods and application of validity and trustworthiness 
METHOD APPLICATION 
Triangulation 
Multiple methods of data collection allowed for triangulation, namely: 1) face-
to-face, semi-structured informal group discussion (Phase 1), 2) hard-copy, 
semi-structured questionnaires (Phase 2), 3) artefacts (Phase 3), 4) a face-to-
face, semi-structured interview (Phase 4) and 5) a reflective research journal 
(Phases 1 to 3). Additionally, triangulation of multiple data occurred by cross-
checking data between the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions. 
As outlined in sub-section 3.7.3, data was collected from different participant 
sub-sets. Finally, triangulation was assured through member checking by 
emailing transcript copies to participants who requested it in order to verify 
accuracy of transcription. Member checks included granting participants an 
opportunity to validate the transcription of the 1) face-to-face, semi-structured 
informal group discussion (Phase 1) with student participants and 2) the 
transcribed face-to-face, semi-structured interview (Phase 4) with the Design 
Concepts facilitator 






An external peer investigator (researcher and fashion educator) was used to 
validate the raw data, data analysis codes, categories, research themes and 
emerging findings. See Addendum P for the review and verification report on 
the data analysis. In Addendum P, the personal information of the peer 





The researcher provides detailed, rich, thick descriptions of 1) participant sub-
sets, 2) participants’ natural settings and 3) categories and research themes 
used to narrate participant perspectives. Moreover, the summary of findings 
(pilot teaching and learning intervention) and discussion of findings (main 
teaching and learning intervention) were put forward using raw data extracts 
to support the researcher’s interpretation 
Report on negative 
responses 
 
The researcher attempted to take down field notes in the reflective research 




The researcher kept a methodological audit trail: 
• Dates for the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions were 
noted in participants’ invitational letters and kept by way of entries in 
the reflective research journal 
• Student participants signed informed consent letters which were stored 
in hard-copy and electronic format 
• Participant communication regarding member checks of transcribed 
data collection, when requested, were stored electronically.   
• Peer investigator emails and reports were stored electronically 
• Electronic memos about pre-determined codes and categories were 
stored 
• Electronic and hard-copy management and storage of student 
participants’ raw data including the informal group discussion 
transcript, the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaires, the written 
components and photographs of concepts boards were all stored 
• Regarding the face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the Design 
Concepts facilitator, email communication, the invitational letter, 
informed consent form and the interview transcript were stored 
electronically 
• Hard-copy reflective research journal field notes were typed out in 
electronic format. Typed out field notes taken throughout Phases 1 to 
3 were digitally recorded 
Cross-checking 
data to consider if it 
produces similar 
results 
The researcher attempted to cross-check the data collected with respect to the 
codes assigned as well as the combination and merging of codes into 
categories and research themes 
Clarifying biases at 
the beginning of 
the study 
In section 1.7, the researcher clarified their assumptions and personal rationale 
for the study as well as their experience as an educator at a tertiary urban SA 
institution. The researcher self-reflected on the research findings and 
interpreted them in consideration of their experience as a fashion educator 
 
Table 3.3 depicts that trustworthiness was considered from multiple angles to ensure and 
maintain quality and academic rigour. 
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3.11 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 
This section unpacks the ethical considerations within this study. Key characteristics which 
support ethical research include respect, competence, responsibility and integrity (Braun and 
Clarke, 2013:64). Braun and Clarke (2013:63) further state that, at the centre of ethical practice, 
is a need for informed consent, zero deception, ensuring participants’ privacy and 
confidentiality, respectful interaction, participant withdrawal, minimal exposure to risk and 
accurate reporting of findings. 
 
Working within qualitative research implies working directly with participants; this highlights 
the need for rules and regulations regarding ethics (Silverman, 2010:152;154). Thomas 
(2011:69) notes that researchers should be considerate of how research may be harmful to 
participants and should thoroughly communicate any potential harm. Principally, ethics 
considers the researcher’s relationship with participants, the academic environment and society 
(Braun & Clarke, 2013:61). In relation to this study, the researcher considered ethics regarding 
the study participants and the tertiary fashion institution where the study was conducted. 
 
The tertiary institution acted as a gatekeeper to gain access to participants. The researcher sent 
an invitational letter to the tertiary fashion institution (refer to Addendum A for this invitational 
letter), providing the research background and intention of the research, including the aim and 
objectives and procedures to collect and analyse data. In addition, the invitational letter stated 
that the name of the institution will remain anonymous to guarantee confidentiality of 
participants. Furthermore, as stated in section 1.7, to maintain anonymity, the researcher did 
not note the level of the theory-based Trend Forecasting and practice-based Design Concepts 
modules in which the study was conducted. The letter also informed the institution of its right 
to withdraw from the study. The tertiary institution, however, granted informed consent to: 1) 
conduct the study, 2) gain access to participants and 3) utilise student projects as data collection 
instruments (informed consent granted by the institution is provided in Addendum B). In 
Addendum B, the name and signature from the tertiary institution is blocked out on the consent 
form to protect the identity of the institution.  
 
In terms of the study participants, Thomas (2011:69) urges researchers to make participants 
aware of: 1) the nature and purpose of the study, 2) any risk attached to participating, 3) the 
manner in which the researcher will assure participant anonymity and confidentiality, 4) their 
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right to withdraw, and 5) possible digital recording of their participation. Participants should 
be made aware of any recording procedures, as uninformed participants may change the 
reliability of responses (Yin, 2009:109). Braun and Clarke (2013:63) suggest that the 
researcher notifies participants of certain limitations to maintaining confidentiality, such as the 
researcher’s responsibility to report on dishonesty or unlawful incidents. The researcher 
notified student participants and the Design Concepts facilitator of the nature of the research 
through an invitational letter (see Addenda C and D for these invitational letters). The 
invitational letter provided the background and the intention of the research study, including 
the aim and objectives of the study and the methods and procedures used to collect and analyse 
data.  
 
Braun and Clarke (2013:88) suggest that the researcher should prioritise participants’ comfort 
and wellbeing during any data collection and protect their privacy by using a pseudonym. As 
such, the invitational letter stated that the researcher will protect participants confidentiality 
through the use of pseudonym numbers within the study. However, as noted in Addendum C, 
the researcher could not guarantee confidentiality given that Phase 1 data collection comprised 
of a group discussion. The researcher further informed all participants of their right to withdraw 
from the study. A pre-drafted consent form allowed participants to give their consent for 
partaking in the study, including use of their written components as well as photographs of 
their concept boards, including the working sketch. The researcher communicated the content 
of the invitational letter and consent form to participants in advance. All student participants 
signed a consent form agreeing to the following:  1) to be involved in the research as a 
participant, 2) to have their written component used, 3) to be digitally recorded and their 
responses used as contributions towards the study and 4) to have photographs taken of their 
concept boards (including the working sketch). The Design Concepts facilitator signed a 
consent form, as per Addendum D, agreeing to partake in a face-to-face, semi-structured 
interview, that was to be digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. 
 
As the study dealt with personal details surrounding student participants’ experiences, the 
researcher considered Braun and Clarke’s (2013:63) proposal of ensuring anonymity. For this 
reason, the researcher numbered the 11 student participants from one to 11 and used this 
specific numbering system during Phase 1. To preserve anonymity, the researcher re-used this 
numbering throughout Phases 2 and 3. Aligning with Braun and Clarke (2013:88), the 
researcher had the ethical responsibility to ensure that none of the data collection methods 
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caused any discomfort to student participants or the Design Concepts facilitator. To protect 
participants from possible discomfort or harm, the researcher notified participants that they 
could end their involvement at any point should they experience discomfort. Fortunately, no 
events of this nature occurred for the duration of data collection.  
 
The researcher should consider academic integrity at all times during the study, which includes 
accurately and truthfully citing all sources used, acknowledging any support received from 
peers, and reporting accurately on all findings (Babbie & Mouton, 2010:526). The researcher 
interpreted and presented data as accurately as possible. The summary and discussion of 
findings includes multiple perspectives from participants through the use of raw data 
quotations. Moreover, any negative or contradictory findings that emerged were reported on.  
 
3.12 SYNTHESIS  
 
The purpose of this chapter was to discuss the research design and methodology regarding the 
what, why and how. In section 3.2, the researcher discussed and positioned the study within an 
interpretivist paradigm. Following this, a qualitative research approach was unpacked as an 
approach to align with an interpretivist paradigm. Discussion proceeded to a definition of 
qualitative research, followed by the characteristics of a qualitative research approach. The 
discussion considered the appropriateness of a qualitative research approach as it aims to 
understand human subjective experience and the meanings participants hold regarding a 
humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning.  
 
Aligning with the interpretivist paradigm and a qualitative research approach, in section 3.4, 
the researcher discussed action research as a relevant research design given the researcher’s 
active role and that the study was grounded on continuous and iterative cycles of 
implementation, self-reflection and refinement. Subsequently, in sections 3.5 and 3.6 
respectively, the researcher outlined the unit of analysis and the setting for the research. 
Following this, section 3.7 discussed the sampling method and research participants involved 
in this study. Discussion began by framing sampling methods in general and moved on to 
purposive sampling, specifically. The discussion surrounding sampling concluded with the 
researcher outlining the research participants and the criteria used to select them.  
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Section 3.8 was structured around the data collection methods selected and applied for each of 
the research phases following the premise of what, why and how. This section concluded with 
discussion of the data recording, transfer and security methods applicable to this study. 
Thereafter, section 3.9 discussed the data analysis process. In this section, discussion 
commenced by framing data analysis followed by an explanation of the content method of 
analysis. The choice of Saldaña’s (2013:13) streamlined codes-to-theory model was motivated 
as it supports the researcher’s analysis process. Following this, the researcher discussed the 
first and second-level coding cycles as they were applied throughout Phases 2 to 4. 
 
Finally, sections 3.10 and 3.11 outlined the methods to ensure trustworthiness employed in the 
research as well as the ethical considerations adhered to. Steps taken to ensure the 
trustworthiness of the research study included triangulation, peer investigators, thick 
descriptions for conveying findings, reporting on negative responses, maintaining an audit trail, 
cross-checking data, and clarifying researcher biases. Regarding ethical considerations, these 
included permission from the tertiary fashion institution involved and consent from the selected 
participants that guaranteed confidentiality throughout the process. Making use of the research 
methods discussed in this chapter, Chapter 4 shifts focus to the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention and discusses the design, implementation and findings thereof. 
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CHAPTER 4: PILOT TEACHING AND LEARNING INTERVENTION: 





Chapter 3 outlined the research approach, design and methodology employed in this study. 
Chapter 4 discusses Phases 1 and 2 of the study with a four-fold purpose. Regarding Phase 1, 
the initial purpose is to summarise the findings that emerged from the face-to-face, semi-
structured, informal group discussion with student participants7. The face-to-face, semi-
structured, informal group discussion serves as input with which to explore and define 
preliminary pedagogical strategies in order to design a pilot teaching and learning intervention 
to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning.  
 
Drawing on Phase 1, the second purpose of this chapter is to describe the design and 
implementation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention, which was based on the 
preliminary pedagogical strategies identified in Phase 1. This includes contextualisation of the 
module and learning unit, the brief, activity tasks (ATs), learning spaces and timeline of the 
pilot teaching and learning intervention. The third purpose of the chapter is to provide a 
summary of the findings that emerged from analysing the data collected from the hard-copy, 
semi-structured questionnaires, which served the purpose of gaining feedback on students’ 
experiences with the pilot teaching and learning intervention.  
 
The final purpose of this chapter is to undertake a retrospective analysis of the pilot teaching 
and learning intervention based on the data collected, the researcher’s self-reflection and the 
preliminary pedagogical strategies in order to improve the design for the main teaching and 
learning intervention (Phase 3).  As previously noted, the researcher assumes a dual role of 
data collection instrument and facilitator of both the pilot and main teaching and learning 





7 As previously mentioned in section 1.1, the fashion students participating in this study are referred to as student 
participants throughout. 
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4.2 PHASE 1: INPUT STRATEGY 
 
4.2.1 Overview  
 
The objective of Phase 1 was to explore and define preliminary pedagogical strategies to 
humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning.  The conceptual framework in Figure 1.1 
guided Phase 1 as the intention of the preliminary pedagogical strategies was to encourage 
inclusion and student voice as dimensions of a humanising pedagogy. The purpose of this 
section is to summarise the findings that emerged from the face-to-face, semi-structured, 
informal group discussion with student participants which serve as input for Phase 2.  
 
4.2.2 Summary of findings  
 
4.2.2.1 Overview  
 
During Phase 1, an initial method of primary data collection included a qualitative, face-to-
face, semi-structured, informal group discussion (see Addendum E for the line of inquiry) with 
selected student participants. As a secondary method of primary data collection, Phase 1 draws 
on a reflective research journal. The research journal served the purpose of capturing raw data 
for interpretation to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention. The face-to-face, semi-
structured, informal group discussion with student participants was digitally recorded for the 
purpose of accurate data transference to the reflective research journal. The researcher did not 
transcribe the face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion verbatim however, and 
only listened to the digital recording in order to: 1) transcribe raw data extracts into the 
reflective research journal (see Addendum F as an example) and 2) self-reflect on the process. 
 
To guide the summary of findings (as illustrated in Table 4.1), raw data segments were 
interpreted to correspond with preliminary pedagogical strategies as shown in the conceptual 
framework in Figure 1.1. The conceptual framework consists of preliminary pedagogical 
strategies, namely: 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 3) active student participation and 4) 
narrative humanism (storytelling). Furthermore, these preliminary pedagogical strategies 
became the research themes under which the preliminary findings are discussed.   
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It should be noted that the intent of Phase 1 was not to align with Kolb’s (1984) Experiential 
Learning Cycle (ELC) but for the researcher to consider the first three aspects of Kolb’s (1984) 
ELC and its potential alignment with the preliminary pedagogical strategies identified by 
considering the relevance of the theoretical framework for defining a humanised pedagogical 
approach. The first three aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC are: 1) concrete experience, 2) 
reflective observation and 3) abstract conceptualisation. 
 
Table 4.1: Preliminary pedagogical strategies for Phase 1  
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK ALIGNMENT TO KOLB’S (1984) 
ELC DIMENSIONS PRELIMINARY PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES 
Inclusion and student 
voice as dimensions 
of a humanising 
pedagogy 
Circle learning Concrete experience 
Glocalisation Reflective observation 
Active student participation Abstract conceptualisation Narrative humanism (storytelling) 
 
In presenting the findings from Phase 1, the researcher utilises the preliminary pedagogical 
strategies presented in Table 4.1 as research themes. The researcher cites raw data extracts to 
support interpretation. To ensure the confidentiality of student participants, the researcher 
refers to student participants by numbers, from one to 11, and makes use of this numbering in 
citing raw data extracts. As outlined in Table 4.2, the researcher further utilises the alphabetical 
code SP, which is an abbreviation of ‘student participant’. The researcher combines the 
numbers and alphabetical code to differentiate between student participants (such as SP1 and 
SP2). Similarly, field notes from the reflective research journal are cited as RRJ with 
accompanying numbers to indicate the phase and corresponding page number from the 
reflective research journal as shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: Coding system   
CITATION LOCATION OF DATA 
SP1:2 Response given by student participant 1, raw data on page number 2 of the semi-structured, informal group discussion transcript in the reflective research journal 
RRJ1:2 Field note in the reflective research journal, for Phase 1, on page 2 
 
4.2.2.2 Circle learning  
 
This sub-section discusses circle learning as the first preliminary pedagogical strategy outlined 
in the conceptual framework (in Figure 1.1) and its potential suitability to allow for concrete 
experience as the first aspect to Kolb’s (1984) ELC. In contrast to a theory classroom setting 
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where the teacher stands in front of the classroom and delivers content in a one-way manner, 
student participants were of the opinion that a traditional, teacher-focused approach creates an 
intimidating teaching and learning environment in that the teacher takes on an authoritative 
role leaving students feeling silenced. This is supported by student participants who 
commented: 
• “I think the lecturer in the front of the classroom can be a little bit stifling” (SP2:2)  
• “I think that when the teacher is in the front of the classroom, they take on this 
power, and I have seen it with teachers, where they end up taking advantage of 
their power” (SP3:3)  
• “the teacher in front is telling us the information and just feeding, feeding, feeding. 
It becomes difficult for us to receive everything” (SP11:7) 
 
Further supporting this view, the student participants find a teacher-focused approach 
uncomfortable to communicate in, as expressed by the comment “I don’t feel as if I can 
comfortably communicate or share my voice in the classroom. It becomes very intimidating” 
(SP5:10).  
 
In addition, the student participants appeared to find it difficult to relate to teachers as they 
found teachers unapproachable. The student participants suggested that they would prefer a 
teaching and learning environment that values their contributions and allows them to feel 
supported or fallible, that is, encouraged to make mistakes. This is supported by student 
participants’ comments such as, “I would prefer an environment where you can be more 
vulnerable” (SP3:3), and “it comes down to being approachable, being able to relate to the 
lecturer [and] just being acknowledged as an individual” (SP11:5). These findings suggest that 
student participants are experiencing the implications of a teacher-focused approach which 
aligns with the researcher’s intent to question the suitability thereof given diversifying student 
demographics.   
 
The student participants suggest the Concept Room as an environment focused on students. 
The Concept Room is an informal teaching and learning space with a circular seating 
arrangement (see Figure 4.2 for an image of the Concept Room). By virtue of the seating 
arrangement, the Concept Room allows for the teacher to move around and interact with 
students to create a supportive space for discussion and student involvement. Regarding the 
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suitability of the Concept Room for circle learning, the student participants noted: “in this space 
the discussion is much more natural and freer flowing” (SP5:10), and “it almost forces you to 
stay involved and participate with the other students” (SP7:4). These student views correspond 
with the researchers’ field note that “if students were taught in an interactive and informal 
setting, they would be open to bring their own ideas to the conversation” (RRJ1:14). As per 
the objective of Phase 1, circle learning in the Concept Room, as a possible humanised 
pedagogical strategy, appears to be an approach that is less intimidating to students and offers 
the potential to create an open space for discussion and interaction in which students find the 
teacher approachable. The researcher acknowledges the suitability of circle learning as a 
preliminary pedagogical strategy as it may allow for concrete experience considering that it 
promotes participation and student voice irrespective of student background or experience.  
  
4.2.2.3 Glocalisation  
 
This sub-section discusses merging local and global perspectives for glocalisation as a 
preliminary pedagogical strategy (as identified in the conceptual framework presented in 
Figure 1.1), and its potential suitability to allow for reflective observation as the second aspect 
of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. The face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion 
specifically considered whether theory content, in modules such as Trend Forecasting and 
History of Fashion, acknowledged students’ personal backgrounds and experiences. Based on 
the findings, the researcher assumed that, given the opportunity to incorporate Western or local 
perspectives into theory-based curricula, student participants may well select predominantly 
Western perspectives. However, one student participant noted that “even when we do the 
contemporary applications, they are Western” (SP10:5). As such, predominantly Western-
theory-based curricula appeared to discourage personal-connection in modules such as Trend 
forecasting and History of Fashion, as students struggled to see a connection between their own 
lived realities and the perspectives presented in the theory-based content. This finding is seen 
in student participant comments, such as “I find it very difficult to connect. Because what is 
happening out there in the world is not necessarily happening down here in our personal lives” 
(SP1:10) and “we are so focused on the Westernised part and the dominant ideas, that we don’t 
see it as relevant to our own cultures and we are forgetting our own” (SP1:7). 
 
In light of the above, students appear to find value in the freedom to create understanding for 
themselves. One student participant stated that “even though we are learning about the 
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flappers8, we still take our own time to search for modern interpretations of the flapper. So you 
can still search for things which are more relatable now” (SP5:6). The student participants, in 
general, found it difficult to connect to Western theory-based curricula; in contrast, connecting 
to their surroundings through a personal approach may support their learning. This finding is 
supported by the following student participant comment: “I think if the information was to be 
more personalised, and we could look at the information from a broader perspective, we could 
grow more as unique individuals” (SP11:7). Regarding inclusion of personal perspectives, one 
student participant felt that there may be value beyond integrating local perspectives into 
Western theory-based curricula, stating “I feel that there is value in bringing not just local ideas, 
but more personal ideas to [the] classroom” (SP10:12). A field note from the reflective journal 
aligns with these students’ views as the researcher noted that student participants seemingly 
“create an understanding for themselves from the modern interpretations” (RRJ1:6).  
 
As reflected on in the research journal, student participants “appear to value exploring worldly 
views for information which they find relevant for a sense of connection to local topics” 
(RRJ1:13). This highlights the need to be aware of local issues and that “connecting to their 
surroundings could support their learning” (RRJ1:13). Regarding the objective of Phase 1, 
glocalisation as a possible humanised pedagogical strategy could encourage curricular topics 
that reflect the diversity of the student participants involved. Furthermore, inclusion of 
students’ personal perspectives may give them an opportunity to observe and reflect on how 
theory-based content can be approached and understood from different viewpoints. Reflective 
observation, through glocalisation, may give students an opportunity to locate the relevance of 
their backgrounds or experiences in existing Western theory-based curricula.  
 
4.2.2.4 Active student participation  
 
This sub-section discusses active student participation as a preliminary pedagogical strategy 
(as identified in the conceptual framework in Figure 1.1) and its potential suitability to allow 
for abstract conceptualisation, the third aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. The discussion considers 
whether student participants could find value in sharing their own personal or local topics to 
make curricula more relatable within a traditional classroom setting. The student participants 
 
8 The term flapper originated in Great Britain, referring to fashion styles from the 1920s, which blatantly 
disregarded established fashions to define the new, modern woman of the twentieth century (Sauro, 2010:1). 
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stated that they find it difficult to concentrate when they do not relate to the theory-based 
curricula being shared. The consensus was that the student participants relied on self-study for 
understanding, given the lack of participation and involvement within a teacher-focused 
approach. A lack of involvement aligns with the limitations of a teacher-focused approach. 
This is evident in the student participant comment, “I would rather go home and learn it myself, 
self-study, instead of fully participating in the lesson” (SP5:1). The researcher confirms this 
student view in the reflective research journal noting that, in discussion, student participants 
“agree to an element of self-study with the majority of their theory-based modules due to the 
limitations of a traditional classroom setting” (RRJ1:1). The inclusion of student voice to 
encourage participation and constructive learning suggests teachers should prompt students to 
share their own understanding of the information covered in order to encourage interaction. 
One student participant suggested that, when the teacher “asks individual students for their 
understanding of the information and their point of view, … we end up feeding each other new 
information” (SP1:5). 
 
In contrast, a few student participants appeared hesitant regarding the notion of co-learning and 
as noted in the reflective research journal “prefers a more traditional approach to teaching as 
they find it more suiting to their own learning style” (RRJ1:4). As such, the findings reveal that 
student participants would prefer that the teacher maintain some authority. One student 
participant stressed that “the majority of what we are doing has to come from the lecturer” 
(SP5:8), with another student participant suggesting that “I would like if the lecturer still taught 
the theory, but in the process, learns with us” (SP7:8). The student participants appeared keen 
to bring their own ideas to the classroom as a conversational approach encourages involvement 
as well as the sharing and development of new perspectives and new knowledge. This can be 
seen in the following comments by student participants: “[it] almost forces you to stay involved 
and participate with the other students” (SP7:4), and “someone may point out something new, 
and you realise that you haven’t thought of it like that, and you end up learning a lot of new 
things” (SP8:4). This is further corroborated by student participant comments such as: “we are 
encouraged to bring new things to the table” (SP3:9), and “everyone will come with their 
different knowledge” (SP4:9).  
 
Given the objective of Phase 1, active student participation as a possible humanised 
pedagogical strategy could nurture a space for respectful exploration and collaboration between 
teacher and students. Active student participation may be valuable as a supportive pedagogical 
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strategy, along with circle earning and glocalisation, as it has the potential to encourage student 
voice through respectful discussion and inclusion of diverse student perspectives. The 
subsequent section outlines narrative humanism (storytelling) as the fourth and final 
preliminary pedagogical strategy. This preliminary pedagogical strategy has the intention to 
allow student participants, through further abstract conceptualisation, to identify a personal-
connection with Western theory-based curricula.  
 
4.2.2.5 Narrative humanism (storytelling)  
 
This sub-section considers whether fashion theory-based modules should incorporate student 
voice in theory-related class discussions. When the researcher explained the concept of 
narrative humanism (storytelling), student participants were of the opinion that “you can build 
on the ideas brought to class and use it in different ways” (SP4:10) and “with providing your 
own content, it kind of forces you to learn something from it” (SP8:7). It thus appears that 
narrative humanism (storytelling), in addition to active student participation, may create a 
broader platform for communication through which student participants may gain additional 
knowledge from one another. In addition, student participants find value in learning when 
teachers explain elements within theory-based curricula by relating Western perspectives to 
their own experiences. The following student participants responses support this finding: 
“when they talk about their personal experiences and how it relates to the topics [Western 
theory-based curricula], I find it easier to relate” (SP7:5) and “I think if you can relate to the 
theory to some extent, you can understand it. If you don’t find or see where the theory is 
relevant or applicable, you lose interest in learning about it” (SP5:13).  
 
In line with this view, the student participants commented that “the teacher won’t necessarily 
know how to relate to us, but we should be given the opportunity to say that there is another 
way” (SP:6) and “I would like to see more of a setting where we are taught the truth, but also 
given a chance to express our own truth” (SP2:6). These student views illustrate the need for 
alternate approaches that are considerate of students’ voices and stories that pertain to their 
experiences. The researcher acknowledges that teachers may not be equipped to understand or 
relate to the information shared by students; however, teachers should respect students’ 
individual truths by understanding that there are other ways of knowing. Furthermore, the 
researcher reflects on the fact that student participants “should be prompted for their own 
understanding of information covered” (RRJ1:14). Narrative humanism (storytelling), as a 
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possible strategy to humanise pedagogy, may encourage students to frame knowledge around 
individual experiences to construct both a personal and shared understanding with their peers. 
The following sub-section summarises these preliminary pedagogical strategies in order to 
design the pilot teaching and learning intervention.  
 
4.2.3 Preliminary pedagogical strategies to design a pilot teaching and learning 
intervention 
 
4.2.3.1 Circle learning  
 
With regards to circle learning as a pedagogical strategy, the findings suggest that teachers 
remove themselves from the front of the classroom (see sub-section 4.2.2.2 for discussion). As 
a result, student participants are open to circle learning in the Concept Room where the teacher 
is involved in the learning process alongside them (see sub-section 4.2.2.2 for discussion). To 
accommodate such an inclusive space and allow for concrete experience, circle learning can 
be applied to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention with the aim of supporting 
student participants’ perspectives regarding the world they inhabit through consideration of 
their personal backgrounds, unique experiences and existing knowledge.  
 
4.2.3.2 Glocalisation  
 
In relation to the second pedagogical strategy, namely merging local and global ideas for 
glocalisation, Western theory-based curricula appear to discourage personal-connection. To 
encourage a sense of connection to learning, there was a positive response from student 
participants in terms of including local perspectives in theory-based curricula. In order to 
design the pilot teaching and learning intervention and encourage reflective observation, the 
curricula should include appropriate local perspectives that co-exist with Western-based 
theory-based curricula.  
 
4.2.3.3 Active student participation  
 
Regarding active student participation, student participants would prefer to bring their own 
perspectives to the classroom that they find interesting or relatable, so as to add potential value 
to their learning (see sub-section 4.2.2.4 for discussion). To design the pilot teaching and 
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learning intervention, pedagogy should include opportunities for students to participate in and 
mutually construct learning experiences through collective enquiry and dialogue. In fostering 
a setting for active student participation, student participants should be encouraged to 
collaborate and engage in learning with all individuals involved.  
 
4.2.3.4 Narrative humanism (storytelling) 
 
Regarding narrative humanism through storytelling (as discussed in sub-section 4.2.2.5), the 
student participants suggest that theory-based curricular content does not consider their 
personal backgrounds and experiences. Student participants are, however, interested in theory-
based class discussion that incorporates their personal voice through storytelling. In order to 
foster a collective educational environment while designing the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention, discussion through storytelling should be included as a pedagogical strategy that 
integrates student identities for further abstract conceptualisation. Storytelling aligns with 
dialogue as a key construct of student voice, a student-focused approach and humanisation, as 
previously discussed in sub-sections 2.2.2.2, 2.3.3.2 and 2.4.3.2. The following section 
unpacks the design and implementation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention. 
 
4.3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PILOT TEACHING AND LEARNING 
INTERVENTION  
 
4.3.1 Overview  
 
The objective of Phase 2 of this study was to design and implement a humanised teaching and 
learning intervention (called the pilot teaching and learning intervention) in tertiary fashion 
education based on the input received from students in Phase 1. To do this, possible preliminary 
pedagogical strategies were explored and defined in Phase 1. The pilot teaching and learning 
intervention was implemented in a theory-based module entitled Trend Forecasting.  As was 
mentioned in section 1.1, to maintain anonymity, the researcher does not note the level at which 
this module is offered. The researcher assumed the role of designing the pilot teaching and 
learning intervention. In the sub-sections that follow, the module and learning unit are 
contextualised, followed by discussion of how the preliminary pedagogical strategies were 
used to design and implement the pilot teaching and learning intervention.  
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4.3.2 Contextualising the module and learning unit  
 
The theory-based module, Trend Forecasting, is a one-term9, theory-based module. The pilot 
teaching and learning intervention was designed for implementation in the second term of the 
academic year. The purpose of the theory-based Trend Forecasting module is to: 1) examine 
theories of fashion change, 2) understand the direction and speed of change in fashion 
movement, and 3) identify ways that fashion moves through society. To design and implement 
the pilot teaching and learning intervention, the researcher selected the third learning unit 
pertaining to the ways in which fashion moves through society. The purpose of the learning 
unit, in the context of this study, is to explore how fashion moves though society from a local 
or personal-connected point of view (see Addendum H for more detail pertaining to the module 
and learning unit).  
 





The conceptual framework depicted in Figure 1.1 puts forward preliminary pedagogical 
strategies including 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 3) active student participation, and 4) 
narrative humanism (storytelling). These were used to guide the design of the pilot teaching 
and learning intervention and incorporate inclusion and student voice as dimensions of a 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connected learning. The researcher also considered three 
aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC and their potential alignment with the preliminary pedagogical 
strategies. Based on the findings from Phase 1, the preliminary pedagogical strategies served 
as a foundation from which to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention in Phase 2, 
aligning them with the three aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, namely: 1) concrete experience, 2) 





9 A term consists of seven weeks and there are four terms in an academic year. 
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4.3.3.2 Contextualisation of the project brief  
 
The pilot teaching and learning intervention was designed alongside a project that served as an 
assessment within the theory-based module, Trend Forecasting (see Addendum H for the 
project brief). The brief included four assessment instruments: 1) a photograph (artefact), 2) a 
personal-narrative (in the form of a written story), 3) the storytelling session and 4) peer 
feedback. The assessment instruments were designed to embody the four preliminary 
pedagogical strategies from the conceptual framework. Table 4.1 summarises inclusion and 
student voice as dimensions of a humanising pedagogy and its potential alignment with these 
pedagogical strategies as well as certain aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC.  
 
Circle learning, as a pedagogical strategy, aligns with the first aspect of Kolb’s’ (1984) ELC 
as it has the intention to create a concrete experience for student participants. To support the 
first and second assessment instruments, glocalisation, as a pedagogical strategy, aligns with 
the second aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC in that, through reflective observation, student 
participants are able to integrate appropriate local perspectives or personal experiences 
alongside Western theory-based curricula. To support the third and fourth assessment 
instruments, narrative humanism (storytelling) allows for active student participation in 
developing new ideas; this aligns with the third aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, abstract 
conceptualisation.  
 
The brief outlined the purpose of the theory-based Trend Forecasting module and the chosen 
learning unit (as elaborated upon in sub-section 4.3.2). In addition to this, the brief provided 
an overview of the activity tasks (ATs - discussed in the following sub-section) and noted the 
learning space and timelines (discussed in sub-section 4.3.3.5). Given the scope of the research, 
the design and implementation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention did not focus on 
assessment and, for that reason, narration in this study does not include discussion around 
summative assessment or assessment criteria. The student participants were expected to engage 
in specific ATs during the pilot teaching and learning intervention, as are described in the sub-





4.3.3.3 Activity tasks (ATs) 
 
The brief outlined several ATs that correspond with the four preliminary pedagogical strategies 
selected to inform the pilot teaching and learning intervention. The researcher also considered 
aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC and its alignment with these strategies in developing a 
humanised pedagogical approach for personal-connection.  
 
The teaching and learning intervention began with a three-hour session in week one of the 
theory-based Trend Forecasting module, in order to include a theory-based lesson held in a 
traditional classroom setting. The fashion movement theories covered in this session included 
the trickle-down, trickle-up and trickle-across theories and the aim of the lesson was to 
understand the dynamics of fashion adoption across societal structures. Theoretically-based 
teaching of Trend Forecasting has its roots in Western fashion movement theories. The 
researcher outlined these Western-oriented perspectives on fashion adoption to discuss the 
fashion movement theories.  
 
In order to incorporate circle learning, the researcher suggested moving the second three-hour 
theory-based lesson, still in week one, to the Concept Room. The Concept Room emerged as 
an appropriate venue, in contrast with a traditional theory-based classroom, to accommodate 
student participation. The researcher, as facilitator, positioned herself in the circle, alongside 
the participating students.  
 
For the second three-hour session, the researcher discussed the same fashion movement 
theories. In order to support the integration of African and local perspectives, the researcher 
then implemented the notion of glocalisation (discussed in sub-section 4.2.2.3). Glocalisation 
was considered important given Westernised nature of theory-based Trend Forecasting content. 
The idea of glocalisation was to integrate local perspectives and create diverse content with 
which student participants could form a personal-connection (see sub-section 2.5.4.1 for 
examples of local perspectives). This was done with the intention to allow for concrete 
experience, as the researcher exposed student participants to a new teaching and learning 
environment. As can be seen in Table 4.3, at the end of the second three-hour session, students 
were given the project brief (see Addendum H for this brief) which was to be completed by 
week two.  
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Table 4.3: Student activity tasks (ATs) as aligned with Kolb’s (1984) ELC 









After the second theory-based lesson, students 
receive project brief (see Addendum H) in 





For the first assessment instrument, student 
participants had to interview a family member, 
or someone in their community, on a 
photograph of them wearing a garment that they 
wore during a certain time period (artefact). For 
the second assessment instrument, student 
participants were given the opportunity to write 
a personal narrative to contextualise the artefact 
and the story attached to it 
Glocalisation Reflective observation 
AT3 
Student participants were required to arrange 
themselves in a circle for assessment instrument 
three, the storytelling component Circle learning  
AT4 
The researcher began by sharing her own 
personal narrative to provide a space for mutual 
vulnerability 
AT5 
Student participants were required to share their 








As per assessment instrument four, student 
participants were given the opportunity to 
obtain peer feedback regarding how the artefact 
(photographs of garment/s) can be integrated 
into Western fashion to illustrate localisation of 




For the first part of the brief and the first assessment instrument, student participants were 
required to obtain a photograph (artefact) from a family member or someone in their 
community, of them wearing a garment, and collect the chosen individual’s personal narrative 
surrounding it. To have a concrete experience, student participants interviewed the chosen 
individual in order to gain insight into the personal connection the interviewee had with the 
garment. Based on the interview, student participants were required to write a personal 
narrative to accompany the artefact. The aim of the personal narrative was to, through reflective 
observation and glocalisation, find a personal-connection to theory-based content previously 
Western-dominated. Through reflective observation, student participants were tasked to 
consider whether they could integrate the garment worn in the photograph into Western fashion 
to illustrate the trickle-up theory. 
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In week two, as part of AT3, the third assessment instrument, student participants presented 
their personal narrative to their peers in a circle storytelling session held in the Concept Room, 
a setting deemed to be inclusive (see sub-section 4.3.3.5 for discussion of the learning space). 
The pedagogical strategies of circle learning and narrative humanism (storytelling) aimed to 
counteract the passive delivery of content. AT4 began with the researcher demonstrating to the 
student participants possible strategies to explore and engage with the brief. To support 
inclusivity, the researcher began the session by providing her own personal narrative supported 
with a personal photograph, illustrating the researcher’s own vulnerability and fostering a space 
of mutual vulnerability. 
 
In sub-section 4.2.2.5, theory-related class discussion incorporating student participants’ 
personal voice through storytelling emerged as a pedagogical strategy to foster a collective 
educational environment.  As such, student participants shared their personal narratives with 
their peers as part of AT5. Through abstract conceptualisation, and for the fourth assessment 
instrument (AT6), the student participants along with the researcher, provided each other with 
additional perspectives on integrating the identified garment into Western fashion, illustrating 
the localisation of the trickle-up theory (this aligns with active student participation as a 
pedagogical strategy, as was discussed in sub-section 4.2.2.4). 
 
Missing from the pilot teaching and learning intervention was active experimentation, as 
student participants did not transfer their learning to design practice. However, it was the 
researcher’s intention to only include active experimentation in Phase 4 of the research.  
Having outlined the ATs student participants engaged in during the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention, the following sub-section discusses the timeline and learning spaces used in the 
pilot teaching and learning intervention. 
   
4.3.3.4 Timeline and learning space for pilot teaching and learning intervention  
 
The pilot teaching and learning intervention extended over a total of two weeks with six hours 
allocated each week. Week one was divided into two sessions with three hours allocated to 
each session. In the first three-hour session in week-one, the theory-based lesson took place in 
a traditional classroom setting in which student participants sat in rows facing the front of the 
classroom, as seen in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1:  Traditional classroom space utilised for Phase 2. Photographed by author 
(2019) 
 
In the second three-hour session in week one, the second theory-based lesson took place in the 
Concept Room, in which the participants and researcher were positioned in a circular seating 
arrangement facing each other (see Figure 4.2). Both sessions in week two took place in the 
Concept Room. 
 
Discussion now shifts to summarising the findings obtained from data obtained from the self-
administered, hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire with student participants during the 










                                      
Figure 4.2: Concept Room utilised for Phase 2. Photographed by author (2019)  
 
4.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS  
 
4.4.1 Overview           
     
Phase 2 drew on the data from Phase 1 to design and implement a pilot teaching and learning 
intervention in the theory-based module, Trend Forecasting. The initial primary data collection 
method for Phase 2 included a self-administered, hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire (see 
Addendum I for the line of inquiry). The second primary method of data collection included a 
reflective research journal. The hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire served the purpose 
of gaining student participants’ direct feedback on the pilot teaching and learning intervention 
without the involvement of an interviewee guiding the questions. The purpose of the reflective 
research journal was to document and maintain an audit trail to record all field notes in addition 
to the researcher’s self-reflection on the pilot teaching and learning intervention for 
retrospective analysis. Following data collection, a content method of analysis guided analysis 
of the data collected in Phase 2. The researcher analysed the data manually using Saldaña’s 
(2013:14) streamlined codes-to-theory model via two coding cycles, using In Vivo coding for 
the first-level coding cycle and selective coding for the second-level coding cycle. 
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During the data analysis, the researcher identified the research themes and categories illustrated 
in Figure 4.3, which was generated to summarise the findings. These research themes aligned 
with aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, namely: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 
3) abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation. Initially absent from the pilot 
teaching and learning intervention was active experimentation, as student participants did not 
transfer their learning to design practice. However, transferability to design practice emerged 
as a category during the data analysis and, for this reason, it emerged as a research theme in 
Phase 2.      
              
 
Figure 4.3: Research themes and categories for Phase 2. Developed by author (2019) 
 
In presenting the findings, the researcher cites raw data extracts to support interpretation. 
Student participants had to state their allocated number (from one to 11) when completing the 
hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaires. However, to ensure student confidentiality when 
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citing the raw data in Phase 2, the researcher changed the numbers. The researcher uses the 
alphabetical code SP (student participant) and numbers to differentiate between student 
participants (for example SP1 and SP2). The letter Q denotes that the raw data emerged from 
the hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire and the numerical number notes the question 
number (for example Q1). Therefore, as an example, the code SP1:Q1 represents a hard copy, 
semi-structured questionnaire response from question 1 by student participant 1. For the same 
purpose, reference made to field notes in the reflective research journal use the alphabetical 
code RRJ (reflective research journal). The researcher used the first number to indicate the 
research phase and the second number to refer to the page number (for example, RRJ2:1).  
 
Having outlined the coding system, discussion in the following sub-section presents a summary 
of findings in relation to the four research themes that align with Kolb’s (1984) ELC, namely: 
1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation, and 4) active 
experimentation. The researcher presents research themes as second-level headings and 
categories as third-level headings.  
 
4.4.2 Concrete experience   
 
Concrete experience relates to the first aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. Concrete experience 
implies that learning happens when teachers expose students to an immediate (concrete) 
experience, which forms a basis for understanding (Kolb, 1999:3). This theme is therefore 
concerned with the suitability of circle learning as a teaching and learning strategy for fostering 
an inclusive environment that offers students an immediate experience. The theme is explored 
within the following categories: 1) circle teaching and learning strategy, 2) circle teaching and 
learning environment, and 3) refinement of teaching and learning strategy.  
 
4.4.2.1 Circle teaching and learning strategy 
 
The findings revealed that, as a teaching and learning strategy, circle learning can be considered 
a progressive strategy as it creates opportunities for openly-articulated student participation. 
This implies that circle learning can support a student-focused approach that considers student 
voice. These findings are corroborated by the student participants, who stated that “the teaching 
and learning strategy was unconventional” (SP10:Q1), and that the teaching and learning 
strategy “made the words come more naturally” (SP10:Q5). Another student participant stated 
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that “learning in a circle removes the formal learning and creates a calmer mood and allows a 
circular flow if idea” (SP8:Q4). Similarly, the researcher’s field notes support these views: “the 
student participants were comfortable throughout the entire session, and the sharing of ideas 
came about naturally” (RRJ2:17), and circle learning as a pedagogical strategy unfolded “as if 
an informal discussion was taking place” (RRJ2:17). 
 
Circle learning, as a teaching and learning strategy, includes the researcher in discussion, and 
this appeared to encourage student participants to be comfortable with participating and sharing 
ideas without the fear of being judged. The fact that the student participants felt comfortable 
as a result of circle learning pedagogy, accords with the comments they made during the face-
to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion (Phase 1), where student participants 
argued that a teacher-focused approach made them uncomfortable regarding communication. 
This is supported by the student participants: “having the facilitator [researcher] participate in 
the task gave me more insight and made the learning process comfortable and smooth” 
(SP2:Q4). Another student participant stated that “it makes me feel more comfortable when the 
facilitator [researcher] shares, you don’t feel judged or as if the facilitator [researcher] is higher, 
or all knowing” (SP9:Q4).  
 
In addition, the student participants were of the opinion that including the researcher in the 
discussion allows teaching and learning to be personal and encourages a sense of relatability 
with the teacher. This element of relatability supports a student-focused approach and 
counteracts a teacher-focused approach. This is important given that, during the face-to-face, 
semi-structured, informal group discussion (Phase 1), the students stated that they experience 
the teacher as unapproachable in a traditional, teacher-focused classroom, suggesting that 
approachability may support relatability when it comes to the teacher-student relationship. 
Student participants support this finding, noting that “I felt that as vulnerable as the lecturer 
[researcher] was, it encouraged us to feel more relative to her and feel included” (SP1:Q4) and 
“it included the facilitator [researcher] in a way that they be [are] part of the learning experience 
… it made the experience more personal” (SP5:Q1). 
 
Circle learning, as a teaching and learning strategy, appears to accommodate student inclusivity 
and voice. As such, circle learning may promote engagement, values, and contributions and 
encourage student participants to be comfortable to share their personal narratives (stories) 
without fear. This finding is evident in the following responses: 
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• “the teaching and learning method encouraged inclusivity” (SP10:Q3) 
• “learning in a circle allows for us to be more vulnerable and more willing to share 
personal thoughts, experiences and views” (SP4:Q4) 
• “it gives everyone a chance to speak and forces everyone to listen” (SP9:Q5) 
 
Furthermore, the findings show that circle learning, as an inclusive pedagogical strategy 
considerate of student voice, encouraged students to be comfortable to provide their input and 
share their perspectives on the theory-based content presented in the Trend Forecasting 
module. This finding is supported by student participant comments: it “encouraged voicing of 
our opinions and sharing ideas” (SP1:Q1) and “it allowed me to have an input and an opinion 
in what we learn” (SP11:Q5). The researcher’s field note regarding circle learning was that it 
“allowed for students to share their voice on the topics” (RRJ2:17). This corroborates the 
students’ views.  
 
4.4.2.2 Circle teaching and learning environment  
 
Circle learning, as a pedagogical strategy, directly influences the teaching and learning 
environment. The students’ views suggest discomfort felt within a traditional classroom 
setting, as a teacher-focused approach creates a formal environment that is not necessarily 
suited to natural discussion. Although the student participants were accustomed to a formal, 
traditional classroom setting, removing the researcher from the front of the classroom appeared 
to create a more comfortable environment in which the students felt encouraged to engage. 
This finding is supported by student participant comments: 
• “not used to this type of environment, other classes are extremely formal and do 
not really allow for comfort of discussion” (SP7:Q14) 
• “the facilitator [researcher] became a part of the experience. This made it more 
comfortable to share” (SP5:Q5) 
• “I found that I was more comfortable and willing to participate” (SP2:Q1) 
 
Similarly, the researcher reflected on the fact that “student[s] were comfortable with circle 
learning and seemed much more adapted to a non-traditional environment” (RRJ2:16).  
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In addition, the circle learning environment seems inclusive by nature, given its small size and 
circular seating arrangement, with one student participant noting that “the small size of the 
class also helped me not stress about being vulnerable” (SP7:Q1). This student illustrates the 
fact that a smaller classroom setting may allow for a teaching experience in which students feel 
less pressure and, as a result, safer.  
 
The circle learning environment appeared to motivate student participants to engage with one 
another and openly communicate with their peers without fear of judgement. This is in contrast 
to comments made in the face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion (Phase 1) 
about the fact that a traditional, teacher-focused approach creates an intimidating teaching and 
learning environment in which students feel silenced. As such, the openness of circle learning, 
as a pedagogical strategy, allows for student voice, which appears to be missing within a 
teacher-focused classroom.  These findings are supported by the following raw data responses:  
• “the environment was relaxed and more interactive as a result” (SP10:Q1) 
• “the seating arrangements already promote inclusivity” (SP5:Q1) 
• “it made the environment a safe space to communicate and share ideas without 
judgement” (SP5:Q1) 
• “encouraged openness because all felt like equals” (SP1:Q1) 
 
Circle learning, as a teaching and learning strategy, creates a comfortable, equal environment 
that encourages open engagement on the part of students. Despite the potential of circle 
learning as a pedagogical strategy, the student participants raised certain concerns with the 
pilot teaching and learning intervention; the following sub-section considers these concerns 
and discusses the need for refinement of the teaching and learning strategy.  
 
4.4.2.3 Teaching and learning refinement  
 
The student participants seemed hesitant to engage with peer feedback and there was a concern 
regarding them remaining engaged. The student participants relied on feedback from the 
researcher and not from their peers, and this caused them to fall back into a teacher-oriented 
approach, positioning them as passive receivers of information. The following raw data 
responses highlight the refinements suggested in this regard: “encourage positive feedback 
more, this way people will be more encouraged to share, and to speak, this [thus] more people 
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are included” (SP9:Q3) and “maybe students can ask each other more questions. Including 
each other” (SP5:Q3). The researcher reflected that “when it came to students providing their 
peers with feedback, student participants appeared reluctant to participate. The researcher had 
to prompt student participants for their additional input” (RRJ2:17). As such, circle learning, 
as a teaching and learning strategy, should emphasise the value of peer feedback. 
 
Furthermore, the student participants experienced the pilot teaching and learning intervention 
as too lengthy and, as a result, found themselves disinterested after some time. The following 
raw data responses illustrate this finding: “I personally would suggest short breaks, possibly 
set out … I tend to lose concentration” (SP9:Q2) and “the storytelling session, was a bit dragged 
out, in my opinion, I lost interest, maybe assign times each student can speak or share” 
(SP5:Q2). The researcher acknowledges that to support a humanised pedagogy, a student-
focussed approach should shift the focus from the teacher to the student by encouraging 
participation. For that reason, and based on the students’ views, the researcher opted to re-
structure the main teaching and learning intervention in a manner that fosters constant student 
interaction and engagement. The following sub-section moves onto the next research theme of 
reflective observation. 
 
4.4.3 Reflective observation 
 
Reflective observation is the second aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC and implies that learning 
happens when students, through observation of an immediate (concrete) experience, reflect on 
their experiences for initial understanding (Kolb, 1999:3). This theme is thus concerned with 
glocalisation, as a pedagogical strategy, and its potential to provide student participants with 
the opportunity to reflect on their own experiences and perspectives and understand the 
position these hold within theory-based, Western dominated curricula. The theme comprises 
of three categories, namely: 1) glocal experiences and perspectives, 2) initial understanding of 
glocal perspectives, and 3) reflection on understanding.  
 
4.4.3.1 Glocal experiences and perspectives 
 
Based on the data analysis, glocal experiences and perspectives emerged as a vehicle to 
encourage reflective observation. As a teaching and learning strategy, glocalisation was found 
to create understanding between student participants in terms of each other’s personal and 
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cultural experiences and perspectives. Through glocalisation, student participants appeared to 
become sensitive towards diverse cultural backgrounds and better related to one another’s 
experiences. Moreover, the student participants broadened their knowledge by recognising one 
another’s differences. These findings are evident in the student participants’ comments: “it 
allowed me to have a deeper look at the backgrounds of my peers” (SP2:Q6) and “allowed me 
to broaden my view and my understanding of their cultures (SP7:Q6)”. This was further 
supported: “it made me understand that we are all so diverse” (SP7:Q6) and “it helps me relate 
to other students by listening to their views” (SP5:Q6). The researcher similarly observed “that 
student participants appeared comfortable enough to share their perspectives” (RRJ2:17) and 
respectful interaction was evident “in that student participants were sensitive and 
compassionate to one another’s experiences” (RRJ2:17). This allowed for respectful inclusion 
of local perspectives in the theory-based curriculum. 
 
Including local perspectives in existing, Western theory-based curricula, appeared to: 1) foster 
personal-connection to existing experiences, 2) broaden understanding around cultural 
experiences and perspectives, and 3) create further understanding of Western theory-based 
curriculum content. This is supported by the student participant responses: “I could understand 
more and gain more knowledge about other cultures because it came from a more personal 
point of view” (SP11:Q6), and “the inclusion of diverse topics brought about more 
understanding because we are all eager to learn and hear about what [how] other individuals 
thinking and findings differ …” (SP1:Q6). In terms of glocalisation as a teaching and learning 
strategy, it may be that student participants have a broader view of different cultures, which 
supports the view that merging local and global perspectives generates multi-angled 
understanding.  
 
4.4.3.2 Initial understanding of glocal perspectives 
 
This category stems from the fact that glocalisation of fashion movement theory appeared to 
assist student participants in reflection thereon and, as a result, assisted in better understanding 
the students’ own perspectives and personal-connections. The following student participant 
comment supports this finding: “it helped me in a sense to make it more personal, it helped me 
to detect the fashion movement theories. Or it served a good example to understanding the 
theories” (SP5:Q11).  
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Furthermore, glocalisation of fashion movement theory may provide students with the 
opportunity to consider different perspectives or approaches, which may result in better 
understanding of theory and identifying examples thereof. Several students supported this 
finding: “the opportunity to present different perspectives brought about understanding” 
(SP1:Q7), and “different perspectives supported being able to draw examples easier” (SP9:Q8). 
In support of these views, the researcher reflected on the fact that “it was apparent from each 
student participants story told [personal-narrative], and their peers’ input, that the student 
participants [seemingly] have a clear [clearer] understanding of the trickle-up theory” 
(RRJ2:17). The addition of local and personal perspectives may have rendered the Western 
theory-based curriculum more relatable and, as a result, easier for students to understand.  
 
4.4.3.3 Reflection on understanding 
 
This category suggests that understanding may stem from students’ reflections on how their 
personal narrative could co-exist within Western theory-based curricula. It was noteworthy that 
reflection on understanding appeared to support students’ integration of and personal-
connection to both the local context and Western-based theory. This finding is supported by 
the following raw data extract: “it was interesting how naturally it came for the students to see 
where their local ideas [perspectives] fit into the Western-based theory” (RRJ2:17). Similarly, 
as opposed to thinking from a Western-dominated perspective, glocalisation seemed to support 
“creative and out-of-the-box thinking” (SP9:Q8).  
 
The student participants felt removed from the Western theory-based curriculum. However, 
glocalisation, as a pedagogical strategy, appeared to foster reflection on the part of the student 
participants. Reflection allowed for clearer understanding of project outcomes and the manner 
in which theory-based curricula can be approached for deeper understanding of, in this case, 
fashion movement theory and its local applicability. This finding is evident in the following 
raw data responses: 
• “it’s difficult to understand a topic that you are removed from, so through 
reflection I could relate better” (SP10:Q8) 
• “by reflecting on the influences of local topics [perspectives] and Western topics 
[perspectives], I could take different elements that impacted me and combine it to 
create something new” (SP6:Q8) 
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• “it allowed me to see that my story [personal-narrative] is a different approach to 
how I can tackle my assessment” (SP2:Q10) 
 
Based on these findings, the student participants generally found it easier to connect to Western 
theory-based curricula and connect to their surroundings through a personal approach that 
supports their learning.  
 
4.4.4 Abstract conceptualisation  
 
Abstract conceptualisation is the third aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC and implies that learning 
happens when students, through observation and reflection, draw abstract ideas from initial 
understandings of theory in order to conceptualise new understanding (Kolb, 1999:3). The 
discussion in this sub-section is, therefore, concerned with narrative humanism (storytelling) 
and its value as a pedagogical strategy in building on understandings and conceptualisations 
through active student participation. This research theme comprises three categories, namely: 
1) personal-connection through storytelling, 2) conceptualisation through storytelling, and 3) 
new understandings through active student participation.  
 
4.4.4.1 Personal-connection through storytelling 
 
Personal-connection through storytelling suggests that students may conceptualise new ideas 
by linking local perspectives with existing, Western theory-based curricula. Narrative 
humanism (storytelling) and active student participation, as pedagogical strategies, seem to 
support student participants in developing a personalised, relatable and multi-angled outlook 
on Western-based theory, thus encouraging what appears to be authentic thinking and easier 
conceptualisation of personal design narratives. These findings are supported by the student 
participants’ responses: 
• “accommodation of personal connection was introduced which encouraged 
authenticity” (SP1:14) 
• “it allowed me to bring my personal identity to the table” (SP11:Q10) 
• “being able to have a personal approach has made it easier in a sense that I have a 




These student views are further supported by the researcher’s own reflection: “based on their 
personal-narratives (stories), it became evident that student participants were relating their 
personal experiences to the theory in a manner which included their identities” (RRJ2:17).  
 
In addition to personal-connection through storytelling, personal narrative seemingly 
supported student participants in conceptualising design narratives that were perceived to 
encourage originality, possibly because the student participants approached these from a 
personal-connected point of view. This finding is supported by student participant comments: 
“accommodation of personal connection was introduced which encouraged authenticity” 
(SP1:Q4) and “each individual could personalise their own story [narrative] and by doing so it 
made each person’s interpretation have a sense of uniqueness” (SP3:Q14). Directly aligning 
with the aim of a humanised pedagogy for personal-connection, one student participant 
mentioned that “the integration of personal experiences broke it down to a more humane way 
of looking at fashion” (SP10:Q11). As such, narrative humanism (storytelling), as a 
pedagogical strategy, seemingly encourages original design ideas.  
 
4.4.4.2 Conceptualisation through storytelling 
 
Students may possibly conceptualise new ideas by approaching them from a personal angle 
and being open to different interpretations. Storytelling, as a pedagogical strategy, seemingly 
allows students an opportunity to share their personal narrative with their peers. This, in turn, 
allows their peers to provide them with feedback on how to conceptualise the integration of 
local perspectives into Western fashion. This peer feedback may be valuable for encouraging 
participation for constructive learning, given the lack of participation and involvement that 
students experience within a teacher-focused approach. This can be seen in student participant 
comments that it “allowed me to think beyond the literal and go deeper into a conceptual idea” 
(SP4:Q8) and “connect what they know and the history [personal-narrative] to the Western 
content that had been shared in order to identify new concepts” (SP3:Q8).  
 
Conceptualisation through storytelling allowed student participants the opportunity to explore 
multiple facets of Western curricula and, as a result, seemed to encourage perspectives that 
were not only personal to them, but unique to their peers. In support of this view, one student 
participant mentioned that “relating the theory to my identity and lived experiences felt 
inclusive in a sense that my story was able to connect me to the assessment” (SP2:Q9). 
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Furthermore, as discussed in the next sub-section, conceptualisation through peer interaction 
possibly allowed for new understandings to emerge.  
 
4.4.4.3 New understanding through active student participation 
 
Abstract conceptualisation may support new understanding. Active student participation 
materialised in the form of peer feedback and it appeared that new understanding, for the 
majority of participants, stemmed from aligning fashion movement theory to one another’s 
lived realities. The following student participant responses suggest this view: 
• “it supported it in such a way that I got a better understanding of my own 
experiences” (SP11:Q14) 
• “because the fashion movement theories were personal to me and had significance 
for me, it opened up a space for more understanding” (SP1:Q11) 
• “it gave me a deeper understanding of fashion movement theories in terms of how 
they could be used practically” (SP10:Q11) 
 
Similarly, the researcher reflected on the fact that “there was a clear value for balance, in the 
sense that student participants made a possible personal-connection to their stories [personal-
narratives], while at the same time being considerate of its relevance to the dominant Western-
based theory” (RRJ2:17). As such, narrative humanism (storytelling), in combination with 
active student participation, as possible strategies for humanising pedagogy, encouraged 
students to frame knowledge around individual experiences in order to construct both a 
personal and shared understanding with their peers. The next sub-section addresses active 
experimentation, the fourth aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. 
 
4.4.5 Active experimentation  
 
Active experimentation is the fourth and final aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, and implies that 
learning happens when students actively apply new understanding in a practical situation and, 
as a result, create new experiences (Kolb, 1999:3). The limitation of the pilot teaching and 
learning intervention was that active experimentation was not considered. However, this sub-
section deliberates on the pedagogical strategies employed and the reasons for including active 
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experimentation in the design of the main teaching and learning intervention. This emerged 
from on category of data, that pertained to transferability to design practice.  
 
4.4.5.1 Transferability to design practice  
 
It is the researcher’s understanding that becoming fashion designers will form part of the 
student participants’ lived realities and, for learning to be lifelong, it should apply to real-life 
scenarios. Based on the data collected, it became evident that student participants would value 
an opportunity to transfer their personal narrative to design practice, in order to develop further 
understanding, as “the application of their personal-narrative to a design-narrative as designers 
would cement their learning” (RRJ2:17). Through narrative humanism (storytelling) and active 
student participation, as pedagogical strategies, student participants gained a better 
understanding of fashion movement theory following the integration of their personal 
narratives with Western fashion theory, in order to develop what they considered to be original 
design narratives. This finding is supported in the following student participant comments: 
“storytelling can be effective in fashion movement theories, because it puts the theory to 
practice” (SP10:Q13)“storytelling makes contemporary [Western] application possible and 
more original…” (SP10:Q13). Furthermore, it appeared that student participants were able to 
design for personal-connection as “personal creates originality” (SP7:QAC). This student 
participant further notes, “as a designer, I believe taking inspiration from your personal 
experiences allows for something unique” (SP7:Q15). As is evident in the students’ views, the 
researcher attributes the potential uniqueness of their design narratives to the opportunity to 
draw from personal experience or connection.  
 
This concludes summary of the findings that emerged from the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention. These findings support the researcher’s intention to include active 
experimentation, the fourth aspect of Kolb’ (1984) ELC, in the main teaching and learning 
intervention. Discussion now turns to the retrospective analysis aimed at re-designing the main 










The purpose of the retrospective analysis was to reflect on the findings obtained from the pilot 
teaching and learning intervention in order to improve the design of the main teaching and 
learning intervention in Phase 3. 
 
4.5.2 Pedagogical strategies for designing main teaching and learning intervention 
 
Drawing on the findings pertaining to the pilot teaching and learning intervention (Phase 2), 
this sub-section relates the four preliminary pedagogical strategies (which form the conceptual 
framework presented in Figure 1.1) to three aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. The purpose of this 
is to refine and re-design the main teaching and learning intervention in order to humanise 
pedagogy for personal-connection. Table 4.4 shows the four pedagogical strategies in relation 
to Kolb’s (1984) ELC and the pedagogical strategies that were used to design the main teaching 
and learning intervention in Phase 3 of this study. 
 







PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES TO DESIGN MAIN 
TEACHING AND LEARNING INTERVENTION 
Circle learning Concrete experience 
Continue with circle learning in same manner 
Glocalisation Reflective observation 
Continue with same strategies to support glocalisation and 






As discussed in sub-section 4.4.2.3, refine narrative 
humanism through storytelling and active student 
participation as follows:  
1) Split the session into two, shorter, three-hour sessions 
(over two separate days) in order for student participants to 
remain engaged and focused  
2) Refine the project brief to ensure reflection on peer 
feedback from student participants 
Active student 
participation 
 Active experimentation 
Include a practical component in the main teaching and 
learning intervention to encourage transfer to design 
practice (discussed in sub-section 4.4.5.1) 
 
In order to design the main teaching and learning intervention, the researcher maintained the 
following preliminary pedagogical strategies, namely: 1) circle learning in support of concrete 
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experience, 2) glocalisation as part of reflective observation, and 3) narrative humanism 
(storytelling) as part of abstract conceptualisation. The storytelling session, however, became 
too lengthy and student participants lost concentration. For this reason, to refine the main 
teaching and learning intervention, the researcher opted to split the storytelling session into 
two three-hour sessions over two days in order for student participants to remain engaged and 
focused (as discussed in sub-section 4.4.2.3). 
 
The researcher maintained active student participation as a pedagogical strategy. However, as 
reflected on by the researcher in the research journal, the student participants were reluctant to 
provide their peers with feedback and the researcher had to lead discussion in this regard. This 
resulted in the researcher being the predominant speaker. The researcher had to prompt student 
participants to provide feedback, which leans towards a teacher-focused approach wherein 
teachers construct and deliver content while students are largely inactive, passive receivers 
thereof. To counteract this, the researcher should refine the main teaching and learning 
intervention to create opportunities for student participants to reflect on their peers’ input so as 
to encourage further engagement. The researcher will not provide feedback, as student 
participants should provide their peers with feedback. The design of the main teaching and 
learning intervention should also include a practical component in support of active 
experimentation in order to ensure transfer of knowledge to design practice.    
 
4.6 SYNTHESIS   
 
This chapter set out to discuss Phases 1 and 2 of the present study. It aimed to achieve a four-
fold purpose, namely: 1) to explore and define the preliminary pedagogical strategies to 
humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning, 2) to discuss the design and 
implementation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention, 3) to present a summary of 
findings obtained from the pilot teaching and learning intervention and 4) to outline a 
retrospective analysis of these findings in order to design the main teaching and learning 
intervention.  
 
With respect to the first purpose, section 4.2 highlighted the input gained from the student 
participants during a face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussion addressing the 
aspects and dimensions of the conceptual framework initially illustrated in section 1.6. Section 
4.2 summarised the input obtained in order to design a pilot teaching and learning intervention 
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that constituted Phase 2 of this research study. The design and implementation of the pilot 
teaching and learning intervention based on the preliminary pedagogical strategies identified 
was discussed in section 4.3. This included an overview of the preliminary pedagogical 
strategies, contextualisation of the module and learning unit, and discussion of the preliminary 
pedagogical strategies selected to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention. These 
pedagogical strategies included circle learning, glocalisation, active student participation and 
narrative humanism (storytelling).  
 
To achieve the third purpose, the researcher summarised the findings of Phase 2 based on 
analysis of the primary data collected from student participants in the form of a hard-copy, 
semi-structured questionnaire. This questionnaire served the purpose of gaining participating 
students’ feedback based on their experience of the pilot teaching and learning intervention 
and the manner in which the researcher could improve it to refine the main teaching and 
learning intervention. The purpose of the reflective research journal was to document and 
maintain an audit trail to record all notes and reflections on the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention for retrospective analysis. Based on the data analysis, the researcher identified 
research themes and categories in order to summarise the findings. These research themes 
aligned with Kolb’s (1984) ELC: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract 
conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation. 
 
The researcher achieved the fourth purpose through retrospective analysis. The researcher 
reflected on the findings of the pilot teaching and learning intervention. Based on these 
findings, the preliminary pedagogical strategies of circle learning and glocalisation were 
included in the same manner in the main teaching and learning intervention. However, it 
became evident that active student participation and narrative humanism (storytelling) required 
some refinement in the main teaching and learning intervention. In Chapter 5, discussion 





CHAPTER 5: MAIN TEACHING AND LEARNING INTERVENTION: 




Chapter 4 presented a summary of findings pertaining to Phases 1 and 2 of this research study, 
aimed at designing and implementing a pilot teaching and learning intervention to humanise 
pedagogy for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education. Chapter 4 achieved 
four purposes: 1) to provide a summary of findings emerging from Phase 1, 2) to discuss the 
design and implementation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention, 3) to provide a 
summary of findings emerging from Phase 2, and 4) to present a retrospective analysis with 
which to refine the main teaching and learning intervention.  
 
With regard to Phases 3 and 4, Chapter 5 serves a three-fold purpose. Drawing on Phase 2, the 
first purpose is to outline the design and implementation of the main teaching and learning 
intervention in Phase 3, which was based on the pedagogical strategies that were refined after 
the retrospective analysis discussed in section 4.5. This includes contextualisation of the 
module and learning unit, the project brief, activity tasks (ATs), learning space and the timeline 
of the main teaching and learning intervention.  
 
Following implementation of the main teaching and learning intervention, the second purpose 
of Chapter 5 discusses the findings obtained from data collected in the form of the student 
participants’ written components in addition to the researcher’s reflective journal. The third 
purpose of this chapter is to present the findings obtained from the face-to-face, semi-structured 
interview with the facilitator for the Design Concepts module in order to explore the 
transferability of a humanised pedagogical approach into design practice against the backdrop 
of Kolb’s (1984) Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC), thereby completing Phase 4 of the 
research inquiry. Chapter 5 concludes by summarising the means by which this three-fold 





5.2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MAIN TEACHING AND LEARNING 
INTERVENTION  
 
5.2.1 Overview  
 
The objective of Phase 3 is to design and implement a refined humanised teaching and learning 
intervention (referred to in this study as the main teaching and learning intervention) in tertiary 
fashion education, based on the findings from Phase 2. Drawing on Phase 2, and as shown in 
Table 4.4, some of the preliminary pedagogical strategies were refined, and some maintained, 
to encourage inclusion and student voice as dimensions intended to encourage personal-
connection. As in the case of the pilot teaching and learning intervention, the researcher 
assumed the role of designing the main teaching and learning intervention. Similarly, the 
researcher assumes a dual role of data collection instrument and as well as facilitating the main 
teaching and learning intervention.  
 
The researcher designed the main teaching and learning intervention for implementation in the 
theory-based module, Trend Forecasting, as in the case of the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention.  Similarly, the researcher designed the main teaching and learning intervention 
for implementation with the same group of student participants as participated in the pilot 
teaching and learning intervention (sub-section 3.7.3 outlines the participants and selection 
criteria). In order to maintain anonymity, the researcher does not mention the module level. In 
the sub-sections that follow, the module and learning unit are contextualised followed by 
discussion of the pedagogical strategies used to design and implement the main teaching and 
learning intervention. Subsequently, the researcher contextualises the project brief, ATs, the 
timeline of the main teaching and learning intervention and the learning space used. 
 
5.2.2 Contextualising the module and learning unit  
 
As outlined in sub-section 4.3.2, the Trend Forecasting module is a one-term10 theory-based 
module. The researcher designed the main teaching and learning intervention for 
implementation in the second term of the academic year. The purpose of the theory-based 
Trend Forecasting module is to examine theories of fashion change, understand the direction 
 
10 A term consists of 7-weeks and there are four terms in an academic year. 
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and speed of change in fashion movement and identify ways in which fashion moves through 
society (see Addendum L for the module purpose). To design and implement the main teaching 
and learning intervention, the researcher selected the third learning unit, which identifies ways 
in which fashion moves through society. The purpose of the learning unit is to allow integration 
of a personal-narrative (a story surrounding an artefact) into Western fashion theory to illustrate 
localisation of the trickle-up theory (see Addendum L for the learning unit outcome).  
 





To design and implement the pilot teaching and learning intervention in Phase 2, the researcher 
put forward preliminary pedagogical strategies. Figure 1.1 depicted the conceptual framework 
that comprised of these pedagogical strategies, namely: 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 3) 
active student participation and 4) narrative humanism (storytelling). These pedagogical 
strategies were chosen to encourage inclusion and student voice as dimensions of a humanising 
pedagogy for personal-connection. In addition, the researcher intentionally utilised three 
aspects (concrete experience, reflective observation and abstract conceptualisation) of Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC as a theoretical framework for its potential alignment with the pedagogical 
strategies in order to develop a humanised pedagogical approach for personal-connection. 
Although the main teaching and learning intervention was designed for the theory-based 
module, Trend Forecasting, the intention was to explore the fourth aspect of Kolb’s (1984) 
ELC, active experimentation, in the practice-based module Design Concepts through 
application and integration of personal narrative for improved understanding of trickle-up 
theory. Based on the findings from Phase 2, the pedagogical strategies, as presented in Table 
4.4, were carried forward and, in some cases, refined in order to design and implement the 
main teaching and learning intervention as Phase 3 of this research.  
 
5.2.3.2 Contextualising the project brief 
 
As in the case of the pilot, the main teaching and learning intervention was designed along the 
lines of a project brief (see Addendum L for this project brief) which served also as an 
assessment method. The project brief included four assessment instruments: 1) concept boards 
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(local and global) and a working sketch based on the personal narrative, 2) the storytelling 
session, 3) the peer feedback session, and 4) the written component. The researcher designed 
the assessment instruments to embody the four pedagogical strategies included in the 
conceptual framework (see Figure 1.1). The researcher provides detailed description of these 
assessment instruments in sub-section 5.2.3.3 in order to illustrate how they link to the activity 
tasks (ATs). 
 
However, in summary, to support reflective observation through glocalisation, the project brief 
required that student participants develop preliminary content, in the form of concept boards11 
and a working sketch12, to support further engagement with their personal narrative (taken from 
the artefact in the pilot teaching and learning intervention) and its potential as design 
inspiration. To incorporate concrete experience through circle learning, the project brief 
included a second assessment instrument in the form of a storytelling session. The storytelling 
session allowed for abstract conceptualisation, as students could conceptualise how the 
personal narrative (artefact) could be integrated into a contemporary Western brand as a 
localised design narrative. To further support abstract conceptualisation and active student 
participation, the third assessment instrument required that student participants engage with 
peer feedback to further develop their design narratives. This feedback was to be incorporated 
and reflected on in the fourth assessment instrument pertaining to the written component. It 
should be noted that although not part of the Trend Forecasting module selected for the main 
teaching and learning intervention nor for this particular project brief, to support active 
experimentation, student participants had to transfer the concept boards and the working sketch 
as preliminary inspiration for the practice-based module entitled Design Concepts. 
Nonetheless, for the main teaching and learning intervention project brief, student participants 
engaged with specific ATs, as described below. 
 
5.2.3.3 Activity tasks  
 
The project brief outlined several ATs (summarised in Table 5.1) that correspond with the four 
pedagogical strategies and Kolb’s (1984) ELC.  
 
11 A concept board, also referred to as a mood, inspiration, theme or story board, is a collation of a fashion 
designer’s research and design concepts to present a certain theme through pictures or objects (Burke, 2011:103). 
12 The working sketch, a component of design development, refers to the process of roughly illustrating a design 
using research gathered, design elements and principles, supported with theme, fabric and style (Burke, 2011:163). 
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Table 5.1: Student ATs for the main teaching and learning intervention 






Issue student participants with the project 





Student participants were required to create 
local and global concepts boards that depict 
their design narrative 
 
The local and global concept board needed to 
demonstrate understanding of the trickle-up 
theory 
Glocalisation Reflective observation 
AT3 
Student participants were required to create a 
working sketch to depict how their personal 
narrative may be applied as design inspiration 
WEEK TWO 
AT4 
Student participants were required to arrange 
themselves in a circle for the storytelling 
session Circle learning Concrete experience 
AT5 
The researcher began by sharing her own 
personal narrative to develop a space of 
mutual vulnerability 
AT6 
Student participants were required to share 
their design narrative with peers and the 
researcher during the storytelling session in 
order to contextualise their personal narrative 
(drawn from their selected artefact) and how 
the personal narrative may be integrated into 








Student participants were required to engage 
with peer feedback to support reflection on 
and further development of a design narrative. 
Students were also required to take notes of 
feedback in order to reflect on this in the 
written component Active student participation 
AT8 
Student participants were required to 
complete the written component to reflect on 
whether or not aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC 
assisted in the development of their design 
narrative through personal-connection 
 
For AT1, the main teaching and learning intervention commenced with hand-out of the project 
brief. For AT2 and AT3, to encourage reflective observation through glocalisation as a 
pedagogical strategy, the project brief included the first assessment instrument, namely concept 
boards and a working sketch, which gave student participants the opportunity to create 
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preliminary content to support further engagement with the design process. These tasks (a local 
concept board, a global concept board and a working sketch) were meant to assist students to 
illustrate their personal narrative as design inspiration. In the context of this research study, the 
local concept board comprised of artefacts (photographs) that student participants collected 
during interviews with their respective respondents, as required in the pilot teaching and 
learning intervention (refer to sub-section 4.3.3.4 for discussion of the artefact). The global 
concept board comprised of images of relevant fashion trends to conceptualise design 
inspiration stemming from the personal narrative and illustrating the global relevance of the 
student’s design narrative. The working sketch comprised of a fashion illustration for students 
to visually illustrate the integration of global fashion trends to support the local character of 
their design narrative.   
 
The second assessment instrument was at stake during AT4, AT5 and AT6 and refers to the 
storytelling session, which aligns with narrative-humanism as a pedagogical strategy. The 
storytelling session further aligns with concrete experience and abstract conceptualisation as 
the first and third aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC.  In order to provide a concrete experience, in 
AT4, student participants were to arrange themselves in a circle. The researcher maintained the 
Concept Room as the setting (sub-section 5.2.3.4 elaborates on the Concept Room). AT5 
continued in the same manner as was the case in the pilot teaching and learning intervention in 
that the researcher presented her own personal design narrative in order to encourage student 
participants to be comfortable to share their own personal design narratives. In AT6, students 
had to share abstract conceptualisations of their personal narrative with their peers during the 
informal storytelling session. Figure 5.1 depicts the student participants partaking in AT6. 
 
The third assessment instrument, and AT7, aimed to encourage active student participation as 
a pedagogical strategy. To this end, the project brief outlined that student participants provide 
each other with constructive feedback as part of the informal storytelling session. Therefore, 
in week two, as part of AT7, student participants presented their concept boards, along with 
their design narrative, to their peers for feedback. In addition, AT8 (and assessment instrument 
four) required student participants to reflect on their peers’ feedback for inclusion in the written 
component. The written component allowed for reflection on the various aspects of Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC, as they were applied in the project, to support personal-connection between the 
theoretically-based Trend Forecasting module and their personal experiences of localising the 
trickle-up theory. As such, the first intention of the storytelling session was to accommodate 
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active student participation through peer feedback, and the second intention was to align with 
abstract conceptualisation as the third aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. The following sub-section 




Figure 5.1:  Student participant presenting to their peers (AT6). Photographed by 
author (2019) 
 
5.2.3.4 Learning space and timeline of main teaching and learning intervention 
 
As noted in sub-section 3.8.4.1, the entirety of the main teaching and learning intervention took 
place within the student participants’ natural setting, namely, the Concept Room. The Concept 
Room is an informal teaching and learning space with a circular seating arrangement. As 
permitted by the seating arrangement, the Concept Room allows for the teacher to move around 
and interact with the students to create a space supportive of discussion and student 
involvement. As seen in Figure 5.2, student participants and the researcher are positioned in a 
circular format facing one another.  
 
The project extended over a total of two weeks with six hours allocated per week. The six-hour 
session for week one included a theory-based lesson as well as handout and discussion of the 
project brief. Week two was the storytelling session. In the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention, the six-hour storytelling session in week two became too long and student 
participants lost concentration. Therefore, as Table 4.4 stated, the main teaching and learning 
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intervention was refined, and the researcher opted to conduct the storytelling session over two-
days during week two. The researcher split the session into two three-hour sessions, over two 
separate days, in order for student participants to remain engaged and focused. The following 
section discusses the findings that emerged from the data collected and analysed. 
 
 
Figure 5.2:  Concept Room learning space to support circle learning. Photographed by 
author (2019) 
 
5.3 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS  
 
5.3.1 Mapping the research methodology 
 
As discussed in sub-section 3.8.4, Phase 3 drew on the findings and retrospective analysis of 
Phase 2, with the aim to design and implement the main teaching and learning intervention in 
the theory-based module, Trend Forecasting. To this end, data collected for Phase 3 includes 
the reflective research journal as a primary method of data collection, serving the same purpose 
as in Phase 2, and artefacts in both primary and secondary forms. In primary form, artefacts 
comprise of student participants’ written component (one of the assessment instruments). 
Artefacts, in secondary form, refers to the researcher’s self-created photographs of student 
participants’ Trend Forecasting concept boards (another of the assessment instruments). The 
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researcher did not analyse the self-created photographs as they served the purpose of providing 
evidence to support the findings. 
 
As section 3.8 showed, Phase 4 data collection entailed a face-to-face, semi-structured 
interview with the Design Concepts facilitator (see addendum N for the line of inquiry). This 
face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the Design Concepts facilitator served the purpose 
of exploring the transferability of a humanised pedagogical approach to design practice. A 
content method of analysis guided analysis of the data collected in Phases 3 and 4. The 
researcher analysed the data manually using Saldaña’s (2013:14) streamlined codes-to-theory 
model via two coding cycles, as elaborated on in sub-section 3.9.2.1 and 3.9.2.2, namely In 
Vivo coding for the first-level coding cycle and selective coding for the second-level coding 
cycle. During the data analysis, the researcher identified the research themes and categories 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
 
 




The research themes shown in Figure 5.3 align with the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC: 
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation and active 
experimentation. The following sub-section explains the data coding system deployed in the 
discussion of findings. 
 
5.3.2 Mapping the narrative 
 
To discuss the findings, the researcher cites raw data extracts to support the interpretations 
offered. Ten out of 11 student participants submitted the written component. These 10 student 
participants were allocated pseudonym numbers from one to 10 and were required to state their 
allocated number on the written component of their project. However, to ensure confidentiality 
when citing raw data extracts, the researcher changed the initially allocated numbers. Hence a 
coding system was applied when citing students’ raw data extracts, as seen in Table 5.2. The 
researcher used the alphabetical code SPW (student participant written) along with numerical 
codes to differentiate between student participants’ written components. Hence the examples 
of SPW1 and SPW2. In addition, a second numerical code was applied to indicate the page 
number, resulting in a code such as SPW1:1, as is shown in Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2: Coding system  
CITATION LOCATION OF DATA 
SPW1:1 Student participant 1 written response, raw citation on page 1 
RRJ3:1 Researcher field note in the reflective research journal, for Phase 3, raw citation on page 1 
DCF:1 Design Concepts facilitator response, raw citation on page 1 
 
In addition, references to field notes in the reflective research journal used the alphabetical 
code RRJ (reflective research journal), and the researcher used the first numerical to indicate 
the research phase and the second numerical as the page number, hence the code RRJ3:1. 
Similarly, raw data extracts obtained from the Design Concepts facilitator were also used to 
support the interpretations offered. However, to differentiate between the student participants’ 
voices and the Design Concepts facilitator, the coding system refers to the Design Concepts 
facilitator using the alphabetical code DCF along with a numerical to indicate the page number 
of the face-to-face, semi-structured interview transcript, for example, DCF:1. Having outlined 
the coding system, the following sections present discussion of the findings obtained. It must 
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be noted that although the research themes form part of the discussion of findings, the 
researcher opts to present research themes as main headings and categories as sub-headings. 
 
5.4 CONCRETE EXPERIENCE  
 
5.4.1 Overview  
 
Concrete experience is the first aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC; it requires that student 
participants engage in a new experience from which they may learn (Kolb, 1999:3). For the 
purpose of fostering a new experience, circle learning was explored as a pedagogical strategy 
to support an environment of new learning and reflection. This research theme presents 
findings within the following categories: 1) circle teaching and learning strategy, and 2) circle 
teaching and learning environment. The first category relates to the potential of this 
pedagogical strategy to foster a concrete experience inclusive of student voice through 
collaboration and dialogue, as well as deeper learning through the sharing of personal 
perspectives that are not found in textbook-based learning. The second category considers the 
possibility of providing a space for the teacher-student relationship to grow.  
 
5.4.2 Circle teaching and learning strategy 
 
Circle learning seemed to encourage inclusion and student participation, through collaboration 
and the sharing of voice and story: “it appears as if the inclusion of student voice encourages 
students to collaboratively be involved in their learning” (RRJ3:19). Similarly, circle learning 
seemed to be an inclusive, value-adding pedagogical strategy that created opportunities for 
students’ freedom of speech while counteracting student anxiety and supporting their learning 
and involvement. Furthermore, the findings suggest that circle learning, as a pedagogical 
strategy, provides students with the opportunity to collaboratively explore their thinking 
process and contribute to their own learning. These findings are evident in the following 
student participant quotations: “made me feel free to voice out my own opinions, express my 
thinking process as well as how I felt without feeling too nervous” (SPW5:1) and “I found you 
were forced to get more involved, and to contribute to the learning experience” (SPW8:1). 
These student views align with the literature that suggests circle learning as a pedagogical 
strategy to create opportunities to respectfully explore and incorporate student voice and story 
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to restore a sense of personal and collaborate being (West, 2004; Zinn & Rodgers, 2012; 
Veloria & Boyes-Watson, 2014).  
 
Circle learning, furthermore, appears to support personal-connection to fashion movement 
theory when students share ideas with one another. The fashion movement theories include the 
trickle-down, trickle-up and trickle-across theories that each attempt to understand the 
dynamics of fashion adoption in society. In sharing with their peers, students seemed to foster 
an understanding of the fashion movement theories as each viewed it from different, potentially 
personal perspectives. This finding can be seen in the following quotations: “the circle learning 
technique helped support my personal connection to the trickle-up theory through sharing my 
idea with others” (SPW2:1) and “the circle learning has developed an initial understanding on 
different ways the trickle-up can be approached to create a personal connection” (SPW9:1). 
The connection between personal and predominantly Western theories is perhaps due to the 
reason that student participants appear to find it easier to locate their own personal-connection 
when they 1) hear it out aloud and 2) are exposed to their peers’ personal point of view 
(RRJ3:19). These views correspond with the literature, which notes that concrete experience 
relies on an experience through which students can grasp new ideas by experiencing the 
“concrete, tangible, felt qualities of the world” (Kolb, 1999:3).  The implication of these 
findings is that awareness may support student participants to foster a personal-connection to 
the trickle-up theory if they immerse themselves in understanding, not just their own, but the 
tangible realities of their peers’ points of view.  
 
Veloria and Boyes-Watson (2014:8) suggest that circle learning aims to support students’ 
perspectives on the world they inhabit through consideration of their own, and their peers’, 
personal backgrounds, unique experiences and existing knowledge. The findings of the present 
study correspond with this view, as circle learning appeared to encourage students to extract 
inspiration from existing experiences as well as from a personal point of view. The findings 
additionally reveal that when students are given a multi-angled outlook on fashion movement 
theory, as opposed to a textbook perspective, they appear to develop better understanding by 
finding personal-connection. These findings align with a comment from the Design Concepts 
facilitator, who stated that one student participant “has been drawing from what he knows, his 
home” (DCF:1). The view of the Design Concepts facilitator corresponds with those of the 
student participants: “having that broader angle helped create a deeper understanding and 
connection to the theory we had learned” (SPW3:1) and “I didn’t only learn the textbook 
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explanation of the theories but broadened my understanding by hearing other peers’ stories and 
understanding and using this to grow my own definition of these theories to create a definition 
and understanding personal to me” (SPW8:1).  
 
5.4.3 Circle teaching and learning environment 
 
The findings reveal that student participants experienced the circle learning environment as 
informal and relaxed, which supported a comfortable space for participation, learning and 
deeper understanding of the theory-based curriculum, when compared to a traditional, lecture-
based setting. Furthermore, students found that the informal nature of the teaching and learning 
environment removed the pressure generally experienced in a traditional, lecture-based setting.  
One student participant commented: “the theory taught in an informal manner, created a more 
relaxed environment” (SPW1:1). Correspondingly, student participants also stated that “we 
were able to understand the theory thoroughly because of the comfortable space we were in 
(SPW3:1) and “the environment made it easier and informal, therefore there was less pressure” 
(SPW7:1). These student views are supported by the researcher’s observation that “it appears 
as if the informal aspect of the environment has made it a comfortable and open space for 
students to share and collaborate with their peers” (RRJ3:19). An open and comfortable circle 
learning environment appeared to encourage student participants to feel safe to share their 
personal stories with each other to promote exploration and understanding.  
 
Further exploration and understanding of fashion movement theory emerged as students shared 
their perspectives, experiences and cultures. The findings indicate that an environment that is 
informal and open for sharing allows for vulnerability. The following student participants’ 
quotations support this finding: “circle learning created a more open environment in which 
everyone could share their personal stories comfortably” (SPW7:1) and “by sharing my 
narrative in an informal environment, where my peers could add their ideas, ultimately helped 
me form a better understanding of how the trickle-up theory works” (SPW4:1). Another student 
commented that circle learning “made it more comfortable for us to be vulnerable and get 
educated on other people’s lives and cultures … everyone was able to share their experiences 
in a comfortable environment” (SPW6:1). Mutual vulnerability relies “on an equal student-
teacher dynamic” (RRJ3:19). Similarly, the student participants’ comfort suggests that the 
openness of the environment allowed students to not only share their stories through dialogue 
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but also to learn from their peers, which is in contrast to the view that educators possess 
absolute knowledge.  
 
The student participants appeared to value the fact that the researcher included herself in the 
circle learning environment, for collective inquiry and dialogue, as this approach encouraged 
students to make linkages to theory-based curricula through similarities with the personal-
connections made by their teacher. Supporting this finding, one student participant commented: 
“I’ve personally always been more interested in theory content when it’s been further explained 
by the teacher/lecturer through personal stories and experiences” (SPW8:1). The following 
comment also supports this finding: “I tend to attach images and create stories in my mind by 
the lecturer sharing personal stories and that helps me better understand and remember the core 
western [Western] dominated theory” (SPW8:1). These student views align with the literature.  
Bovill et al. (2009:20) maintain that teachers and students should be co-learners who mutually 
construct learning experiences through collective inquiry and dialogue. This illustrates the 
value of the teacher in students’ creation of personal linkages to theory-based curricula.  
 
Elaborating on the teacher’s role, the findings further reveal that an environment in which the 
teacher is removed from the front of the classroom creates an opportunity to foster mutual 
vulnerability and eradicate teacher-student power relations. In doing so, knowledge sharing 
and learning between students and the teacher-researcher were co-constructed, in contrast with 
traditional one-way delivery of knowledge; this allows the teacher-student relationship to 
develop. As the researcher notes: “for the circle learning method to be inclusive of student 
voice, the environment should be informal and equal enough to foster mutual vulnerability” 
(RRJ3:19). Similarly, the student responses support this finding: “the environment allowed 
myself, my peers and the lecturer to be vulnerable as it was set up in an informal way where 
the lecturer sat amongst students” (SPW1:1), and “the fact that the facilitator [researcher] 
removed herself from the typical way of teaching and was a part of the learning experience … 
created mutual vulnerability for both the facilitator [researcher] and students” (SPW5:1). These 
student views correspond with Vandeyar and Swart’s (2016:145) argument that, within circle 
learning, there is a need for vulnerability within the teacher-student relationship in order to 




5.5 REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION 
 
5.5.1 Overview  
 
Reflective observation is the second aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, and refers to a process in 
which a student views their concrete experiences from multiple perspectives. This process 
includes watching their peers’ involvement in the same process and reflecting on the group’s 
experience. This section presents findings in the following categories: 1) glocalisation of 
fashion movement theory, 2) reflection through diverse approaches, and 3) active student 
participation through peer feedback. Glocalisation of fashion movement theory relates to the 
possibility of drawing linkages between Western and African contexts by approaching fashion 
movement theory from multiple perspectives, as well as from a personal point of view, through 
active student participation. Reflection through diverse approaches considers the fact that 
glocalisation may foster positive learning experience for students, along with cultural respect 
and appreciation for one another’s views. 
 
5.5.2 Glocalisation of fashion movement theory  
 
Although fashion education may rely on Western theory due to a limited amount of African 
theory, the findings reveal that it is still possible to draw linkages between Western and African 
contexts by approaching fashion movement theory from multiple perspectives, as well as from 
a personal point of view. As such, exploring personal narrative through a global and local lens 
assisted student participants to reflect on and, therefore, understand fashion movement theory 
by locating it as both personally and globally relevant. As the researcher noted, “it appears as 
if student participants find it easier to link personal-connections to the theory when they can 
reflect on its relevance locally and globally” (RRJ3:20). Similarly, student responses support 
this finding: “I found the observation of the trickle-up theory through both a global and local 
lens assisted my personal story better” (SPW8:1), and it “assisted with the reflection of my 
personal story and its relevance in the global market” (SPW7:1). These findings correspond 
with the view of Patel and Lynch (2013:225) in that a key element of glocalised teaching and 
learning is “critical reflection” and consideration of the significant connections between local 
and global worldviews. As such, glocalised teaching may be a pedagogical strategy that 
supports a student-focused approach with the potential to create independent students who 
produce individualised understandings of curricula through personal identification. 
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In order to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning, the global context can be 
integrated with the local context through personal storytelling. Through glocalisation, student 
participants seemingly found it easier to see beyond their own experiences and identify the 
global relevance of their personal narrative. As the student participants noted: “it helped…it 
showed my topic’s relevance in the modern world to a global market” (SPW2:1) and “we took 
our personal narratives and strengthened it with contemporary, western-dominated information 
and ideals, to assist, and better our already core narrative” (SPW8:1). In addition, one student 
participant commented: “by seeing that the trickle-up theory can be viewed through both a 
local and global lens helped me to find a way whereby my personal story can be used in a 
contemporary or global setting” (SPW4:1).  These student views corroborate the researcher’s 
observation that “the addition of the global board appears to have encouraged students to reflect 
on their personal-narrative and consider their ideas relevance in a global market” (RRJ3:18). 
These findings align with those in the literature, which argues that glocalisation values different 
perspectives through encouragement of local and global dialogue, allowing students to see 
beyond themselves and better understand how the world operates independently of them 
(Botha, 2010; Patel & Lynch, 2013).  
 
A balance should be maintained between local and global perspectives as these potentially 
support one another in creating unique design ideas that are, at the same time, not too 
exaggerated for a global, ever-changing market. This finding is supported by the following 
student comment: “I believe you cannot have local without global and vice versa, they support 
each other to create something unique and interesting in this forever changing market” 
(SPW8:1). Furthermore, the Design Concepts facilitator corroborates this view: “a few students 
initially in first edit illustrated designs which are quite literal and costume-like, but as they 
develop, they filter down to accommodate a commercial market” (DCF:6). These participant 
views support the finding that a balance should be maintained when integrating local 
perspectives into existing Western theory-based curricula. These findings further correspond 
with Botha (2010:164), who argues that teachers should not view glocalisation as an “add-on” 
approach, but as an “infusion” approach supported by a space that accepts and appreciates 




5.5.3 Reflection through diverse approaches 
 
Glocalisation, as a pedagogical strategy, was seen to support student participants’ learning. 
Discussion, and feedback for improvement from student participants’ peers, allowed for 
reflection on fashion movement theory and further development of the design narrative. As the 
researcher noted: “most of the student participants found that reflecting on the inclusion of 
their peers input resulted in the further development and refinement of their design ideas” 
(RRJ3:20). The researcher’s reflection is supported by the student participants’ comments:  
“upon building on my initial understanding of the trickle-up theory through the information 
that had been provided and knowledge gained, one also got the time to develop and refine the 
initial idea” (SPW5:1), and “the input given helped me reflect on my ideas and improve on 
what I had already put together as an initial thought” (SPW6:1). As such, these students’ views 
support the finding that glocalisation allowed for student participants to, through refection on 
the knowledge gained, reinterpret their personal narrative into a design narrative by building 
on their understanding of trickle-up theory. This interpretation is supported by Botha 
(2010:165), who stresses that, for learning to be lifelong, it should be reinterpreted in order to 
be “re-understood”. 
 
Glocalisation is an informative strategy that seems to emphasise that student participants 
should be mindful of each other’s diverse backgrounds and experiences. This is seen in the 
student participants’ comments: “this experience was also very informative as it allowed my 
peers and myself to learn unique aspects of different cultures that exist in our community” 
(SPW1:1), and “this process made me realize how important it is to listen to diverse approaches 
and ideas” (SPW3:1). Similarly, the researcher reflected on the fact that the “student 
participants appear considerate of one another’s input” (RRJ3:20).  The manner in which the 
student participants communicated, illustrated respect for and valuing of the uniqueness of one 
another’s ideas and experiences. As such, glocalisation appeared to give value to students’ rich 
cultural, social and linguistic backgrounds by acknowledging students’ personal experiences, 
communities and families. This may potentially add value to the quality of the educational 
setting and learning experience. This supports the idea that both local and global concerns are 
relevant, if exchanged with respect (Aneja, 2015:186). 
 
A strategy that encourages students to reflect on each other’s diverse perspectives through 
personal narrative, allows students to learn from their personal and shared experiences. 
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Glocalisation, as a teaching and learning strategy, assisted the student participants to further 
develop their design ideas by being receptive to suggestions from their peers. These findings 
correspond with the student participants’ comments: “sitting amongst my peers and reflecting 
on their approaches helped me to look at my narrative from different perspectives and consider 
different ways in which I could apply the theory to my personal story” (SPW1:1), and “I was 
able to hear how other people approached the topic, hearing new and diverse approaches helped 
me realize that there are many different ways something can be approached” (SPW3:1). These 
student participant views correspond with the literature, which argues that integrating glocal 
curricula may allow students to explore, identify and learn from their personal and shared 
experiences (Aneja, 2015:188). 
 
5.5.4 Active student participation through peer feedback 
 
Active student participation builds on the notion of learning from shared experiences. 
Reflective observation is a process in which students transform newly gained experience and 
reflect on its outcomes (Edziwa & Chiveya, 2013; Dandira, et al., 2017). Glocalisation, as a 
teaching and learning strategy, allowed the student participants the opportunity to transform 
new knowledge and reflect on its potential outcomes through further shared exploration of 
diverse perspectives. Similarly, the student participants found that glocalisation opened up a 
space in which they could share their diverse experiences through active student participation, 
and explore their value in a Western-dominated industry. These findings emerged from student 
participants’ comments, such as the view that “listening to my peers and their responses to my 
approach also allowed me to improve my approach” (SPW1:1), and “when my peers starting 
[started] discussing my ideas and giving input, it furthered my interests in gaining more 
information regarding my artefact and that lead me on a journey that resulted in a stronger 
narrative” (SPW3:1). These student views correspond with Kolb’s (1999:4) argument that 
students process experiences by watching their peer’s involvement in the same process and 
reflecting on the group’s experiences.  
 
Active student participation through glocalisation, engagement and dialogue encourages 
students to refine their design narratives, as their peers’ input assists in drawing richer linkages 
between local and global perspectives. As such, the student participants found ways to improve, 
further develop and solidify design ideas as a result of active student-teacher participation and 
feedback. The researcher noted an aspect of “improvement or strengthening of their concept as 
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a result of sharing with and reflecting on, their peers’ feedback for refinement” (RRJ3:20). 
Similarly, the students noted that: “the input given by my peers and lecturer made it richer and 
more in-depth, it developed my thinking and developed my work” (SPW6:1), and that “being 
able to explain to a group of people my personal story behind my selected artefact, helped me 
solidify my concept by hearing it out loud” (SPW10:1). These students’ views align with that 
of Lee (2003:6), in that a glocal space relies on students to be open to new knowledge through 
participation, engagement and genuine dialogue. The following section outlines abstract 
conceptualisation as a third research theme.  
 
5.6 ABSTRACT CONCEPTUALISATION 
 
5.6.1 Overview  
 
Kolb (1999:3) asserts that students may process their understanding of new experiences better 
through symbolic representation or abstract conceptualisation. As such, abstract 
conceptualisation is the third aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC.  This section discusses findings 
relating to the following categories: 1) student voice and participation through storytelling, 2) 
conceptualisation of design ideas through storytelling, and 3) active student participation for 
improvement. Student voice and participation through storytelling refers to findings regarding 
glocalisation as a strategy that can be used alongside narrative humanism (storytelling) to 
support dialogue and peer engagement and promote students’ awareness of the relevance of 
their personal narratives within theory-based curricula. The second and third categories 
consider whether active student participation may provide students with an opportunity to assist 
one another, through dialogue, in finding alternative solutions and learn from their experiences. 
 
5.6.2 Student voice and participation through storytelling  
 
The general consensus was that students experienced storytelling as an inclusive, collaborative 
tool that assisted with sharing of ideas and providing valuable feedback through dialogue and 
engagement. Storytelling seemed to allow students greater freedom to voice their experiences 
and perspectives and gauge the reactions of their peers. As such, narrative humanism 
(storytelling), as a pedagogical strategy, brings to light the inclination for a socially constructed 
environment supported by people, society and the mindfulness of others. This was seen in the 
comment made by one student participant, who noted: “this created more inclusion as everyone 
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had the freedom to speak out and give constructive feedback to one another” (SPW1:1). 
Similarly, other students noted that “peer feedback does create a level of inclusion through the 
sharing of ideas and opinions” (SPW8:3) and “the storytelling component helped to 
communicate my idea with ease and to recognise [my] peers’ reaction to my idea” (SPW2:2). 
These students’ views align with the researcher’s observation that “it appears as if students rely 
on the input of their peers to further explore the development of their idea” (RJ:21). It also 
aligns with the literature on the value of storytelling in that glocal dialogue, as a tool for student 
participation, creates an opportunity to embed storytelling in curricula (Patel & Lynch, 
2013:226). Freire (1970:77) calls on teachers to consider student voice and experience in order 
to build personal connection to teaching and learning in an attempt to humanise pedagogy.  As 
such, teachers may utilise narrative humanism (storytelling) to support dialogue and 
engagement for personal-connection.  
 
The storytelling session created an opportunity for student participants to share their voice, 
enabling them to feel included and giving their personal identities significance. It also gave 
them a sense of acknowledgement from having their voices heard. Storytelling, as a 
pedagogical strategy, seemed to provide student participants with a clear link between their 
personal narrative and the theory-based curriculum. This is evident in the field note, observing 
that it “makes them feel included in a sense that there is an acknowledgement of their personal 
backgrounds and unique thinking” (RRJ3:21). The Design Concepts facilitator similarly 
remarked that “telling their story, as fashion designers the only way students can speak …  is 
giving them a voice to go and speak their story” (DCF:6). These views are further in a student 
participant’s comment that “by having all these discussions, we were able to understand how 
relevant the theory was to us by giving our own personal examples. It makes us feel that what 
we are learning is significant and useful” (SPW3:2). In light of this student view, students 
appear to attach a sense of value to seeing the relevance of their personal narratives in theory-
based curricula thus aligning with the view that teachers should negotiate a space where 
students’ lived experiences can be creatively integrated with curriculum design (Bovill & 
Bulley, 2011; Bovill et al., 2009).  
 
The storytelling session seemed to foster a space in which student participants felt safe as well 
as supported, regardless of their background and cultural experiences. It is evident in the data 
that storytelling, as a strategy for peer feedback, encouraged students to share. Through peer 
feedback, students may feel heard and may be supported in understanding fashion movement 
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theory from a local and global point of view. This is evident in the student participants’ 
comments that: “there is definitely inclusion as everyone is encouraged to give feedback and 
to share their own stories. Through this way no one feels left out or attacked because we are all 
sharing in a safe environment” (SPW8:3), and “peer feedback supported inclusion in a sense 
that everyone’s views were considered in order to help each individual to be able to complete 
their trickle-up theory” (SPW5:2). These students’ views are further supported in the 
researcher’s observation that “the sharing of personal stories creates a safe environment 
considerate of everyone’s diversity and cultural experiences…” (RRJ3:21). Hence, as McCully 
(2012:146) notes, through exploring diverse student viewpoints, a shared narrative curriculum 
challenges teachers and students to a better understanding of one another. 
 
In addition, given the refinements made to the main teaching and learning intervention, 
explained in Table 4.4, removal of the researcher as leader of the feedback session appears to 
have encouraged student participants to participate more actively. This finding is drawn from 
the researcher’s reflection on the fact that “once one or two students engaged, students got a 
sense for how feedback can be shared naturally and as part of discussion” (RRJ3:18). This 
highlights the value of a student-focused approach and, more specifically, of active student 
participation as a pedagogical strategy supportive of peer feedback shared comfortably and as 
part of discussion.  
 
5.6.3 Conceptualisation of a design narrative through storytelling 
 
The purpose of peer feedback in the storytelling session was to encourage further refinement 
of the student participants’ design narratives. It is apparent that the peer feedback session 
supported development of design ideas that were perceived as unique. The findings suggest 
that student participants found storytelling to simplify conceptualisation or symbolic 
representation of their design narrative, which was perceived to be unique as students were 
encouraged to be creative and not rely on existing fashion trends. These findings are evident in 
the student participants’ feedback: “the storytelling helped me visualise ideas of the feedback 
the peers gave and [I] found ideas that I really liked” (SPW2:1), and “after gathering feedback 
and gaining input from my peers, it was seeming [seemingly] straightforward and simple to 
physically conceptualize my idea and put it on paper” (SPW4:1). Supporting this view, the 
Design Concepts facilitator mentioned that “the moment you encourage them to take an idea 
from a personal point of view, they cannot purely rely on trends or existing ideas. It encourages 
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them to look elsewhere for alternative, unique ideas and to be creative” (DCF:6). As such, the 
participants’ views highlight the value of narrative humanism (storytelling) as a pedagogical 
strategy given that students and the facilitator “experienced the storytelling session as a 
beneficial tool to further visualise and conceptualise their ideas” (RJ:21). Furthermore, 
narrative humanism (storytelling) supports Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as students process their 
understanding of a new experience better by through symbolic representation or abstract 
conceptualisation (Kolb, 1999:3). 
 
Furthermore, providing student participants with an opportunity to conceptualise their design-
narrative from a personal point of view strengthens their understanding of fashion movement 
theory. The findings also suggest that approaching a design narrative from a personal-
connected point of view eliminates the risk of students referencing or subconsciously copying 
fashion trends or existing fashion designers. The researcher observed that “student participants 
[mostly] agree that storytelling supports the development of not only new ideas, but ideas 
which are [possibly] unique” (RRJ3:21). Furthermore, the students noted the following: 
• “I found that by making the concept a local and personal one first and then backing 
it up with global evidence, made it a lot easier to create an original idea that is 
unique (SPW10:1) 
• “by seeing other people’s ideas and what has already been done, it pushed my 
ideas further to have something unique and original (SPW3:2) 
• “storytelling really helped us come out with original concepts” (SPW7:1) 
 
These findings are supported by the Design Concepts facilitator who noted that “the process 
helped students come up with ideas which are unique and different, as they were not given the 
space to reference or copy ideas” (DCF:6) and “they start from a [perceived] unique point of 
view and then build on it to make it relevant” (DCF:6). These findings correspond with those 
of Fry, Ketteridge and Marshall (2009:15), in that reinforcing student experiences through 
application allows abstract conceptualisation and the potential to strengthen understanding of 
curriculum content. These findings suggest that the majority of student participants were able 
to transfer their understandings into design practice from what was perceived as a unique point 
of view, which appeared to demonstrate personal-connection.  
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Storytelling, as a teaching and learning strategy, assisted student participants in locating the 
relevance of their personal narrative in a global market. The findings suggest that 
conceptualising a design narrative from multiple perspectives allows for reaching a broader 
market. This was noted by the researcher in her field notes: “it appears as if reflection on not 
just their own, but their peer’s personal-narrative has assisted them [student participants] in the 
better conceptualisation of their design-narrative” (RRJ3:21). Additionally, the following 
student participant quotations further support this finding: 
• “storytelling did help me with the conceptualisation of my personal story 
[personal-narrative] into a Western brand (SPW2:1) 
• “it helped me realize that my personal story can be sold within a global market 
because [of] the way I have interpreted it (SPW3:2) 
• “I believe it had assisted in conceptualizing my personal story and more 
importantly integrating it into contemporary ideas” (SPW8:2) 
 
Despite these advantages, the disadvantage of personal narrative was that students focused 
more on the story than on the tangible product, namely the garment. Thus, the narratives were 
personal but communicating such narratives may be misunderstood from a glocal lens. This 
finding emerged from the students’ comments: “in some instances it initially became very 
conceptual as students attempted to sell the story more than they would the garment” (DCF:6), 
and “losing the personal-narrative, one of the students lost the story by making too much of a 
conceptual jump [when transferring personal-narrative to design practice]” (DCF:4). Similarly, 
one student participant came to the same realisation that “as much as my inspiration was taken 
from a personal and relatable aspect it was quite important for me to make it appealing to the 
global market who may not be aware of the personal-narrative behind it” (SPW5:2). These 
participant views suggest that a balance needs to be maintained when it comes to 
conceptualising design narratives through storytelling, in order to ensure that the narrative 
remains personal albeit suitable for the global market.  
 
5.6.4 Active student participation for improvement 
 
Active student participation, as a pedagogical strategy, is necessary “to reflect on different 
perspectives and essentially improve student design-narrative through a shared process of 
conceptualisation” (RRJ3:21). The findings illustrate that students found the process of peer 
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feedback as beneficial for improvement and as a valuable strategy for sharing multiple 
perspectives and suggestions for further refinement, specifically from a global point of view. 
These findings emerged from the student participants’ comments: “listening to their feedback 
sparked ideas in my mind of how I could apply the same and/or similar ideas to my collection 
and ultimately better conceptualize my narrative” (SPW4:1), and “I believe this helped me 
create a better global outlook with the feedback given, especially because initially I was unsure 
as in which direction to go in (SPW8:2). Another student commented: “I found this very useful 
as it pushed me to improve my work and use the given feedback in a constructive way” 
(SPW1:1). The purpose, therefore, of active student participation is to encourage student 
participants to take responsibility for their own learning through engagement, that is, it offers 
students an opportunity to participate in their own learning. This finding is supported by the 
literature, which argues that education is at its optimal when students collaborate and engage 
in the learning process (Abdullah et al., 2012:61). The following section outlines active 
experimentation as the fourth and final research theme.  
 
5.7 ACTIVE EXPERIMENTATION 
 
5.7.1 Overview  
 
Active experimentation is the fourth and final aspect of Kolb’s (1984) ELC. Kolb (1999:3) 
states that learning happens when a student touches on each of the four aspects within the ELC, 
namely: 1) having a concrete experience, 2) observing and reflecting on that experience, 3) 
identifying abstract ideas and conclusions based on that experience, and 4) applying their 
understanding to real-life scenarios or future experiences. Kolb (1999:4) views learning as an 
amalgamated process in which each aspect supports and feeds off the others. This section 
discusses findings in the following categories: 1) visualisation of trickle-up theory, and 2) 
understanding fashion movement theory through personal-connection. Visualisation of trickle-
up theory considers whether students could visualise their personal narrative in the form of a 
design narrative. Understanding fashion movement theory through personal-connection relates 
to whether students’ visualisations reflect the trickle-up theory and assist students to understand 




5.7.2 Visualisation of trickle-up theory 
 
Student participants were provided an opportunity to create a working sketch13 to visualise 
their design narrative. Based on the findings, it appears that the working sketch was a valuable 
approach for student participants to visualise how their personal narrative translates into a 
fashion illustration that reflects trickle-up theory. Similarly, visualisation, in the form of a 
fashion illustration, seemed to assist students in understanding the trickle-up theory. This was 
evident in one student participant’s comment: “I found that this supported my understanding 
of the trickle-up-theory because it visually represents the definition of the trickle-up theory” 
(SPW8:2).  
 
The student participants’ views further suggest that the working sketch assisted them to 
visualise their design narrative and its possible integration into a commercial concept. This was 
evident in the following student participants’ remarks: “the visual made it easy [to] see how 
my local narrative was transformed into a more commercial and globally pleasing concept 
(SPW4:1), and “the application of my personal story assisted in visualizing my thoughts and 
ideas as it was presented in a physical form” (SPW1:2). In Figures 5.4 and 5.5, visual 
representations of student participants’ local and global boards and working sketch, embodying 
the trickle-up theory from a personal-connected point of view, are provided.  
 
As can be seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the working sketch appears to have assisted students to 
visualise the merging of their personal narrative with a globally-oriented design narrative. The 
students appeared to navigate towards an existing or comfortable design style as they 
prioritised certain design elements over others. In the same light, the working sketch was seen 
to encourage students to visualise the link between their design narrative and the final outcome. 
These findings correspond with the Design Concepts facilitator’s comment on the working 
sketch: “it helps students position what type of designer they are. Are they driven by textiles, 
silhouettes, colours or primary research? It assisted students in conceptualising past what they 
know and what they are comfortable with” (DCF:4). The following student participant 
comment further supports this view: “creating a working sketch was a process which compelled 
me to actively look back on my research as well as reflect on my narrative to create a look 
 
13 As noted in sub-section 5.2.3.3, the working sketch comprised of a fashion illustration for students to visually 
illustrate the integration of global fashion trends to support the local overview of their design-narrative.   
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which encompassed all the elements I have picked up throughout the process” (SPW4:1). These 
views align with the researcher’s reflection on the main purpose of a working sketch: “to 
visualise the connection between their research and their design approach” (RRJ3:18). As such, 
the working sketch encouraged students to acknowledge the relevance of their design 




Figure 5.4:  Student participant 4’s local board, global board and working sketch. 
Photographed by author (2019) 
 
 
Figure 5.5:  Student participant 7’s local board, global board and working sketch. 
Photographed by author (2019) 
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5.7.3 Understanding fashion movement theory through personal-connection 
 
The general consensus amongst the student participants was that visualising the trickle-up 
theory from a personal-connected point of view heightened understanding of Western-based 
fashion theory. This finding is evident in a field note that noted that “student participants 
confirm better understanding of the Western fashion movement theories as a result of 
practically applying, through visualisation, an idea which they made a personal-connection 
with” (RRJ3:22). Furthermore, the student participants noted that: “it helped me in 
understanding the theory, because I was applying something that was personal to me and that 
I understand (SPW2:2), and “applying my personal story to design practice has definitely 
supported my understanding of the trickle-up theory because now I was able to understand the 
concept in a more in-depth way, in a more personal way” (SPW6:2). These students’ views 
support the finding that approaching a design narrative from a personal-connected point of 
view assists students in understanding fashion movement theory, specifically the trickle-up 
theory, from a local and global perspective through visualisation and application to design 
practice.  
 
In addition, the application of a personal narrative to design practice may provide students with 
a new understanding of trickle-up theory as they approach the Western curricula from multiple 
perspectives. Multiple perspectives may encourage students to make a personal-connection 
with the new experience. These findings are supported by a student participant’s comment that 
“the application of my personal story into a design did help me understand the trickle-up theory 
better from another perspective, rather than having western examples” (SPW2:2). This view 
emphasises the value of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as active experimentation allows for active testing 
of new learning that, as a result, fosters a new experience (Kolb, 1999:3). 
 
The notion of new learning is evident in the findings, which students experienced as a result of 
deeper understanding of the fashion movement theories. In the same light, the application of a 
personal narrative to a design narrative assisted in cementing students’ understandings 
concerning the trickle-up theory. These findings were evident in the researcher’s field note that 
refers to the working sketch, which “assisted in the alignment or confirmation of their 
understanding” (RRJ3:22). Furthermore, the findings are also supported by the following 
student participant comments: “real learning happens when proper understanding happens. 
Learning theory that is relevant and theory that I can apply to a real-life scenario, I ultimately 
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understand it a lot better” (SPW3:2), and “practical application definitely helped me cement 
my understanding of the trickle-up theory” (SPW4:1). These student views were corroborated 
by the Design Concepts facilitator: “the process appeared much easier for students as they were 
excited and inspired. It happened naturally because of the personal connection” (DCF:5-6). As 
evident in these views, transfer of personal-connection to design practice was evident and, as 
such, the students seem to have made personal-connections to the fashion movement theories, 
specifically the trickle-up theory, by seeing the value of their personal experiences in 
conceptualising a design narrative. The transfer of personal-connection to design practice is 
supported by Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as active experimentation provides students with an 
opportunity to practice the constructs they acquire from experience in a new context (Edziwa 
& Chiveya, 2013; Dandira et al., 2017).  
 
5.8 SYNTHESIS   
 
This chapter set out to complete Phases 3 and 4 of this research. It had a three-fold purpose, 
namely: 1) to describe the design and implementation of the main teaching and learning 
intervention, 2) to discuss the findings emerging from the data collected from student 
participants’ written components as well the researcher’s reflective journal, and 3) to present 
findings from the face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the Design Concepts Facilitator 
in order to explore the transferability of a humanised pedagogical approach to design practice 
against the backdrop of Kolb’s (1984) ELC.  
 
In relation to the first purpose, section 5.2 dealt with the design and implementation of the main 
teaching and learning intervention by contextualising the module and learning unit, as well as 
the pedagogical strategies that underpinned the design and implementation of the main teaching 
and learning intervention. Subsequently, the researcher contextualised the brief, activity tasks, 
learning space and timeline of the main teaching and learning intervention. 
 
Regarding the second and third purposes, section 5.3 mapped the research methodology used 
to collect data from Phases 3 and 4 in the form of: 1) student participants’ written components, 
2) the reflective research journal, and 3) the face-to-face, semi-structured interview with the 
Design Concepts facilitator which served the purpose of exploring the transferability of a 
humanised pedagogical approach to design practice. In addition, this section outlined the 
coding system used to cite raw data extracts when discussing the findings. 
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Still regarding the second and third purposes, sections 5.4 through 5.7 presented a discussion 
of the findings in relation to the four research themes, which align with Kolb’s (1984) ELC: 
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation and active 
experimentation. The following chapter provides a synopsis of the chapters presented thus far, 
reflects on the limitations of the present study, provides recommendations for further research 




CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION  
 
Chapter 5 outlined the design and implementation of the main teaching and learning 
intervention. That chapter also included discussion of the findings regarding a humanising 
pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary fashion education, against the 
backdrop of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC). Chapter 6 serves a three-fold purpose. 
First, it offers an overview of the previous chapters of this study. The second purpose is to 
reflect on the limitations of the present study and provide recommendations for future research. 
The final purpose of this chapter is to discuss how this study adds to scholarship of teaching 
and learning. 
 
6.2 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS  
 
6.2.1 Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
6.2.1.1 Background to the study 
 
Due to the need for educational transformation and decolonisation in South African (SA) 
higher education (HE), a shift from a teacher-focused approach to one in which teachers 
encourage students to construct personal design identities has been highlighted. Changes in SA 
student demographics are evident due to political and educational transformation, creating a 
need for knowledge structures that are relatable or relevant. To allow for this, humanising 
pedagogy, as a teaching and learning strategy, with the intention to encourage students to draw 
on their own personal identities and experiences was put forth. Curricula should reflect the 
diversity of the student body in order to encourage personal-connection to learning. Section 
1.2 contextualised the research problem within SA tertiary fashion education as the fact that 
theoretical aspects of theory-based curricula are grounded in a Western ideology with a clear 





6.2.1.2 Relevant theoretical constructs  
 
Section 1.3 introduced theoretical constructs pertaining to: 1) student diversity and social 
transformation in HE, 2) teacher versus student-focused approaches, 3) a humanising pedagogy 
for personal-connected learning, and 4) active student participation for inclusion and student 
voice. These theoretical constructs were introduced on a global higher education scale, but the 
discussion then turned to its relevance to art, design and fashion education.  
 
6.2.1.3 Research question, aim and objectives  
 
Based on the research problem, section 1.4 framed the research question: what are the strategies 
for a humanising pedagogical approach to encourage personal-connected learning in tertiary 
fashion education. Furthermore, the overarching aim of this study was noted as exploring and 
outlining a humanised pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary 
fashion education. This led to the formulation of overarching objectives for this inquiry, which 
aligned with the four research phases depicted in Table 1.1.  
 
6.2.1.4 Theoretical framework  
 
The theoretical framework for this study was located against the backdrop of Kolb’s (1984:27) 
Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC).  Section 1.5 introduced the four aspects of Kolb’s (1984) 
ELC that were used to guide this study: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) 
abstract conceptualisation and 4) active experimentation.  
 
6.2.1.5 Conceptual framework  
 
To achieve the aim of the study, the researcher proposed preliminary pedagogical strategies 
with which to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning in fashion education. These 
included circle learning, glocalisation, active student participation and narrative humanism 
(storytelling). This was derived from review of the literature that has the potential to 




6.2.1.6 Researcher assumptions and personal rationale  
 
In section 1.7, the researcher declared her position as a fashion educator at an urban tertiary 
fashion institution in SA. The researchers’ teaching experience provided insight into students’ 
disconnect with Western-dominated fashion theory. As such, this research set out to add value 
to scholarship of teaching and learning in SA fashion education. Humanising fashion education 
for personal-connected learning may add knowledge to the call for educational transformation 
and decolonisation of Western-dominated curricula. 
 
6.2.1.7 Research design and methodology  
 
In section 1.8, the research paradigm, approach and design used in this study, were described. 
Moreover, the research methods selected for use in this study were outlined, which included 
discussion of the methods used for sampling, data collection and data analysis. Measures taken 
to ensure trustworthiness and ethical considerations were also considered.  
 
6.2.2 Chapter 2: Theoretical framework  
 
In section 2.2, various theoretical constructs were introduced as they pertain to the diversifying 
student body in HE and the need for social transformation to foster a more inclusive educational 
space. The researcher considered the decolonisation discourse in SA in respect of diversity and 
pedagogical strategies to accommodate decolonisation. Thereafter, the researcher explored 
pedagogical strategies to transform HE for student diversity which included creating an 
inclusive space for student engagement and fostering student voice through reflection and 
dialogue. Section 2.2 applied this discussion to art, design and fashion education. 
 
Section 2.3 compared teacher-focused and student-focused approaches in HE. This discussion 
began by explaining the teacher-focused approach and the limitations thereof. Thereafter, a 
student-focused approach, as a starting point to accommodate inclusion and student voice, was 
introduced, and the learning theories of constructivism, experiential learning and 
transformative learning were explored as they pertain to promoting a humanising approach. 
This section concluded with discussion of these ideas within art, design and fashion education. 
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Section 2.4 framed dehumanisation as a result of a teacher-focused approach and emphasised 
humanising pedagogy as a student-focused approach that supports personal-connection and 
accommodates student diversity. To this end, Freirean philosophy was put forward as a 
foundation for humanising pedagogy. The researcher unpacked dialogue and reflection as 
approaches to humanising pedagogy and outlined the teacher-student relationship as essential 
to a humanist classroom environment. Following this, strategies to support humanist learning 
were explored, including critical thinking, dialogue, reflection, narrative humanism and circle 
learning to encourage voice through narrative. Sub-sections 2.4.3.3 and 2.4.3.4 discussed 
narrative humanism (storytelling) and circle learning as two preliminary pedagogical strategies 
identified in the conceptual framework that could possibly humanise pedagogy for personal-
connected learning. Subsequently, the discussion shifted to consider a humanising pedagogical 
approach for personal-connection in art and design education. 
 
Section 2.5 outlined active student participation as a strategy for inclusion and student voice in 
response to theory-based curricula predominantly grounded in Western ideology. To encourage 
co-creation of curricula through active student participation, glocalisation was discussed as a 
holistic strategy to encourage student engagement. Sub-sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 discussed 
active student participation and glocalisation respectively, as the third and fourth preliminary 
pedagogical strategies identified in the conceptual framework for humanising pedagogy for 
personal-connected learning. The discussion then considered active student participation in art, 
design and fashion education. Section 2.6 outlined Kolb’s (1984) ELC, with the intention to 
establish the transferability of a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connection. 
The four aspects of the ELC, concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract 
conceptualisation and active experimentation, were unpacked in detail.  
 
6.2.3 Chapter 3: Research design and methodology  
 
In Chapter 3, the research design and methodology were discussed working on the premise of 
the what, why and how of this research. The researcher positioned the study within an 
interpretivist paradigm and a qualitative research approach. The discussion defined qualitative 
research and the characteristics thereof. This was followed by reflection on the appropriateness 
of a qualitative research approach as it aims to understand human subjective experience and 
the meaning participants hold regarding a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-
connected learning.  
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Section 3.4 then discussed action research as a relevant research design given the researcher’s 
active role and given that the study was grounded on iterative cycles of implementation, self-
reflection and refinement. Subsequently, in sections 3.5 and 3.6 respectively, the researcher 
outlined the unit of analysis and the research setting for the study. In section 3.7, the sampling 
method and participants chosen for this study were explained, including the criteria used to 
select them.    
 
Section 3.8 focused on the data collection methods applied for each of the research phases. 
This section was structured around: 1) defining the data collection methods selected, 2) the 
researchers’ motivation for selecting them, and 3) how they were applied in this study. The 
section concluded with discussion of the data recording, transfer and security methods 
applicable to the study. Thereafter, section 3.9 discussed the data analysis methods and 
processes, including discussion of the content method of analysis. Saldaña’s (2013:13) 
streamlined codes-to-theory model was explained as a method to develop categories and 
research themes. The researcher then discussed the first and second-level coding cycles as they 
were applied throughout Phases 2 to 4. 
 
Finally, sections 3.10 and 3.11 discussed the measures taken to ensure trustworthiness in the 
research as well as the ethical considerations adhered to. Measures taken to ensure 
trustworthiness included triangulation, peer investigators, using thick descriptions to 
communicate findings, reporting on negative responses, maintaining an audit trail, cross-
checking data to conclude whether it produces similar outcomes or not, and clarifying 
researcher biases. Sub-section 3.11 discussed the ethical considerations that were considered. 
This included permission from the tertiary fashion institution involved and consent from the 
chosen participants, as well as guaranteeing their confidentiality throughout the process.  
 
6.2.4 Chapter 4: Pilot teaching and learning intervention: design, implementation and    
summary of findings  
 
In order to address the research question, the researcher put forward four preliminary 
pedagogical strategies, namely: 1) circle learning, 2) glocalisation, 3) active student 
participation and 4) narrative-humanism (storytelling), to potentially foster inclusion and 
student voice.  In the context of this study, inclusion and student voice were put forward as 
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dimensions of a humanised pedagogy for personal-connected learning. These dimensions are 
illustrated in Figure 1.1. Section 4.2 highlighted the input strategy with regard to Phase 1 of 
the research. This aimed to gain input from student participants in the form of a face-to-face, 
semi-structured, informal group discussion. Section 4.2 also considered preliminary 
pedagogical strategies with which to design the pilot teaching and learning intervention 
required for Phase 2 of the study.  
 
Section 4.3 discussed the design and implementation of the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention based on the summary findings and preliminary pedagogical strategies identified 
in Phase 1. This included discussion of the module and learning unit as well as an overview of 
the preliminary pedagogical strategies used to design the pilot teaching and learning 
intervention. Furthermore, sub-section 4.3.3 summarised the project brief, activity tasks and 
timeline of the pilot teaching and learning intervention and described the learning space used. 
The findings of Phase 2 were summarised in section 4.4, based on analysis of the primary data 
collected from student participants through the use of hard-copy, semi-structured 
questionnaires and the researcher’s reflective journal. Based on the data analysis, several 
research themes and categories were identified that aligned with the four aspects of Kolb’s 
(1984) ELC: 1) concrete experience, 2) reflective observation, 3) abstract conceptualisation, 
and 4) active experimentation. 
 
Section 4.5 consisted of retrospective analysis in which the findings of the pilot teaching and 
learning intervention were reflected upon. Based on this, it was decided that the pedagogical 
strategies of circle learning and glocalisation would continue in the same manner in the main 
teaching and learning intervention (Phase 3). However, it became evident that active student 
participation and narrative humanism (storytelling) required refinement in order to design the 
main teaching and learning intervention.  
 
6.2.5 Chapter 5: Main teaching and learning intervention: design, implementation and 
discussion of findings  
 
Section 5.2 discussed Phase 3 of the study, which aimed to design and implement a refined 
teaching and learning intervention in the theory-based module Trend Forecasting, based on the 
findings and analysis in Phase 2. Drawing on Phase 2, and as shown in Table 4.4, some of the 
preliminary pedagogical strategies (from the conceptual framework) were refined, and some 
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maintained in order to encourage inclusion, student voice and personal-connection to theory-
based curricula previously Western dominated. Thus, the module and learning unit were 
contextualised, followed by an overview of the pedagogical strategies deployed to design and 
implement the main teaching and learning intervention. Sub-section 5.2.3 further described the 
project brief, activity tasks, learning space and timeline of the main teaching and learning 
intervention.  
 
Section 5.3 reiterated the research methodology used in Phases 3 and 4 to collect data from: 1) 
student participants’ written components, 2) the reflective research journal, and 3) a face-to-
face, semi-structured interview with the Design Concepts facilitator that aimed to explore the 
transferability of the humanised approach to design practice. Sub-section 5.3.2 described the 
coding system used to cite raw data extracts in the discussion of findings. Sections 5.4 through 
5.7 discussed the findings that emerged in relation to the four research themes, which aligned 
with Kolb’s (1984) ELC: concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract 
conceptualisation and active experimentation.  
 
6.3 LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The purpose of this section is to reflect on the limitations of this study and propose 
recommendations for further study. 
 
• In terms of the pilot teaching and learning intervention, as noted in sub-section 4.2.2.4, 
student participants felt reluctant to fully engage in a teaching and learning space where 
the teacher did not maintain authority. Therefore, a recommendation is that further 
study explore co-learning and how such a pedagogical approach supports mutual 
construction of learning experiences. 
 
• As revealed in sub-section 4.4.2.3, during the storytelling session in the pilot teaching 
and learning intervention, student participants were hesitant to engage with peer 
feedback and awaited feedback from the facilitator rather than engaging with their 




• As noted in sub-section 4.5.2, a limitation of the pilot teaching and learning intervention 
was that it did not include a practical component in order to integrate theory and practice 
and explore the transferability of knowledge to design practice. Even though this 
limitation was addressed in the main teaching and learning intervention, as a 
recommendation for further studies, the transfer of knowledge to design practice should 
be further explored.  
 
• This research study was conducted at an urban tertiary fashion institution in central 
Johannesburg, SA. As noted in section 1.7, the researcher is an educator at this particular 
urban tertiary fashion institution. As such, the study was limited to the nature and scope 
of fashion education at one SA tertiary institution. A recommendation is that further 
studies in fashion education be conducted at different HE institutions within different 
provinces to explore a humanised pedagogical approach for personal-connection.  
 
• As per section 3.5, the primary unit of analysis included two teaching and learning 
interventions, namely the pilot and main teaching and learning interventions. This was 
implemented within one module in a Diploma in Fashion at an urban tertiary fashion 
institution. As such, the study was limited to a single student cohort. Given this, the 
researcher recommends further study within different modules or programmes to expand 
on suitable strategies for a humanised pedagogy within different contexts.  
 
• As per section 3.7, the study applied a small participant sample and was therefore limited 
in scope. As such, a limitation is that the findings were specific to a single facilitator 
and 12 fashion students from one tertiary institution. As a recommendation, future 
studies could focus on a larger sample to accommodate a wider variety of perspectives 
on a humanised pedagogy for personal-connection.  
 
• Fostering students’ critical thinking and empathy surrounding diverse cultural 
backgrounds and experiences is key for humanisation.  Future research should explore 
how tertiary education addresses the complex and sometimes contradictory histories of 
different individuals.  
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• This study acknowledges the concept of dehumanisation, but it does not explore the 
ingrained perceptions of HE facilitators in the context of historical systems of power 
relations and, as a result thereof, it does not explore how students are treated in the 
classroom. Further study and more in-depth intervention could explore the complexities 
of dehumanisation in society as possibly perpetrated by facilitators. In the same light, 
the pedagogical strategies put forward in this study can be further explored to also 
consider embodied transformation of the facilitator.   
 
• Section 1.7 and sub-section 3.7.3 noted the facilitators gender, class and race, but did 
not take into consideration their positionality in a social or political context and its 
possible relationship to this study. Future research could consider the facilitator’s 
positionality by taking into consideration their gender, class or race as important 
identifiers in South African teaching and learning related research. 
 
The following recommendations are made for further research regarding pedagogical strategies 
for a humanised pedagogy. 
 
• Further exploration of circle learning as a pedagogical strategy is required such that 
teachers become co-learners with students.  
 
• Based on the findings in sub-section 4.4.3 and section 5.5, student participants appear 
more comfortable to explore a personal-connection to theory-based curricula when they 
observe and reflect on how their peers undertake aspects of glocalisation. Further 
research could build on the benefits of glocalisation through active student participation, 
transparency between teachers and students regarding diverse perspectives and 
experiences and personal-connection. 
 
• As identified in sub-section 5.6.3, the disadvantages of incorporating a personal 
narrative into students’ design narrative in the main teaching and learning intervention 
included: 1) students focused more on the story rather than on the tangible product, and 
2) narratives were personal but communicating such narratives may be misunderstood 
from a glocal lens. Future studies should explore glocalisation as a pedagogical strategy 
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with the aim to maintain balance in conceptualising design narratives through 
storytelling.  
 
• As summarised in sub-section 4.4.4 and section 5.6, storytelling through voice and 
community is key for transformation of both the individual and the collective. An 
interesting topic of inquiry would be to explore narrative humanism (storytelling) to 
improve teacher-student communication skills, build confidence and cultivate a culture 
of collaboration.  
 
• Based on the findings in sub-section 4.4.4 and section 5.6, it is recommended that 
teachers not overpower the storytelling or feedback sessions and encourage students to 
participate. Given this, future studies could explore active student participation and the 
optimal balance of teacher-student dynamics to support student learning.  
 
• As noted earlier in this section, the pedagogical strategies put forward in this study can 
be further explored to also consider embodied transformation of the facilitator.   
 
These recommendations for future research are developed from the researcher’s personal 
perspectives during the course of the study.  
 
6.4 KNOWLEDGE CONTRIBUTED TO SCHOLARSHIP OF TEACHING AND 
LEARNING  
 
This study adds knowledge to scholarship on humanising pedagogy to add value and intent to 
fashion education in SA. In addition, humanising fashion education for personal-connected 
learning could promote and add knowledge to scholarship on decolonisation of HE in SA. In 
support of research-led teaching and learning, the researcher’s intent was to provide insight 
into students disconnect with Western-dominated fashion theory. Fashion education should add 
value to students’ rich cultural, social and linguistic resources by including, for example, 
personal experiences. To discuss the contributions made by this study, the researcher applies 
the three concepts presented in Leshem and Trafford’s (2007) framework to the conceptual 
framework namely that of theory, fact and interpretation.  
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As the first aspect of the conceptual framework in Figure 1.1, drawing from Chapter 2, the 
theoretical views characterise circle learning as a pedagogical strategy to support students’ 
perspectives through consideration of their personal backgrounds, unique experiences and 
existing knowledge. As such, theoretically, circle learning creates a teaching and learning 
experience to engage with students’ interests, needs and concerns through exploration and 
collaboration. Adding knowledge to scholarship, in this study, the findings revealed that circle 
learning provided an opportunity to understand student participants by acknowledging their 
experiences. Furthermore, the findings reveal that circle learning encouraged students to speak, 
listen and participate collaboratively in problem-solving and decision-making. Therefore, the 
interpretation is that humanised pedagogy for personal-connection could rely on circle learning 
as a viable pedagogical strategy to foster trust and care in teaching and learning by 
accommodating students’ personal and cultural contexts. 
 
Glocalisation, as a second aspect to the conceptual framework in Figure 1.1, was characterised 
in Chapter 2 as a pedagogical strategy which values different cultures through encouragement 
of local and global dialogue. Drawing from Chapter 2, theoretical views suggest that 
glocalisation fosters a positive learning experience for students, along with cultural respect and 
appreciation for one another’s views. Adding knowledge to the scholarship of glocalisation to 
align with the theory, the findings in this study show that glocalisation allows student 
participants the opportunity to realise the link between their existing personal narrative and a 
possible global design narrative. The findings further reveal that glocalisation, as a pedagogical 
strategy, oriented Western, theory-based curricula, such as fashion movement theory, towards 
a humanised pedagogy by building on student participants’ cultures, histories, perspectives and 
experiences. Therefore, the interpretation is that a humanised pedagogy for personal-
connection may rely on glocalisation, as a pedagogical strategy, to add valuable local topics to 
curricula that are meaningful and relevant to students’ lives while being mindful of diversity 
and personal experiences. 
 
The third aspect of the conceptual framework in Figure 1.1 is narrative humanism 
(storytelling). Drawing from Chapter 2, theory indicates that narrative humanism (storytelling) 
is characterised as a dialogical tool to integrate students’ identities into teaching and learning. 
Furthermore, narrative humanism has the potential to allow teachers and students to better 
understand one another. Adding knowledge to scholarship, the factual findings emanating in 
this study, illustrate that narrative humanism allowed student participants the opportunity to 
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observe, comment and reflect on their peers’ experiences and perspectives to support their own 
learning. Therefore, the interpretation is that a humanised pedagogy for personal-connection 
may find narrative humanism as a pedagogical strategy valuable, as it seems to prioritise 
students’ realities and link their own and their peers’ prior knowledge to new learning. 
 
Active student participation as the fourth and final aspect of the conceptual framework seen in 
Figure1.1, is theoretically characterised in Chapter 2, as a pedagogical strategy which involves 
students in the learning process as active co-learners. To add knowledge to scholarship, the 
findings in this study reveal that active student participation nurtured a space for respectful 
exploration and collaboration between teacher, students and peers thus allowing student 
participants the opportunity to better understand one another through social engagement. From 
the researcher’s interpretation and reflection, active student participation may be a viable 
pedagogical strategy to humanise pedagogy for personal-connected learning as it seems to 
create a co-learning environment which allows students the opportunity to share their 
experiences in a supportive and constructive manner and, in turn, foster a better understanding 
of one another.  
 
The humanised pedagogical approach developed in this study allows student participants to 
actively participate, resulting in personal-connection through a focus on diversity and 
addressing the dominance of Western theory in SA tertiary fashion education. In order to 
humanise pedagogy for personal-connection, existing thinking should be transformed to 
embrace diversity. Such an approach should promote and embrace authenticity, openness, 
mutual respect and an inclusive space for students’ voice through dialogue. Teachers, along 




This chapter had a three-fold purpose. The first purpose was to provide a synopsis of the 
previous chapters in this dissertation. The second purpose was to reflect on the limitations of 
the study and provide recommendations for future research. The final purpose of the chapter 
was to discuss how this study adds knowledge to scholarship of teaching and learning. This 
research has broadened the researcher’s awareness of changes in SA tertiary fashion student 
demographics and the need for educational transformation through the possible 
decentralisation of the West in curricula. Moreover, as a fashion educator, the researcher 
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promotes humanising pedagogy, as a teaching and learning strategy, given its potential to 
encourage students to draw on their own personal identities or experiences. In the same light, 
the researcher adopts the concept of personal-connected learning, which takes into 
consideration the connections students establish between curricula and individual bodies of 
knowledge or cultural practices rooted in experiences of their environment. As such, 
humanising pedagogy for personal-connection, at its core, should focus on inclusion and 
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University of Johannesburg 
Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture 
Department of Fashion Design 
MA Degree: Fashion 
Researcher: Carla Roos 
072 687 6607 
Carlaroos9@gmail.com 
Student number: 218097512 
Supervisor: Neshane Harvey, Department of Fashion Design, University of Johannesburg 
 
 
RESEARCH TITLE: A humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in fashion 
education.  
I hereby seek permission to carry out the research endeavour at the higher education institution forming 
part of a Masters Degree at the Department of Fashion Design, University of Johannesburg. Kindly read 
this invitational letter in order to make an informed decision regarding permission to conduct this study 
at the institution.  
Background to the study and Nature of the research 
I, Carla Roos, am currently registered at the Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture at the University 
of Johannesburg. In this study, the intention is to design and implement two teaching interventions with 
the intention to humanise pedagogy. The teaching and learning interventions aim to support the 
transferability of knowledge by applying Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle in a facilitated 
environment to foster a humanised pedagogy and create opportunities for students to seek personal 
meaning through experience. In essence the study seeks to define an effective humanising pedagogical 
approach that encourages personal-connected learning in fashion education. 
 
In light of the aforementioned, this study adds value to the discourse on fashion education in the South 
African higher education framework. More so, humanising fashion education for personal-connected 
learning adds knowledge to the decolonisation discourse in South Africa. 
 
Based on your institution’s relevance to the above-mentioned intention, I wish to seek your permission 
to carry out this study at the institution. This study will be valuable to the institution in terms of 
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improving educational practice by exploring and defining a relevant teaching and learning strategy that 
encourages personal-connected learning in fashion education.  
 
Intention of the project 
The research relevant to this project will aim to:  
Explore and outline a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in fashion 
education at a South African higher education level. In order to achieve this aim, the following research 
objectives were created to align with the predicted research phases:  
 
Phase 1: Explore and define preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy.    
Phase 2: Design and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 1. 
Phase 3: Re-design and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 2. 
Phase 4: Against the backdrop of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle, determine the transferability of 
the humanising pedagogical approach into design practice. 
 
Procedures involved in the research 
The study positions itself in a qualitative research approach aligned with an action research design. 
Phase 1-4 of the study takes place at your institution with the participation of students and a fashion 
educator in order to design and implement two teaching and learning interventions to encourage a more 
humane pedagogy. If you are willing to grant consent to conduct this study, I will self-administer the 
data collection. The data collected for this research will be analysed via a content-method of analysis. 
The data will only be made available to my supervisor and your institution will remain anonymous to 
ensure privacy and confidentiality. 
 
I hereby seek the institutions consent for the following:  
• To collect data from a group of students and a fashion educator relevant to the programme in 
terms of: 
o Face-to-face, semi-structured, informal group discussions with a student group (Phase 
1) 
o Hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaires with a student group (Phase 2)  
o An individual face-to-face, semi-structured interview with a fashion educator (Phase 
4) to establish the transferability of knowledge in the suitable design module 
(facilitated by a suitable design educator in 2019) 
• Design and implement teaching and learning interventions for the student group in the 
appropriate programme 
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• Use of students written components to the Trend Forecasting project 
• Photographs of students’ concept boards for the Trend Forecasting project 
• Photographs of teaching setting 
 
Potential Risks 
The participants at your institution may potentially feel uncomfortable or nervous, however there are 
no risks involved in the study. In order to insure no risks come to participants, participation is 
anonymous and voluntary and will not impact student assessment results or outcomes in any way. 
 
Potential Benefits 
The institutions involvement in this study is beneficial as it may add value in order to improve teaching 
and learning practices in general for fashion education in the South African context. 
 
Informed Consent 
The researcher understands that consent can only be given when informed. Thus, the document 
discloses the nature of the research, the aims, the risks and benefits, and the researcher details. 
 
Confidentiality 
The institutions confidentiality and privacy will be protected at all costs. The institutions personal 
information and details will not be used in a way where you can be identified. In terms of the data 
collected, it will only be accessed and used by the researcher involved. Please be aware that there are 
no potential risks and the identity of the institution will remain anonymous.  
 
Participation and Withdrawal 
The institutions decision to be involved in the proposed study is voluntary. Please be aware that you 
can withdraw your consent at any time during the research process. 
 
Future interest and Feedback 
You may contact me or my supervisor at any time during or after the study for additional information, 
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University of Johannesburg 
Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture 
Department of Fashion Design 
MA Degree: Fashion 
Researcher: Carla Roos 
072 687 6607 
Carlaroos9@gmail.com 
Student number: 218097512 
Supervisor: Neshane Harvey, Department of Fashion Design, University of Johannesburg 
 
 
RESEARCH TITLE: A humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary 
fashion education.  
 
Dear Research Participant,  
 
You are invited to participate in a research study that forms part of my Masters Degree with the 
Department of Fashion Design at the University of Johannesburg. Kindly read the invitational letter in 
order to make an informed decision about your participation in the study.  
 
Background to the study and nature of the research  
I, Carla Roos, am currently registered in the Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture at the University 
of Johannesburg. In this study, the intention is to design and implement two teaching and learning 
interventions with the intention to humanise pedagogy. The teaching and learning interventions aim to 
support the transferability of knowledge by applying Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle within a 
facilitated environment to foster a humanised pedagogy and create opportunities for students to seek 
personal meaning through experience. In essence the study seeks to define an effective humanising 
pedagogical approach that encourages personal-connected learning in fashion education.  
 
In light of the aforementioned, this study adds value to the discourse on fashion education within the 
South African higher education framework. More so, humanising fashion education for personal-
connected learning adds knowledge to the decolonisation discourse in South Africa.  
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I wish to invite you to participate in this research study. Your participation in this study will be a valid 
contribution to exploring and defining the relevant teaching and learning strategy that encourages 
personal-connected learning in fashion education. 
 
Intention of the project 
Explore and outline a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in fashion 
education at a South Africa higher education level. In order to achieve this aim, the following research 
objectives were created to align with the predicted research phases.  
 
Phase 1: Explore and define preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy. 
Phase 2: Design and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 1. 
Phase 3: Refine and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 2. 
Phase 4: Against the backdrop of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle, determine the transferability of 
the humanising pedagogical approach into design practice. 
 
Procedures involved in the research 
The study positions itself within a qualitative research approach aligned with an action research design. 
As part of Phase 1, 2, and 3 of the study I enquire about your availability and invite you to participate 
in an open-ended, semi-structured group discussion and a semi-structured questionnaire. Both the 
discussion and questionnaire will be worked into your class time assigned to the relevant programme. 
In addition, I hereby seek your permission to utilise your written project and photograph your Design 
Concepts project as part of the data collection for Phase 3. The purpose of the data collection is to 
design, implement, and refine two teaching and learning interventions to humanise pedagogy in fashion 
education. If you are willing to participate, I will self-administer the group discussion in the class with 
the intention of gaining your input to design the first teaching and learning intervention. In addition, I 
will self-administer the semi-structured questionnaire with the purpose of obtaining your feedback to 
refine the second teaching and learning intervention. It will take approximately 30-45 minutes per 
session to complete the group discussion and the questionnaire. Additionally, utilising your projects 
will have no impact on your results or progress. 
 
The data collected from the open-ended, semi-structured discussions, the open-ended semi-structured 
questionnaire, and the written project will be used to analyse the data via content method of analysis. 
Photographed data collected from both projects will be used for the purpose of comprehensive evidence. 
The open-ended semi-structured questionnaire will be self-administered and the open-ended, semi-
structured group discussion will be digitally recorded. The data will be used for the purpose of this 
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research and only made available to my supervisor. In this research, your privacy will be maintained 
with the use of a pseudonym. However, your confidentiality cannot be maintained due to the nature of 
the group discussion. 
 
If you are available and willing to participate in this research, please see attached a letter of informed 
consent which gives you the chance to give permission for the following: 
• Face-to-face, semi-structured informal group discussion (Phase 1) – 12th March, 2019  
• Hard-copy, semi-structured questionnaire (Phase 2) – 8th April, 2019  
• Use of Trend Forecasting project including the written component and concept boards (Phase 
3) – 6th May 2019  
 
Potential Risks 
As a participant you may potentially feel uncomfortable or nervous but there are no risks involved in 
the study. In order to insure any risks, your choice to participate is anonymous and voluntary and will 
not affect your results or outcomes in any way. 
 
Potential Benefits 
Your involvement in this study is beneficial as it may add value in order to improve teaching and 
learning practices in general for fashion education in the South African context. 
 
Informed Consent 
The researcher understands that consent can only be given when informed. Thus, the document 
discloses the nature of the research, the aims, the duration, the risks and benefits, and the researcher 
details. I declare that informed consent has been granted by the institution to conduct this study. 
 
Confidentiality 
Your confidentiality and privacy will be protected at all costs. Your personal information and details 
will not be used in a way where you can be identified. In terms of the data collected, it will only be 
accessed and used by the researcher involved. Please be aware that there is the potential risk of group 
or cohort identification, but even in this case your own identity will remain anonymous.  
 
Participation and Withdrawal 
Your decision to participate in the proposed study is voluntary. Please be aware that you can withdraw 
your consent to be a participant at any time during the research process. Your decision in terms of 
participating will have no impact on you. 
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Future interest and Feedback 
You may contact me or my supervisor at any time during or after the study for additional information, 
or if you have questions relating to the findings of the study. 
 
Informed Consent/Assent Form 
I have read the invitational letter pertaining to this research project and I understand the nature of 
the research and my role in it. I had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement in this 
study.  I understand that my personal details (and any identifying data) will be kept strictly 
confidential. I understand that I may withdraw my consent and participation in this study at any 
time with no penalty. 
 
Please mark the appropriate checkboxes. I hereby: 
  Agree to be involved in the above research project as a participant 
  I agree that the written component to my Trend Forecasting project is used for the purpose of 
this research 
  Provide my consent/assent to digitally record the discussions and using any audio 
recording of my contributions 
  Provide my consent/assent for the use of photographs of my concept boards for my 
Trend Forecasting project in this study 
 
  Please allow me to review the report prior to publication. I supply my details below for 
this purpose 
  I would like to retain a copy of this signed document as proof of the contractual 
agreement between myself and the researcher 
Name:  
Cell Phone:  










ADDENDUM D: DESIGN CONCEPTS FACILITATOR INVITATION 
LETTER AND INFORMED CONSENT 
 
University of Johannesburg 
Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture 
Department of Fashion Design 
MA Degree: Fashion 
Researcher: Carla Roos 
072 687 6607 
Carlaroos9@gmail.com 
Student number: 218097512 
Supervisor: Neshane Harvey, Department of Fashion Design, University of Johannesburg 
 
 
RESEARCH TITLE: A humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in tertiary 
fashion education. 
Dear Research Participant, 
You are invited to participate in a research study that forms part of my Masters Degree with the 
Department of Fashion Design at the University of Johannesburg. Kindly read the invitational letter in 
order to make an informed decision about your participation in the study. 
Background to the study and nature of the research 
I, Carla Roos, am currently registered in the Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture at the University 
of Johannesburg. In this study, the intention is to design and implement two teaching and learning 
interventions with the intention to humanise pedagogy. The teaching and learning interventions aim to 
support the transferability of knowledge by applying Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle in a facilitated 
environment to foster a humanised pedagogy and create opportunities for students to seek personal 
meaning through experience. In essence the study seeks to define an effective humanising pedagogical 
approach that encourages personal-connected learning in fashion education. 
 
In light of the aforementioned, this study adds value to the discourse on fashion education in the South 
African higher education framework. More so, humanising fashion education for personal-connected 
learning adds knowledge to the decolonisation discourse in South Africa. 
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I wish to invite you to participate in this research study. Your participation in this study will be a valid 
contribution to exploring and defining the relevant teaching and learning strategy that encourages 
personal-connected learning in fashion education. 
 
Intention of the project 
The research relevant to this project will aim to: 
Explore and outline a humanising pedagogical approach for personal-connected learning in fashion 
education at a South African higher education level. In order to achieve this aim, the following research 
objectives were created to align with the predicted research phases.  
 
Phase 1: Explore and define preliminary pedagogical strategies to humanise pedagogy. 
Phase 2: Design and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 1. 
Phase 3: Refine and implement a humanising teaching and learning intervention for fashion students 
based on the findings from Phase 2. 
Phase 4: Against the backdrop of Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle, determine the transferability of 
the humanising pedagogical approach into design practice. 
 
Procedures involved in the research 
The study positions itself in a qualitative research approach aligned with an action research design. As 
part of Phase 4 of the study I enquire about your availability and invite you to participate in an open-
ended, semi-structured interview in order to determine (against the backdrop of Kolb’s experiential 
learning cycle) the transferability of the humanising pedagogical approach into design practice.  The 
interview will approximately take 30-45 minutes. The interview will be scheduled in August 2019, with 
the set date to be confirmed. I will self-administer and digitally record the interview. The interview will 
be transcribed verbatim.   
 
The data collected from the open-ended, semi-structured interview will be analysed via a content 
method of analysis. The data will only be made available to my supervisor and you will remain 
anonymous to ensure privacy and confidentiality.  
 
If you are available and willing to participate in this research, please see attached a letter of informed 
consent which gives you the chance to give permission for the following: 






As a participant you may potentially feel uncomfortable or nervous; however, there are no risks 
involved in the study. Your choice to participate is anonymous and voluntary and will not affect your 
position and work at the institution in any way. 
 
Potential Benefits 
Your involvement in this study is beneficial as it may add value in order to improve teaching and 
learning practices in general for fashion education in the South African context. 
 
Informed Consent 
The researcher understands that consent can only be given when informed. Thus, the document 




Your confidentiality and privacy will be protected at all costs. Your personal information and details 
will not be used in a way where you can be identified. In terms of the data collected, it will only be 
accessed and used by the researcher involved. Please be aware that there is the potential risk of group 
or cohort identification, but even in this case your identity will remain anonymous.  
 
Participation and Withdrawal 
Your decision to participate in the proposed study is voluntary. Please be aware that you can withdraw 
your consent to be a participant at any time during the research process. Your decision in terms of 
participating will have no impact on you. 
 
Future interest and Feedback 
You may contact me or my supervisor at any time during or after the study for additional information, 











Informed Consent/Assent Form 
 
I have read the invitational letter pertaining to this research project and I understand the nature of 
the research and my role in it. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement 
in this study.  I understand that my personal details (and any identifying data) will be kept strictly 
confidential. I understand that I may withdraw my consent and participation in this study at any 
time with no penalty. 
 
Please mark the appropriate checkboxes. I hereby: 
  Agree to be involved in the above research project as a participant. 
  I willingly provide my consent/assent to digitally record and use any audio recording of 
my contributions. 
  I willingly provide consent for the interview to be transcribed verbatim.  
  Please allow me to review the report prior to publication. I supply my details below for 
this purpose. 
  I would like to retain a copy of this signed document as proof of the contractual 
agreement between myself and the researcher. 
 
Name:  
Cell Phone:  















ADDENDUM E: LINE OF INQUIRY FOR INFORMAL GROUP 
DICUSSION (PHASE 1) 
 
PHASE 1: INFORMAL GROUP DISCUSSION 
LINE OF INQUIRY  
INCLUSIVENESS  
What are your views on a theory classroom setting where the facilitator stands in the front 
and delivers the content in a one-way manner?  
 
What are you views on a setting where the facilitator gets removed from the front of the 
classroom?  
 
In what way does the theory content covered in curricula such as trend forecasting and 
history of fashion include your personal background and experiences?  
 
What value would your participation have with bringing content or topics to the classroom 
which you find interesting or relatable?  
 
If the facilitator was in the learning process with you, in what way would that impact your 
engagement?  
STUDENT VOICE 
In what way does fashion theory courses incorporate student voice in theory-related class 
discussions? 
PERSONAL-CONNECTION  
In what way does Western examples encourage or discourage personal-connection in 
curricula such as trend forecasting and history of fashion?  
 
In what way could the inclusion of local topics or issues as examples to the Western theory 
encourage a sense of connection to the learning?  
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING  
What are you views on applying the theory content covered to real life scenarios or 
experiences to make it more relatable? 
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ADDENDUM F: EXAMPLE OF COLOUR CODED RAW DATA 
(PHASE 1) 
 
Student participant 8 (in addition to student participant 7): I feel like sometimes when we sit 
together like this (referring to sitting around a table), someone may point out something new, 
and you realise that you haven’t thought of it like that, and you end up learning a lot of new 
things.  
 
Student participant 6: If it was a bigger group, I think that it can still work, if there is proper 
planning put in to it. It could work in a 50/50 classroom, where some of the theory gets done 
in a normal way and then the discussion is in addition to the theory. I enjoy the theory lecturer 
where the teacher is in the front of the classroom, but sometimes I just need a visual element 
or an exercise which is not in a traditional class setting to boost my interest. 
 
Student participant 7: I learn better when the lecturer is explaining topics and relating it to their 
experiences, I find it easier to understand. Like when they talk about their personal experiences 
an how it relates to the topics, I find it easier to relate.  
 
Student participant 11: I have been thinking that if we were to have a setting like this (refers to 
sitting around a table), and the lecturer would acknowledge each and every persons 
individuality, and gives us the enthusiasm where we feed off of their energy, because 
sometimes we don’t get that and it gets very hard to learn when you feel like you can’t approach 
the lecturer. For me, it almost doesn’t depend what setting it is, it comes down to being 
approachable, being able to relate to the lecturer, just being acknowledged as an individual, 
and being given information in different ways. More like being a versatile lecturer, it think it 
may help.  
 
Student participant 1: I do think you need a lecturer who has a new take on teaching us the 
information. We have a teacher who distributes the information in class, it is an intimate 
classroom because there are only 9 of us, and she asks the individual students for their 
understanding of the information and their point of view, and we end up feeding each other 
new information. I think that this approach work a little bit better than what we are used to.  
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ADDENDUM G: EXAMPLE OF FIRST-LEVEL CODING AND MEMO 
(PHASE 2) 
 




ADDENDUM H: PROJECT BRIEF FOR PHASE 2 
PROGRAMME  Diploma in Fashion  
MODULE  Trend Forecasting  
LEARNING UNIT Localising the trickle-up theory  
PROJECT CODE  3DIP/TF/C2/T2/A1 
PURPOSE OF THE MODULE  
• Examine the theories of fashion change 
• Understand direction and speed of change in fashion movement 
• Identify ways fashion moves through society 
LEARNING UNIT OUTCOME  
The purpose of this project is to explore how fashion moves though society from a personally-
connected point of view 
ACTIVITY TASKS  
• As a form of glocalisation, you can take inspiration from the integration of local examples 
to the Western fashion movement theories explored in the theory-based lesson 
• To prompt circle learning for mutual vulnerability, you will be arranged in a circular setting 
for the storytelling component 
• The researcher will open the session with their own personal-narrative to further support a 
space for mutual vulnerability 
• To support narrative humanism (storytelling), you will be required to share your personal-
narrative with your peers and the researcher 
• To enable active student participation, you will share your personal-narrative and engage 
with your peers for perspectives on how the artefact (from your photograph) can be 
integrated into Western fashion to illustrate the localising of the trickle-up theory 
TIMELINE AND LEARNING SPACE 
The theory-based lesson and the storytelling session will take place in the concept room. The learning 
unit spans over two-weeks. You will have two six-hour sessions, one session per week. The first 
session will be the theory-based lesson, followed by hand-out of the brief. The second session will 
be the storytelling component. You will have one-week to compile the personal-narrative 







The purpose of this project is to identify an artefact (photographs of a garment) from a family 
member or someone in your community with a personal-narrative attached to it. In order to have a 
concrete experience, you are required to interview the individual to gain insight into their story and 
personal experience. The aim with a more personal-narrative is to encourage personal-connection to 
theory-based content previously Western dominated 
 
PART 2 
You are required to compile an A4 written narrative surrounding the chosen artefact. Include in your 
narrative as much photographic evidence as you can find.  Be clear in your write-up surrounding the 
personal-connection the interviewee had to the artefact to support personal storytelling.  Through 
reflective observation, consider how the garment could be integrated into Western fashion to 
illustrate the trickle-up theory 
 
Prompt the person you are interviewing for the following information: 
• Does the artefact have a historical, cultural or religious connotation to it? 
• Give a description of the context it was worn in?  
• Was the artefact a trend at the time? 
• Was it worn by anyone significant? 
• Did it at any stage become a trend? 
• How did the artefact move through society? 
 
PART 3 
You are required to share your personal-narrative, and photographic evidence, with your peers in a 
storytelling session. The session will be in the form of a circle learning discussion to keep the setting 
inclusive. Through abstract conceptualisation, your peers and the researcher will provide you with 
additional ideas on how your artefact could be integrated into Western fashion to illustrate the 
localising of the trickle-up theory 
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ADDENDUM I: SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRE - LINE OF 




STUDENT PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE 
PARTICIPANT NUMBER: 
DATE: 
In what way did the teaching and learning strategy support your openness to new 
experiences? 
How can the teaching and learning methods improve to accommodate your personal 
experience? 
How can the teaching and learning methods improve to make it more inclusive?  
What are your views on learning in a circle? Did removing the teacher from the front of the 
classroom support your co-learning? 
In what way did circle learning accommodate your voice?  
In what way did the inclusion of diverse topics, from different perspectives, accommodate 
new understandings? 
What were the benefits of including local voices in theory-based class discussions? 
How did the inclusion of local topics in existing Western content allow you to identify new 
concepts though reflection? 
How did you relate the inclusion of a local topic to the theory, your identity and lived 
experiences?  
In what way did the teaching methods accommodate for personal connection to your identity 
and lived experience? 
How did the integration of personal experiences support your understanding of the fashion 
movement theories? 
How can the teaching and learning methods improve to allow for better linkages to personal 
lived experiences? 
In what way were personal connections made between story-telling and fashion movement 
theories?   
In what way did the teaching and learning support personal authentic experiences?  
How can the fashion movement theories be transferred to design practice? 
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ADDENDUM J: EXAMPLE OF SECOND-LEVEL CODING (PHASE 2) 
 





ADDENDUM K: EXAMPLE OF FIRST-LEVEL CODING (PHASE 3) 
 
 
WA6 (Written Assessment Student Participant 6)  
Concrete Experience  
 
The circle learning found a way to support my personal-connection to the trickle-up theory 
because not only was I learning about it from a piece of information or from a textbook or 
from other written examples but now instead of being in the receiving end I was within the 
process experiencing sort of what goes on within the whole process and the work that goes in 
behind the whole concept from my personal point of view. Getting us to use our own personal 
story made us refine this concept and go in depth with it. Hearing what my peers had to say 
about their own personal story and hearing/seeing my lecturer actually go in depth with us 
during this process made it more relatable and more of a practical learning experience where 
theory comes to live and theory becomes implementation. The whole set up made it more 
comfortable for us to be vulnerable and get educated on other people’s lives and cultures and 
where we come from, it was open and everyone was able to share their experiences in a 




It’s one thing to look at a personal story through a local lens, making it adhere to only a 
confined market or a selective small group of people. Once we looked at it with a global lens 
we were now making it adhere to a far more larger group of people. This was now taking 
something so small and personal and making it recognised globally or fitting to a large scale 
of people and looking at it through the global lens helped in developing my personal story and 
incorporating it in such a way that it appealed to a bigger market and was now relevant to a 
global market but still keeping in tack that personal link. The input given helped me reflect on 
my ideas and improve on what I had already put together as an initial thought, the input given 
by my peers and lecturer made it more richer and more in-depth, it developed my thinking and 






ADDENDUM L: PROJECT BRIEF FOR PHASE 3 
PROGRAMME  Diploma in Fashion  
MODULE Trend Forecasting    
LEARNING UNIT Glocalising the trickle-up theory  
PROJECT CODE  3DIP/TF/C1/T2/A3 
PURPOSE OF THE MODULE 
• Examine the theories of fashion change 
• Understand direction and speed of change in fashion movement 
• Identify ways fashion moves through society 
LEARNING UNIT OUTCOME 
This project considers the integration of ideas into Western fashion to illustrate the localising 
of the trickle-up theory 
ACTIVITY TASKS 
• Glocalisation - you are required to create a global and a local board which depicts 
your design-narrative. The local board should embody supporting visuals to your 
artefact (photograph of garment) (initial understanding of the trickle-up theory), while 
the global board should include Western fashion trends supportive of your artefact 
(reflection on the understanding of the theory) 
• Practical application - to support the design-narrative, include a working sketch 
which depicts how your local perspective can be used as design inspiration 
• The researcher will open the session with their own narrative to illustrate their own 
personal approach to the project, and to further support a space for mutual 
vulnerability 
• Storytelling session - share your design-narrative with your peers, which 
contextualises the narrative of your artefact (personal-narrative), and the 
consideration of how you can integrate your artefact into a Western brand to localise 
it 
• Active student participation - your peers will provide you with supportive feedback. 
Make sure to take note of their feedback, as you will be required to reflect on their 
input for further understanding and development of your design-narrative 
• Submit a written component in which to reflect on the aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, 
as they were applied to this project, to support personal-connections between the 
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theoretical Trend Forecasting fashion module content and linked, personal, evoked 
experiences of localising the trickle-up theory 
TIMELINE AND LEARNING SPACE 
• To further engage with circle learning for mutual vulnerability, you will be arranged 
in a circle setting for the storytelling session 
• The theory-based lesson and the storytelling session will take place in the concept 
room  
• The learning unit spans over two-weeks, in which you will have two six-hour 
sessions. The first session, in week-one, will be the theory-based lesson and the 
handout of the brief. The second session will be the storytelling session  
• For the second session, in week-two, the researcher will implement two separate, 3-
hour sessions over two days in order to shorten the storytelling session to maintain 
active student interest and engagement 
• You will have one-week to compile the written component commencing from the 
project brief hand-out date 
PROJECT BRIEF 
The purpose of this project is to create preliminary content to utilise in a potential design-
narrative for a collection to support further engagement with the design process. Following 
the storytelling session and the input you have gained from your peers regarding your artefact 
and its potential integration into Western fashion - create two concept boards, and a working 
sketch as part of the preliminary research to illustrate the personal trickle-up theory as advised 
by your peers. 
 
The first board should be a depiction of photographs you have collected from interviewing 
your respondent in the previous project - this will symbolise the ‘local’ overview of your 
design-narrative. The second board should be visuals which depicts a Western interpretation 
of the garment (trends or runway looks for example) - this will form the ‘global’ overview to 
the design-narrative. The working sketch is an illustration board which depicts how your 
inspiration will be used. For the working sketch, illustrate a single ensemble which best 
represent your design-narrative, consider fabrication, colour usage, garment details and a link 




The informal storytelling session will require of you to share your design-narrative with your 
peers.  In you design-narrative, contextualise the narrative surrounding your artefact and how 
you can integrate your design-narrative into a Western brand to localise it. Based on your 
sharing, constructive feedback will be provided by your peers in an informal critique session. 
Note the feedback provided by your peers, as this will support reflection on your narrative in 
your written component. The project requires of you to submit a written component in which 
you reflect on the aspects of Kolb’s (1984) ELC, as they were applied to this project, to 
support personal-connections between the theoretical Trend Forecasting module content and 
linked, personal, evoked experiences of localising the trickle-up theory.  Refer to the mark 
rubric as a guideline for how much you should write. The narrative requires of you to use the 
following themes as headings: 
 
Concrete experience  
Consider whether the circle learning as a concrete experience supported your personal-
connection to the trickle-up theory or the initial experience e.g. your local board 
 
Reflective observation  
Consider whether observation of the trickle-up theory through both a global and a local lens 
assisted with the reflection of your personal-narrative and its relevance to a global market 
 
Abstract conceptualisation  
Consider whether storytelling assisted in the conceptualisation of how your personal-
narrative can integrate into a Western brand to localise it e.g. your global board 
 
Active experimentation  
Consider whether the application of your personal-narrative to a design-narrative has 
supported or improved your understanding of the trickle-up theory e.g. the working sketch 
 
Reflection on peer feedback  
• In what way did your peers support you with their feedback and was it valuable?  
• Consider how you will draw on your peers’ feedback to further support your narrative 
• In what way did the peer feedback support inclusion?  
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ADDENDUM M: EXAMPLE OF SECOND-LEVEL CODING (PHASES 3 
AND 4) 
 
RAW DATA QUOTATIONS  SOURC
E 
THEME 2: REFLECTIVE OBSERVATION 
Category 1: global relevance of a personal/original narrative 
• This [glocalisation] enforced the idea that I can easily approach the theory 
through a personal-narrative (SPW1:1) 
• It helped observing the trickle-up theory through local and global lenses, it 
showed my topic’s relevance in the modern world to a global market 
(SPW2:1) 
• By seeing that the trickle up theory can be viewed through both a local and 
global lens, has helped me to find a way whereby my personal (local) story 
can be used in a contemporary or global setting (SPW4:1) 
• This was now taking something so small and personal and making it 
recognised globally or fitting to a large scale of people and looking at it 
through the global lens helped in developing my personal story and 
incorporating it in such a way that it appealed to a bigger market (SPW6:1) 
• This is why I found the observation of the trickle up theory through both a 
global and local lens assisted my personal story better (SPW8:1) 
• The reason being, we first solely concentrated on our own personal artefacts, 
where it originated, what it meant, and then we created our own personal-
narratives, all originating from uncontaminated information creating pure 
inspiration and ideas that are original (SPW8:1) 
• I believe you cannot have local without global and vice versa, they support 
each other to create something unique and interesting in this forever 
changing market (SPW8:1) 
• My observation of the trickle-up theory through a global and local lens 
assisted with the reflection of my personal story and its relevance in the 























• The observations of the trickle-up theory through the local and global lens 
has assisted with reflecting whether or not the personal story would apply to 
both markets (SPW9:1) 
• The addition of the global board appears to have encouraged students to 
consider their personal-narrative and its relevance in a global market 
(RJ3:18) 
• For the purpose of reflecting on a new experience in the second teaching 
and learning intervention, glocalisation as a strategy is implemented to 
encourage and reflect on a link between the global relevance of a local or 
personal idea (RJ3:20) 
• As a result of the inclusion of both local and global topics in to the learning 
process, it appears as if students find it easier to locate personal-




















• His [student participant 1s] design [designs] is [are] very fashion forward. 
It really meets with the standard of trickling-up on a traditional level. His 
work aligns quite well and it doesn’t look out of place or forced. His idea 
is not taken up too literally (DCF:1-2) 
• She [student participant 2] would like to take this concept to her third-year 
to develop as her graduate collection. Not necessarily the initial personal 
idea, but where the idea led to, the conceptualising for a global market 
(DCF:2) 
• I like how she [student participant 2] has interpreted it, she translated the 
traditional elements to what is trending now (DCF:2) 
• It is a black and white photograph, but the student incorporated a luminous 
green trend as a contrast, and with the intention to translate it to a global 
market. She has picked the traditional colours from the embroidery, but 
translated them in a way which makes them modern and trending (DCF:2-
3) 
• but instead of doing a literal corset style, she [student participant 2] made 
it into a jacket with similar lines and for a contemporary application. 
































• The student extracted colours directly from the photograph, she even went 
so far as to extract a colour from skin tone, which she translated into a rusty 
coral. Aligning with a prominent colour trend (DCF:3) 
• She [student participant 3] has maintained a balance were it very much true 
to the era, and at the same time very much geared towards the current 
generation (DCF:3) 
• [Referencing a balance between the local and the global], one of the 
students translated their ideas too literally, which loses the global relevance 
(DCF:4) 
• She [student participant 5] took the idea of the classic frill and the Italian 
brooch and combined it with contemporary trends such as a biker short. 
She wanted to adapt to a new consumer which is fashion forward. Within 
the first edit she has incorporated the frills taken from the movement, and 
incorporated the biker short. The tops very much incorporate the silhouette 
and the shapes of the brooch, which is the personal and the traditional, and 
then she has this very modern biker short with it- creating a strong contrast 
supporting the local versus the global and the traditional versus the 
contemporary (DCF:4-5) 
• The students looked at trend and made a connection within their global 
trend research which presents [presented] itself as appropriate to their 
personal-narrative (DCF:5) 
• A few students initially in first edit illustrated designs which are quite literal 
and costume-like, but as they develop, they filter down to accommodate a 
commercial market (DCF:6) 
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PHASE 4: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
ASPECTS OF KOLB’S 
(1984) ELC 
LINE OF INQUIRY  
CONCRETE 
EXPERIENCE  
• How did students transfer their concrete experiences from 
the theory module into design practice? 
REFLECTIVE 
OBSERVATION 
• In what way did students link global relevance with personal 
design-narrative?  
• In what way did students transfer local ideas, their personal 
identities and lived experience to design practice? 
• In your view, was student transferability of local ideas into 




• How did students contextualise their personal identities into 
design practice? 
• In what way did students transfer their abstract ideas into 
design practice? 
• In your view, how did students’ self-reflection and personal 
experience influence their design process?  
ACTIVE 
EXPERIMENTATION 
• In what way did students make personal connections 
between theory and practice? 
• In what way did students experiment with local design ideas 
and transfer this for global design practice? 
• How did personal-connection enable students in 
experimentation of design ideas? 
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ADDENDUM O: EXAMPLE OF FIRST-LEVEL CODING (PHASE 4) 
 
Student participant 1 decided to look at his childhood, he has a photograph where he is 
wearing his school inform, and he has a second photograph where he is wearing a tracksuit. 
From the photograph he extracted colour. Because it is very sports like- he extracted numbers 
as a pattern. The brand that this student choses was Lacoste to align with the activewear look 
and feel. His personal photographs appear as he if he could be wearing a tracksuit for Lacoste, 
which he translated nicely. What is interesting is that for his entire design journey with so far, 
he has a habit of drawing waist coats, uniforms, I’ve told him numerous times to expand on his 
ideas- but now in hindsight I see that he [student participant 1] has been drawing from what he 
knows, his home. I see now what he has related to. I don’t know if it has been dormant the 
entire time (DPF:1)  
 
He [student participant 1] also took a landscape from the Sowetan towers [in Johannesburg, 
South Africa], he has taken the silhouette and turned it into a print, which draws on a local 
inspiration as opposed to just the personal (DPF:1). His [student participant 1s] design 
[designs] is [are] very fashion forward. It really meets with the standard of trickling-up on a 
traditional level. His works aligns quite well and it doesn’t look out of place or forced. His idea 
is not taken up too literally (DPF:1-2). He [student participant 1s designs] very much aligns 
with Lacoste as an International brand regarding their silhouettes, and the look and feel. But 
he has made it unique by incorporating the different patterns (DPF:2).  
 
In the beginning, he had the personal-connection with his photograph, then when he thought 
of the international brand, you can see in the beginning, he drew a few crocodiles, which was 
too literal. But as he [student participant 1] developed in the 2nd edit he focused more on his 
local ideas [personal-narrative]. When that happened, it translated beautifully (DPF:2). Starting 
from a personal-narrative helped him [student participant 1] a lot- he translated his idea very 
well. His childhood is something he knows, and something he is familiar with (DPF:2).  
 
With the majority of the students their design approach remained the same, but the results were 
different. [Student participant 1] for instance normally has strong concepts, but I can see 
passion in this one [localising the design-narrative]. He provided a lot of little design elements, 
details, which I usually don’t get. Conceptually he is pushing himself more (DPF:2). 
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ADDENDUM P: PEER INVESTIGATOR REVIEW AND 
VERIFICATION OF DATA ANALYSIS 
 
 
